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"INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

IntroduCtion and Methodoleigy.otinvestigativn

The Curriculum of Attainments Project, conducted under the auspice's of the.

Center for Educational Design, Florid State University, has culminate& the third-

year of a thiee year project funded by:the Fund tor the Improvement, of Postsecondary

.61

Eci6ation. -The Final Report repreSents a description of the project and an'
. .

assessment of the degree to which the Rroject goals liere attained. The'poAct
ro

goale.stated in final form are to: 1,1_
/ .

.

1. Establish mastery standards for degree programs .

t
. 2. Create opentttme-variable educational'prorms

V
3.. Verify,that the COA can serve as a,parsdigm ior the cost-

effective use of educational personnel, and technology
. i 0

4. Demonstrate and investigate.the naracteristics'of the .

Curciculum.of'Attainments learning environment

. .

5. Establish a more direct relationship between the
Curriculum and theworld of work

Demonstrate a strategy for curriculum refOrm:in, mass
hie" educaticin

.

, ,

The Final Report presents an analysis of the attainment of each goal. The
I, 4 V. ' o

mader will find that soy of the goals were achieved At,a proficiency level well

above the minimum level of expectation for the project, while other goals remain
i

incomplete and require further self - assessment and practice before the stadas4
,

NI

is achieved. Following the analysis of the attainment of goals, geneFal student

outcomes are reported, foliowed'by the author's comients and conclusions regarding

.the project and the implications of attainment-based instruCan.for'dissemination0 '4°
and transfer to other institutions.

a' . 6

I

dilk I

4. I

( .1.. ....
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.
f ..

Methodology of Investigation
..- %,..- .

I.

When taken; circumslanceS. limi tationg add,NSVeats.0bservatiOns:
t o'. ir ;

'..- . , s 1(;

Data collection por the'spbmaZit4'filveluation of-the COA Project goals consisted
N e

4Y, . .: . of both, formal and infol-M4 , obaservistionp.. rotmal ohservtions were, drawn -fro* the
,

' .,:.,. 4 i. -,;4. -
. -

,
.(

...

following sources over the,dburse of the year (AY 1976)

1.4 Manpower UtilizatIonsurvey.

2. Biographical InformatOn survey -..-
4

, 3. Transaction - Interaction survey

4. Use of Resources' survey

A : .

5. General Outcomes survey

6.- Student Academic' records

7. Departmental records,

.4
: .

7

.

.

The Manpower Utiltestion Survey was administeredAo COA mentafTs at the conclu---
. .

.

Sion 9f each quarter! Mentors, tutors, and jury members were requeste-to inidcate

-

4

the percentage of time spent performing various COA activities ang.thi,people with
- S

. .
.

,whom these activities were performed. TO some extent, the iesponses.may,reflect

inaccurate recall siNs the, data was notttollected until the conclUsion of each

.
44, quarter. In addition,.the study is subject to the common criticisms of selfrreport-

,

. ---
.

---
data: .

. .

A Biographical Information Survey was administered. too the student's. in the-COA
. ,,

....

. .
. . .

programs. Thgsurvey asked questionsconeerfling education and...york' experience,- .

background, age, sex, marital status, and ethnic group. In addition, siudents,Wet.e

asked to list any'emplaiment they held Ohile'attendinglichoolits COA students. .

The survey 'was conducted in the Winter quarter,

1
.

4. . .

In order to describe the inferperibnal agpects'of the learning envitopment, a
,

.
, k ,

4ransaction -/InteractiSIPSurvpy was developet and administered during Spring

4
' quarter. Tie survey addressed peer4earningo mentor roles, tutors- student and juror-

,

Survey .itets asked students to indicate frequency and
I'

..-

student relationships.

411 12c)'

.

S.
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.

,effectiventss of Ufferent kinds of transactions with mentor, tutors,' rocs, and
410

other ,.students:

- -
The Use -of. esources Survey asked students to estimate the numbei:of -hours

-per month spent'.in using such resources as .learning packeges;,Univeisitr'libiary;

COA.stedy rooms, etc. It was administered in-the Spring quarter:

The General Nitcomes'Survey asked students to evaluate the effectiveness 6f

5 TOA in accomplighing,many of itsvobjectives, such a

discipline in establishing one's. own "Production.s

development of self-confidence,

collegial relationships with, professionals. The General
..

1

administered during-the Spring-quarter.

. . .

.---'

.

Data,were also collected systemiticallY.from student academic records. and
.

.

.
, , 4., . .

departmental records- to.prqvide an indication of adademid'Agress in the Stage I-
,

blishiog

ut omes Survey Was

COA prOarips.

were obtained

Dati,conderning the number of credit hours enrolled and completed '

from academic records and dhta egardingTTE faculty 'input were talk

,

from departmental:and University-records. Th

part, during they Summer of 1976.
a

-Informal observations were made, by roject staff membelis throughout tee year

.' A. - .

during'their'contadt With COA personn in the three piogram areas. Frequent
. ..

. 4
meetings were-held to facilitate Commtnicition and-to Lionize evaluation activities.

e'data were collected for the most

.

The informal,observations were d.iactised periudically"aiong project staff members,

especially in relation'to the-corroboration that was given by the formal data that
' MP,

was collected. Although the informal observations are to obyidus biases
o -50K

inherent in the unsystematic collectforl.method and lir4ted vision of project per-
.

sonnel,thelle observations provided considerable-direction in dpvelOPing hypotheses

concern ing program 'operation:
. -

.

.

i.

In. the following sections, both informal and formal observations have been

combined-1n reporting the progress. the COA project has made toward the attainment

*' ' . 47
; of.the establiahed goals. Attainment relative,to each goal is disdussed separately'

in-order to facilitate cOmprehension,by the reader.

\lb

13 1



lecludedbelow are-some of the important milestones in the inception and
.

/
development oftthe au; project. Ptofessor David Riesman has documented, a more

CHAPTER IL
(--L

An HistOricel Outline
of the _Curriculum of Attainments-

1972-:-197e:

)r--'

camprehensiVe and detailadftversion of the."VSUotory" tftrough research associated
. .j ..

.1 ' .' .
, . _ . .

with Dr. Gerhd Grant of Syracuse University's "Competency -based Eddcation
% .\.6'; ,... i .. fn

.
. .,.., .

-.. .. .

,F*oject",.another-project funded by.FItSE. This report maybe obtained by

writing either Professor Riesmanat Harvard University or. DT. -Gerald Grant of

the Educational'Policy Research Center; Syracuse, New York.
4

Early evendpreceding the conceptualization of the-COA-began in February of. 1
.1

.
. .

1972, when Florida Senate. Bill 455 was introduced by Jerry Thomas, which, required

the Division of Universitiei to 'irevise'the requirements for the grSnting of

bacNiaureate degrees,andto grantdegrees after three years academic work,
..... , v

unless there'-are accredi ation conflicts."''Jhe bill was unanimously pasied by

11;e Senate, but was de ated in the House'. Later in the spring, CammissionerAbf
4

Education Floyd Ch :tian appointed a.Task Force "...to explore the AlasibilitY

of a baccala e degree program which can be completed in three academic years."

In he fall of 1972, Dr: Daisy*Flory,Acting Vice President of Academic

Affairs, received a difective from Board of Regents Chancellor Robert Mautz that

each university. in tile State, University System submit a proposal to implement'

programs which may shorten the time normally required to obtain the baccalaureate.

Subsequently, Dr. Flory ralled a committee to develop Models for a time-shortened

baccalaureate degree program. Models explored were CLEF,
1
early admission, depart-

.

mental examinations, and.the Curriculum of Attainments. Dr. Flory received a

memo shortly afterward'from Chancellor Mautz'encouraging models for new degree
S
prerakeemphasOing competency- based.instruction. On December 15, a proposal,

a
' 4
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Curriculum of Attainments: An Alternativeto Time-Ted Degree Programs, was

written and submitted'by Dr. Daisy FlWry and Dr. John HarrAa, Director of the

.*

Division of Instructional Research,and Service,.to the Board of Regents of the
4 1

State University System which strongly'advocated that time was irrelevant to the
, .

l'ardinIFOf degrees-. Dr. Harris brought the.notion of'awarding.degtees,on the

basis of attainment rather than exposure_with him from his previous employment

at the Uniyeriity of Georgia.

. -/
In the winter of 1973, the Commissioner's Task Fovce on Time- Shortened-

or
Degrees ficommended,the adoption of.the

advanced placement programs, year round

school and college, early admission, and

prof icienciet. It did not recommend-the

1

b

S

College Level Examination Program (CLEP),

matriculation, dual enrollment in'high

-paced learning with demonstrated

adoption of nine-ciudrter degrees.

A-proposal for fulf-fuAding for planning and implementation was submitted

- -

to the Fund for the Improvement f Postsecondary Education (F3PSE). Pribr to
. .

,
.

its submission, Dr.'Charles Wet orn, on behalf of tfieaculty Senate eringj)
A

Committee; authorized support for the COA experimental program. Thi% proposal

was a more operational and comprehensive version of the Flory-Harr proposal

,sent to the Board of Regents. On July 1,.1973, the Planning Project for the

Curriculum of Attainments was awarded -to Florida State University by FIPSEdin

the amount of $49,386.

During the lite summer nd early fall of 1973, a comprehensive survey was

conducted of all sixty departments and upper division baChelors and master level
40

degree programs at Florida State University. On September 30, the COA Project .\

Committee, chaired by Dr. Joe Grosslight of the Psychology Department, selected

nine programs for intensive exploratlon. The programs were Biology, Nursing,

Urban and Regional Planning, Mathematics, Geography, Speech Pathology,Library

:Science, Psychology and Music.. Later during the fall cpiarter faculty members

frbm the nine selected programs were interviewed, regarding interest and feasibility
Iwo

tJ

p
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for imillementing'Currieuium of Attainments programs. On November 30, BtS.

6

-programs inGpology and. Nursing and,a M.A. prbgram in Urban and Regional Planning '

were selected for planning Curriculum of Atiai ants programs. In December, the

da.togisfature authorfied the appointment -of a Standing Committee on Time-

Yatlaide Education to exolore.ck4etency-based instruction (under the Department.

of Education).

July 1, 1974; funds in'-the amount of $98,861 were received from FIPSE for

the "Implementation bf'thepuroriCulum of Attainments" with programs. in Marine
"

.

.

Biplogy,'Nursing,..andUrtfanoand -Regio0 nal Planning, anefo design programs in

gniic EddCation,'Religion, Theatte, Psychology, Business and Library Science.

In the fall uarter of 1974,' CU:programs in Nursing, Marine Biology, at Urban

and Regional,Planning were tented with fifteen students in Nursing, Pauline

Haynes, mentor; seventeen etpdents in Marine ogiT, Al Collier, mentor; and

sixteen studentil in Urban and Regional Planning, Ed ure, Richard - Rubino and

Robert Mitcll, mentors. During the winter of 1975, programs in Music

Education, Theatre, Psychology," Religion, Library Scie ce, and Recreatfoii----'

Leisure Studies began planning COA programs for implementation in the fall of 1975.

4On July 1, 1975, funds wer<awarded from PIPSE ($62,500) for the 'direct
.

assessment of 'mpetence and dissemination of'the Curriculdm of Attainments. On

August 15, the COA was proposed. o the State of Florida Articulation Coordinating

-Committee as a,method of'articulating_between lower division and upper divilion

.

programs
1

.

Stage II.programsin Music Education, theatre history and costumingnefigion,

and Psychology began implemeting COA programs in the fall., 1975, with t.les Collins

in Music Education, Art Der/ag and Don Stowell in,Theatre; Charles'Swai

Religion, and gal Korn in Paychologyas mentors. Vocational Technical Educttion

began planning' COA program 'for implementiltiOn in the fall pf 1976. Recreation
-

1U



and Leisure Studies continued to plan and pilot-tat learning materials during

Ke 1975-76 aca4emic year.

On an ary 10-14, 1,976,.FSU was host to a conference of the Competency-Based

Education rakjeet', Dr. Gerry Grant of Syracuse University, project director.

Professor

The conference was funded by FIPSE.

a
David Riesman of 'Harvard University was in charge of the FSU case study.

External funding for the Curriculum of Attainments Ptoject was terminated

on June 30, 1976.

4,

-
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Description of the CurriculuM of Attainments:
A Complete Mqdel for Competency-based Education

The principal concept of the Curriculum of'Attainments is that degrees

awarded solely on the basis of knowledge or skills (ie., attainments)

.

demonstrated before faculty jur es without regard to the location orothe.amount

,
(

%. of time it takesaistudent master them. When fully operational, the NA is

1
J

a completely time-variA , location-free .curriculum which allows for cont inuous'

progress toward d grees.. .

there'are now nine programs, in various stages of development at Florida

State University ranging from the planning phase to full operation. The first-

'three programs were junior and"senior year. programs, in.Marihe Biology andNursing
J Aa e 4 3

and a masters degree program in Urb and Regional Planning. Other programs
.

t

,.' currently in development and field testing include Music, Psychology, Religion,

1.._

..

A.
.,

''*theatre, Recreation and teieure Studies,: arid Vocational Education. LT the spring

of
.

1976, bacalaureate and masters degrees were awarded to students who partici-
'

c
.

,

. ,

pet-id-in the first three programs.
. .

,--

is': ' .

A fullyamplemented COA program included five basic_ components:
,

.,, !

...4.. .

1. A
"
set of-generic apd specific attainments rewired for the deiree certificate.

-N -':c_,...v-----'

Ari attwinment-, consistlhlterhree etements - -a behaviotlly stated 'knowledge or
. .

skill, assessment tasks, a andards of performance, Thee are two levels of
o

...

attainment used to structure a program -7a general. level an a s
.s. . I

W t
.

The general level (generic attainments) indicates broad - based areas of knowledge

: / . 4

.
or skill.' Generic attainments ma/ number anywhere from 4(ss in the Music Educe-

.

tion program) to 27 (as in,the Urban an0 Regional Planning program).
A. .

, .'

Specifivattainments are the sub-skills or knowledge which form the building

,

(,blAks of generic attainments. Typically, tRe number of eneric attainments
, a 4..

it' 0 .%

r

,,,,

.
.

01

i - .

ii

.

a I 1 G
II 1 ,- 8
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describing the leirning outcomes for the.progr varies fr9m 6 to 12. The

specific, attainments for each genet c attainment often ranges from

to 25. Specific ttainments server as dev Opmental .taske` to the mastery of

'a gene it attainment.
*

Here are4ome examples

a speeific attainment.

the re tionship between ageneric at tainment en
,

9

o

,1

.Specif.

Nursing
I e

4 . ..
40f e1 , , ...,

t r kildwir and applies basic principles of
'.-- dehAriptive. oc eanogiaphy..:2

...1
- .:,,,. . .

.

Ainment: deilr.leas tide Wave'types--semi-diurrialg -.
- -

, ; ' dill Eil,'sid mixed:. 1

R.

" 7
A . 4 :

. .

r. ...

Alk.-4 t ,'

Generic attainments if recognizes 'abncirmal patte#ns. of behaVior;
%

.

:' communication, or adaption and inUfates,, .t ,. - apAmpriate action. 41 .41
.

., .

.,

Specifi,p ettainmeAi: 4dentiflei h'uillei's Co iinterpAsbnal
. . _

1 . : . , communicatione.g.Oadk of .ateention#
. .

, non sequitur - responses, -lack ol feeling
,, responses, Inierly Aggressive or hostile

, ale responseS4'mnralizingioe judgmental
- ,

. 41.: .,:.. -responses, eta. r'
:

' ; -.\ . , I_ . , ,, , ...
. .

.

,,,..' . . v.
, .

.

it . .

VocationalEducation

Generic attainment:,

Specific attainment:

-

'the :ptindiples and te'khniques

of teaching'llitinh'help Students apply
what they. have learne'.' -

directs shopilahotatary learning
experiences.

'
;

0/ ..
.

, .
. . .

.

. 3. ' '

:

i
2. A jury to certify.the achievement of generic attainment. ,Each jury. in the

4. . .
. .

'COA consists of a minimum of two faculty vemh$:ks. and an outside practicing
, #

4 prOfeSSi0i191.

attainments.

The jIr convenes.to assess student achievement of generic level

in this way4 it ,eXamines a student's capacity to integrate broad

I I *5
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areas of knowledge, ors skills.' This kind o f Valuation iequirpe nonttaditional

,

assess ,ment techniques such as oral exams, portfolios, video ped-perfqrmances,
..e

.,

. -

live'demonstretionsg apd anecdotal-records.
.".

.

0. .
.,

The jury primarily evaluates student behavior. dn Eliher-order cognitive

,,

, .

- , .
,

C, .
, . I, ,

-

skill areas or in complex problem-solving situations., Higher-order cognitive
. .

_ .

skill .include such,skilldas analysis and synthesis,' while an example of a

, , .

complex problem-solving sitUation might\be the administering pf a'patient-cater
2

I'
. .. ,

. a . / ..

\
program. he e'valuatio'n of lower-level cognitive.skills and routine Psych,motyr,

,

.
.

.

.

. -, ,

4

skills calk be accomplished with objective' tests or thr6ugh faculty lve ervisor

observation.. Attainment of these lower-level skills can alk be inf

--,_

the demonstration of 'complex behaviors in a jury examination. The use of juries.
, 1 , .

is one of the most important characteristics of the COA since it allows the.
, ,

.

separatiomCo-inseructiOn from certification of attainMient. '.

'Pd' from

.

'' -.:./!' .

3. Mentor to guide students in the Istery of attainments. The mentor advises

, -. .

f
.

students Ot the acquisition and. use of learning resources In order to hap them

-
.

. reach mastery. Since the objectives Of.in,educational p

, .
,:-

. .

the student, in consultation with the mentor, may,use,any'number,of availab
\,

resources to achieve the intended outcomes.: The mentor also designs instructional.
.

. 1

materials which enable students 'to acquire knowledge and skills. -' ,'"

. .

..- . A.
An important point' to be mentioned aboutthe.mentor'role is tbat-Oe mentor

, . o .
.

..,., . *

am are clparly defined,

"teaches" as little as possible, The mentor da.no0Aewed as a guru =erbe sole

.'fountain 9f knowledge and wisdom. The mentor's primaty role is to help a student

integrate knowledge and skills gained from a variety Of educational resources. '

The Mentor also assesses student progress toward attainment and schedules jury

examination when students are ready to'demonstrate mastery of an.attainment.

Although the mentor may be present during the jury assessment, the' mentor does
. . .

not participate as a voting member of the jury. _

I

u
-J
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One priyi1ege accorded togs thent9r i# -the opportunity to, knoAul a sttlentr

11

over-a lorig period of time and over aclarge,por,tion,of the curriculum. Mentors

are able to'observe kudents develop intellectually and mature Personarly--an

,

,element often dissing'in piecemeal, asseibly-line approaches to masPs education.

4.4 Individualized learning_ res5Rres. The learning 'package, is /the unit of

7- 4
struction in theC0Ai as opposed to a course. Each learning package (or module)

is assigneda titleiand a specified number of credit bouts. The module con ins -
1 4

a.sit of 'specific ,attainments;` pre- and posttest; learning materi als such as
, .

print materiale, slidetNes,'and videotapes; study guides; handbooks; a biyio-

?

. graphy; practice exercises; and other materials that may help students master

the specific attalioments.4

specific attainments:Included in'a learning package are a cluster of related

, -

attainments leadiog to a generic attainment. A 90-quarter-'hour COA program-may

contain .30 learning packages; averaging 3 credit hours per package, that cover

10 generic attainthents and 120 specific attainments.
/

,Learning packages are designedIto be as self-instructional as possible.

-.Tile moresielf-inatructional'a package becomes, the more flexible a program is in 140j_
.

, , e 111°
``terms of allowingstudents to learn.awa.7'y from the classroom, 'This'.is not to say'

thit.COA:results in depersonalization. In fact, the opposite is true. The

'mentor meets/With individual students frequently and with'groupi of students in

seminars nce or twice per week to discu*issyes related to the field or

disc ine;'. Guest speakers are often brought in to'giVe presentations and

onstratione., In seMinard, students also have the'opportunity to discuss any

difficulties they have encountered in. mastering the specific attainments learning

packages.

In addition, students participate in tutorials and workshops. 'These workshops

may be conducted in the evening'or.on weekends to accommodate the needs of



12

nonresidential students. [They are also encouraged to consult faculty or lay

tutows who,are specialists when they need special'assist,ince.] Students also

use internships and field experiences\as methods of mastering attainments.
.

5. 'An administrative support tystem. A special attainment-based transcript
.

,contains information unique tb a CBE system. The transcript lists generic

attainments mastered, dates of registration and complption of learning packages,
1

the dates,when attainments were,demonstrated before juries with signatures of

jury members; and types of assessments used. An open registration procedure

allows students continuous progresseoward the fulfillment of degree requirements.

A retroactive gr'ading procedure enables juries to assign grades to learning

packages based upon .the student's performance in.the terminal jury assessments.

At Ole undergraduate level, a grade of B is awarded to students who demonstrate

4inimum level of mastery of an attainment before a jury, an A grade for superior

performance; or an I (incomplete) when a student fails to demonstrate the minimum

performance standard.' A student" who earns an I grade for 'an attainment -is allowed

to take the jury exam again but can earn a grade no higher than a A more

detailed account of the COA record keeping system,,transeript, grading policies,

and jury policies is appended in this docum%nt.

Students register for 15 credit hours of.lea g pdckages upon entering the
/

program. After. these are ccimpleted,- they register for 15 more, and so on, until

th re ready for jury review of one 9r several attainments. A degree is awarded

when a student completes all learning packages comp g the program and demon-
_ . A

etrates successful mastery ofll required attainments.

/ 22
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,CHAPTER IV

The Experimental Programs

ThAtage-I-programs in Biology, Nursing,4and Urban and Regional Plannin

were designed in the winter, spring and summer quartbrs of 197:4, and have

N.-

. The Stage II progr psychology

in the winter, spr

in operation for two years

and Theatre were designed

4

have beet*In operation for'one year. The :tot

thrie Stage I programs was $108,104 while/the tot

and syimi rter- of 1975, and
,/

eXterni nveatedinithe
*

four State, II programs was $29,400 The

-4. .

for three prOgrams spread ove three y

given to four prograMs spread over two years:,

igur

w011,0

rept4

. -

ezStage

funds' invested in

sents combined support

II_figure is the suppoyt

AP
13121W ,/

, ,
. _

.1 / . ,

.....e

The COA Marine 4iology program, two years in operation, represents an addition

to the Wevious course offeri s of the,#idlogical Sciences Department. The

programts alpi is to prepare s dents for graduate school and 6r ineedtate employ-
( ti

went in the field of Marine Biology. Estimates are that half of the COA students

will enter graduate school. There were 28 studenta.edrolled in the COA program

At the close of the spring quarter.

Since Marine Biology majors must complete the extensive departmentalirequite-

manta of other Biology and parallel courses, ;he COA packages afi treated,

effect, as electivei. To the.extent that COA represents small proportions of

student workload and is time-variable, procrastination is very evident.//Though

35,credi.hoUrs of learning packaged have been developed, 13 hours have not yet .

been employed.

It is doubtful tha the COA program will continue imMarfl. Biology.

Dr. Collier will" retirg t the end of fall guarter,and it islikely that his

replacement will,. be assigned to areas recently hurt 14 major tAtbacks in personnel

4'

---_r in the Diological Sciences Department.
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IN Nursing
le

Tge Schciol of Nursing has No types of attainment-bised programs, a generic

..

zprlogramand a RN programer' The aim of the generic program is to provide a parallel,-
)

self-paced route foi thosAtudents w,Wo havevompleted their-basic studies require-

ments And Who are pursuing-a Bachelor of. Science degree in Nursing. For two years,
. .

. ,-
br. Anne Belcher, who.specialiZes in medical/surgical nursing, has been the

3
410,. .

'program mentor. Fifteen students enrolled in the generic program in the'fall of

1974; and by the.end of spring quaeter 1976,.14 of these students had completed
.

, .

the course of studies, which included 34 learning packages totaling 68,credit

hours. A ,list of learning packages and generic competencies is found in Appendix I.

In the fall of 1975,, an attainment-based RN program.was instituted with an
1

initial enrollment of 28 students; The RN program is designed to offer accelera-

tipn to xhose students -wkb have already had extensive field experience but who

wish to receive a Bachelor of Science degree in NUrsing. Students entering this

program are licensed nurses who hold an Associate of Arts degree or a diploma

from a hospital-based program, Currently, three RN students have compleeed/the
2. ., .4

-';'

COA program of 68 credit hours, add three to four are expected to be'finished by \-

the end of summer quarter 1976.

Unlike COA programs in other departments, the School of Nursing certifies,

all 20 generic competencies at the end of the program in a terminal jury process.
. .

N,
Tutoring assistance from specialized faculty.did.outside practicing professionals

is encouraged and frequently obtained. After completing all learning packages

and receiving any *tutoring felt necessary, the students proceed through jury

.examinations.' Jury members include four departmental faculty and one practicing

professional per student. The program mentor estimates that two years are required

to complete the gederic program, and an average of four quarters will be necessary

for the RN program.

2
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Urban and Regional. Planning .

0

The Curriculum of Attainments program (COA) in
.

the,Department upf Uiban
f

,
. .

.
and Regional Plapping is designed to expand the lope and flexibility of. graduitOr

.
-, .

'planming education-by providing a,competency-based slterna ive to certain PPrtions

of, the conventional degree program. thectalentional degree program requires 72

quarter,hoyrs plus a.summer internship. &-linal study typically,requires six

quafteis. %Ten,courses,' or 30 credit hours,constituta,what is known as the core
o

requiremeneralidegree seeking students must complete these: Beyond, the core, .

each student and his. committee designs a prhram of study which embrices ong or c

several functional specialtypecialty areas.

The COA is designed ,as an alternative to' the core requiredentS. Although'

learning packages.are,available for competenciesbeyond the core; they are-

purely 'elective and do not address any particular specialty area. In completing

dpgree requiremenfg, in the conventional hense,a COA student's competency-based.

program must dovetail

Students admitted to

specialty courses offered
41.

the conventional program. .,

program wi'thadvanced standing may complete degree

requirements without specializing.

The COA core program consists of 17 learning packages in 4 competepcy areas.

The learning packages total 3t quartellhours. Four learning paCkages totaling
=11,2°. 4:10 .61. I

13 credit hours are available as electives for those students who complete the 4

4:04k core prbgram.

-Dr. Edward McClure, an architgctwho specializes in design, has been the

mentor of the program which currently has twelve Active students. Of the total,

eight are first year students (Core) and four are second year. One student has

gradu'ated. The second year students are those from the original class who elected

to take Yearning packages beyond the core requirements. It should be noted 'hat

of the 14 original students, 13 completed the COA core requirements.

4 .
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. The COA core program (first year) ca114 for each student'totst rd for five

formal juries. Each jury requires two hours, ou the.average. A student stands

for'a iormal jury after heshas. completed,a series cif figkid leaxping'packages.
.I x .....

. Zht:learning packages cover a broad range of planning skills and knowledge,
. .

,,
t

, . areas. The faculty in t.leDepartment of Urban aril Regional Planning 'Serve as
.. ./

. ,

tUtors,for the.learningpackages, It should be noted that because of -the level:

Ili

of'developmtnt of the learning packages and small er of students in the,COA

. ,

/ ,progrbm, not all faculty, were,balied on to be tutors. On ithe averag4iS student
. .

.

.

.
would require Ibout 3 hours of tutoring for a 3 hour package. Another two hours
, %), ,

. ,

. 1 ,

were needed for evaluating the package assessments Completed by the students. or'.

7.-

/

'Music Education

The COA program in Mimic' Eduction is designed to provide comprehensive

training in the teaching of music for fUture music ,teachers and band mastilts.:

Its concentration is on developing.basic mastery level skills in the playing of

a,large variety Of instruments rather than actieving virtuoso perforlance on

anyofre. Im addition, -the-prOsgram emphasiZes effective conducting and instruc-

tional skills.

4 . -a
Prior so the COA program, the Music Education program consisted of'a series

1. t
. 4

.

of course's primarily aimed at the mrtery of various-groups of instruments.
\\

,
The COA mentor,Wes Collins,. taught ctulses in brass instruments prior to,his

involvement in the COA. Recognizing a broad-range of skill levels among his

students, Collins sought a more effective means for initiating his instruction

to each'studentlat his or her skill level. The individualized_and time-variable

aspects of COA Offered a workable solution. ,

ANdntlOr Collins sees the program as addressing three domains of learning:

cognitiveii."Performance,andsteaching. He feels that the COA program and its,..

,

. \
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individualiied instruction format is a means of'developing an artistic Gestalt

intthese'domarift-. ik
46

There were'18 COA students. Approximately six have completed 12 or more
-.

,17

o

'credit hours of COA learning packages and another six have progresiedless than
#

12'hours, w hile s ix hove made virtually no progress.

Religion

Thelurpose of the COA program M, leligion'is to Rroyide upper, level courag

, .

.offerings for.those students who are ptireldlikg a baccalaureate major in the field
'

,, .I, . ,
.

cereligion. Designed as an alternative tq traditional courses, the COA Curriculum
-so

is structured in order to meet the entry,level requireMdnes of,both graduate

schools and seminaries. Dr. William Swain, the program mentor who specializes

in Eastern Religions, and other departmental faculty developed the generic compe-

0
tencies which were eventually incorporated into eight learning packages, comprising

a total of 4 student credit hours. In the fall of 1975, eight students'inititaly

enrolled in the department's COA program; two ofthese students dropped out during.
4-

11.4, the- year. The,.- remaining students registered for'a total of 32 hours. Twenty=

four ofiphese hours, are currently being tarried as incompletes, with the probability

,that-12of the24 hours will be completed. As of, this writing, no learning packages

have been finisfied; but by the end of summerquartex'1976; the program hopes to

have, at least ofie,sfudent experience-the jury.proc1, eps.
.

A

Y4 Psychology

The, PsychologmoDepartment is ofte of the largest departments on the ESP campus

,
., both in temp' of numbers df stu4entcredit hours produced and in number ofladInty.

i, It i$ highly r earch- oriented, with its'major academic rep Utatapnogained from
14

-

. , r
',

,

the areas of behaviorial Rsychology end-physIgrogicai psycholo0.' The area o
.. .

t

.

hUianistic psychology is generally\held,in low esteem by the department.
..

, 41
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18

4

nor COA program in Psychology is a. nine credit hour program.to help.

psychology majors develop 14havioral observation and interpretation and facili-

tative skills. The program was offered by Hal Korn, the mentor, whose training,

IS in clinical psychology, to a total rf 12 students throughout:the year. The

program was offered'as a series of directed individual study (DIS) courses In

which the whole gioupmet at.least once per-week: Small group- sessions were also

conducted, The courses were organized into Modular units and included respond-
.

ing.to one another in groups, viewing films and analyzingnovels in addition to
,

..c

textual 'material's. The mentor-did not develop formal learning package, nor did

he uae juries"to evaluate outcomes of this sequence of instruction.

Theatre '

The purpose of)the Theatre History program in the School of Theatre°is to

develop a broad yet relatively in- depth knowledge of theatrical forms; their

origin and tiansition, and an understanding'of the social and political forces

an the theatre through history. The COA programs in Theatre History were

dgVeloped primarily for"theatre majors, with emphasis on'prOViding sufficient

bidkground for its graduates to enter,post-graduate ;egree prograis.
r '

The'COA program waa developed in walla to the existing theatre history

courses in terms, of objectives and content. %here are presently 18 credithours,

- of COA learning packages completed.. Nineteen students entered the program.

None of the students havecompletedall of the learning packages, but most have

cbmpleted a major portion.

Dr.'Arthur Dorlag was initially mentor of the program and has been teaching
ar,

conventional courses in Theatre History for a number of years. Doctoral candi-
4

0
4

dare William Klapp', who initially helped the mentor design and produce learning

pagkages, assumed the role of mentor when Dr. Dorlagresumed'teaching conventional

courses. The costuming portion of the COA program .in Theatre.concerned'the

2E1
t.
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development of skills in the areas orcostu e isaiy, fabrics construction,

and costumer design an4,danagement. It i a ?Cr credit hour sequence with an

.

enrollment of approximately 100 students per

1

y

and

. Dr. Don Stowell is the

mentor of :the oostabirig segment-1 the 90A theatre program.

.

'r

fi

c

4
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CHAPkER V

The Project Goal's

:00AL 1: To Establish Mastery. Standards
for Degree Programs

IntrOduction,

V

-11

The central concept of the Curriculum of Attainments is that degrees are

awarded on the basis of scholarly attainments demonstrated before faculty juries

without regard to the time or place in which they were acquired. Anattainment

consists of three pAncipal elements: 1) a generic behavior' or knowledge, area;

2) an assessment task(s). and 1) a preset standard of performance made public in

advance of the assessment. The concept of attainment is considered different
..e

than competence in the-sense that attainment is referenced-primarily to tie
,

performance requirements needed to complete' an educational program, while compe-

,

tence is considered to be linked primarily to the demands of meeting the require-

-

ments of professional certification or to the qualities deemed desirable for entr

,level to an occupation,
1

although attainments may:alo encompass occupational

'competyncies in Career oriented'programs.

Unlike small autonomous colleges within a large university complex (e.g.,

CollegeIII at University of Massachusetts) or small private liberal arts colleges

(e.g., Alverno or Mars 11:L4 ) , nt one administrative authority assumes primary

control over the whole f year curriculum. At FST, the academic department is

both an administrative unit and a Curricurar unit. Hence the establishment of9

attainment-based education in a large university is,by and large, in'the short

term; reldgated to (discrete programmatic units instead of encompassing an entire

4

1A paperina presented -by the-author at the 1976 AERA National Convention in/
-San Francisco on-the elaboration' of the difference between attainment and compe-'
tence with implication, for assessment.

/30 I
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folm-year baccalAtreate degree curriculum. Thus statements of attainment are

less global and less abstract than die Statements
04

of competence found at smaller

schooli and colleges which have implelOntecompetency-based educational programs.

ThmAttainments'

Stateients of generic attainment which indicate the desired outcomes of

eduCational programs were derived from a number of procedures: content andlysi..s

of existing course curriculum (i.e.; what attainments are being taught now?);

job task analysis (i.e., what skills and knowledge are required to perform effec-

'1
tively in'an,occupational role for which the program prepares students?);

revelation (i.e.., what attainments should a studentolinaw or possess in order to
tk_

adapt to a changing job market?); and negotiation (i.e.., in order to maintain

departmental harmony, attainments are added without any obvious rationale even

, though they represent an out-moded portioirof the curriculum). Appendix I, pagis ,

106-116preeents a listiag of Generic Attainments for, each COA program.

4 The final liistsof attainments'were agreed upon as a result of a variety of
0 ,

- procedures. The ohtaiAing of agreement ranged from soliciting.appiovaI'by secret
4

ballot (Nursing), to benign neglect by departmental curriculum committees (Psychology).

In some cases entire departments participated in the attainment definition (Nursing,-

Urban and Regional Planning, Music, Religion, Vocational-T hnical'iducation), but

in other programs the entire effoit to state attainments resulted primarily from'

the work of a mentor, several colleagues, and a graduate student (Biology, Psychology,

Theatre). In all cases,1statements ,of attainment were sent to peers for review,,

but not in all cases was there a response (Psychology). In most cases (except in

Religion) the statements of attainment were reviewed by at least one extern.*

consultant. The nhilosdhr-hf the COA is that practicing professionals wodld

reviey the attainment statements and standards for mastery. However, the use of

external examiners to evaluate standards in juries.waipiconsistently employed'in



only three programs;

either did-not,seek

Biology, Nursifig, and,Musighducation. Other programs

to,employ professional% in juries- because of idfology (no

'Ancternal i ferent forstandarda, as .in Religdpn) et.did,not see the value in
_ _

O

1%dr
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going to t e trouble of arranging fdr the external examiner to attend juries,'

'eVen though-fq90-yre,prdvided for them'to.participatel On a more' positive
4

note, tee programs in:which,external practi.tione5s were employed found they were.1. .

generally helpful* and that the professionals often donated their time to help
,

adademic prograis ift this way,

Through the implementatJA of seven programs in a variety of disciplines,
4

an optimal number, of generic attainment statements with which to state the outcomes

tor.an educational program appearsto bet 8-12. (The prbgrams ranged from

8to 68 credit hurs). This number-of attainments allows.for sufficitnt breadth
44.

of skills and content withbgt:trivializing the outcomes. In addition, the

prpliferatricln of attainments. begins to tax juries for their certification. Urban

and Regional Planning with 27t generic attainments and Nursing with 17; appeared

.to have almost "to many. It is.this author's impression that many of the state-
, rn

merit* of attainment could be coll

One contfibuting factor in

sed into a more highly abstract statement.

Training the number of genihc attainments was the

size of the Program in termsof "curricular turf." It Influenced both the nuMbei
L

of attainmaf statements and their level-of abstraction. .The larger the program

in terms of credit hours, the more attainments it'iook to describe the intended

outcomes. In addition, there was a correlation between the size of th program

mend the degree of abstraction. The larger programs encouraged the use of state-

ments that were more global..

Again7Intiejbutset of the projeatl/chere was no policy regarding the number

or kind of statements of attainment for any given program. Each program was told

to devise a list of validated attainments which4faculty juries could use to formu-
..

late assessment strategies and set minimum;criteria for performance, and it the
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same time to comprehensively describe the. intended outcomes of their respective

4,
Program. Wh4e the quality Of the attainment statements varies from program to

--
progrom, they nevertheles4s have proved to be useful.

1, Assessment of Attainment: The Jury-

As stated previously in the description of the COA, the primary function of

the jury is to certify that Minimum performance standards fpr the generic attain-

mettikhave been demonstrated. The following seven guidelines were established

4401*

.for the codduct of juries in the COA:

1. The assessment tasks demonstrating an' attainment are consisten'Kwith

the statement of.attainment.' 'Content validity was the 61-imary criterion used to

establish correspondence between the as sment task and the-attainment statement.
*

The only difficultyain addressing this aspect of the certification process was

'that,amosng all the programs, the juries tended to resort to primarily-the tradi-

tional assessment. practices (e.g., written essay exams or oral exams) to certify

attainment. However, the Nursing program and the Music Education program did

use videotape performances and simulations with pre-establidhed criteria. Me

Nursing program also used testimonials by practicing supervi'Sorsdn the field asp

evidence of attainment.] Nevertheless, there remains a constant search for more

4
efficient but yet valid use of juries to certify attainment.

2. The assessment cask should be as independent as ossible from the learnin&
a,

processes. At the inception-9f the COA project it was thought that assessment

would be completely independent of the learning process, but the author has'come

to realize that if a student is to demonstrate the desired intellectual or psycho--

motor capacities of an attainment, he/she must first know the approPiiate symbols

a
*
Due to the brevity of time to plan and implement COA programs,.empirical research-
type studies could not be performed to establish' oncurrent or edictive validity.
The Nursing program used a form 9f concurrentyalidity by inf rmally comparing
student performance with practitioner 'performance .in the 1-fild.

4
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. *

or skills requiredto dekonstrate the desired outcome, and secondly, manipulate

I .

them An ways which are familtir!sr'to the resident faculty jury. [The author had

.come to believe that' no student,'however skillful, c6uld ever "test out" of an

attainmen5=hased aiRem1,5,.progfam at FSU. There will always belan FSU method for
"k , W

demonstrating attainment.] For example, .fn the RN program in Nursing where students

actually possess many of the important.6asic.clinical skills upon entry to the

piogram, the mosta student was able to shorten the'normal five-quarter time span

to graduate was to thiee quarters.

- I

,ef

a. .The mentor is not 'a oting member of the jury. 'One tenet of 'the Curriculum .

of Attainments is that the Angtructional functiop be separated from the certification

function. This separation allows a mentor to function as a guide end advocate

for the student rather than a judge. As a result, a more personal zed student-'

teacher relationship arises. The mentor is, however, encouraged to attend jury

examinations in order to.supply additional information about the student upon .

4

jury request. Sometimes it is helpful for a jury to know whether the student's

performance represented a maximum performance fu that student. Other times:/the

"jury needs to be tempered, 'as when in oral exams questions extend beyond the

intended scope of the attainment:

One difficulty in operationalizing this concept is that in departments with

few faculty members, the tutorial rOl)and the assessment role are performed b'y

. the same faculty member because bf'his/her 'special expertise. It was not infre-

uent that the facvlty member who served as a tutor fo an attainment also served.

l(e)-\on the jury which certified it. While there may ha been an' ideoldgical problem,

with this'situation, there was no apparent operational difficulty (probably

because the instructors are accustomed to serVini the two roles simultaneously).

Thete were, no reported incidences of disagreement among jurors as to the rating

of a performance when one member happeneeto serve as a tutor for it as well.'t .
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1

4. The minimum'standards of perfo nce for an attainment are consistent

among the juries: The,assessMent of generjc--attainments most often involve the

demonstration of complex Cognitive and psychomotor skills which are both poly-

dimensional-in nature and contain a hilsh degree of subjectivity. A jury is abe

toevaluate a generic attainment because a team of professionals is better able

to cope with subjectivity by arriving at consensus and to resolve individuals

perceptual differences. Reliability of judgment is 'accomplished by requiring a

)consistency of membership for a given attainment and a consistency (but to a

lesser degree) of membership across different attainments as well. FOr example,

- the Nursing jury is drawn from a pool of 6-7'faculty members, Biology froia
p..-r . ,

pool of 9-10, Urban and Regional Planning froM a pool of 15, etc. The assigning
.

of one specialist to serve on all juries for a given attainment is highly aelirable

to help maintain consistency 4E judgment.

One difficulty in the establishing of consisteit standards has been that the

external examiners have at times been more critical .of a student's performance

than-the resident faculty members. "There have been other reports of an occasional

individual faculty member rating performances consistently lower thatn his peers.. .

Generally, however, after several jury reviews by the same members, differenceS

4
among jurors' ratings mitigates. In fact,,once the degree of consistency among

.
,

jurors stabilizes, having the entire membership present for the certification'

of g even attainment may not be required, thus economizing in manpower for the

,use of juries.

'5. The assessment of attainment should be ,comprehensive. Again, the concept

of a generic attainment requires that an attainment,fepresent a broad and complex

. cognitive br.psychomotor behavior. An attainment is never an attitude although

there may be affective components that underlie a given performance. The philos-:

ophy of the COA is that an educational institution can never certify an attainment'



'

on the4bas is of the possession of a given attitude. One can only infer that a

desired attitude is present when the desired , behavior for'certification is

26:

4111101.
7

observed.- Nevertheless, it is recognized thayomplex behaviors have'a knowledge

base and psychomotor elements as well6As attitudipal components. Attainments

. . . -
comprising the outcomes of the educational programs developed in COA are,by and -

'large, comprehensive in nature, as iriche development
.
of aemaster plan for urban

. _

,

renewal (Urban and Regional Planning), or ,the development of a comprehensive.

m ental health care plan (Nursing), or the possession of a complex cluster of

skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for the teaching of a musical instrument

(Music Education). Given the complex nature of generic attainment, multiple

assessments are mandated and4used. Examples are noted in the programmatic

descriptions of assessment practices that follow later in tiant.

6. 'The mentor is respons4ble for formative evaluation in the development

of capacities for the demonstration of attainment. To emphasize, the instruct
1.

tional role in the COA is separated from certification, but not from evaluation.

nailpeThe mentor is reap° for assisting students in the preparation fot jury

exams by.provtding them with constant feelback'on the progress they are making
.

.

. .

towardjeve ping the capabilities required to demonstrate attainment! In opera-

tion, the mentor. "passes" a student on the completion of a learning package afd s

determines when a student is ready to move on the next package. The ment4rr also

p lays, in some respects, al"gate-keeper" role by permitting a student to go'

before jdriei when he/she feels the student is ready. Since!it,is the Mentor
(

who arranges for the convening of the jury, and must call upon colleagues to'

donate time for which they receive no monetary reward or professional recognition,

the mentor is extremely careful in determining wheFhei a student is ready to

. . .

undergo a jury review. Thus there is a tendency on the Art of mentors toallow

students to over-prepare for jury exams. Another contriicuting factor to this

i

.
,
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phenompion is that mentors feel their instructional competenceis at stake, and
/

they do not want their students or the program which they have toiled hntold

hoursto create to look academicafly'eqvivocal. Furthermorevostudents, especially

atthe undergraduate level, are' extremely apprehensive about appearing before

Students. have_ to the author that they are wi.111ng to "blOw"

tests in a course, but they do not want.to look badlin front of a jury. All

these factors appear to result, in a high level of student performance demonstrated

before the juries.
.

_7. The mentor provides feedback 'to students from the juries. Following the

jury reviets, the mentor meets with t1 student to advise him/her in areas where

they, may Reed 'further work or development and where the student exhibits strength.

Maximum Standards for Performance

The philosophy of the COA ,holds that minimum standards for performance are

,established from faculty estimation of the desired minimum performance levels

representing the degree and from consultation with practicing professionals who

rkresent the consumers of the skills or knowledge taught in an educational insti-

tution. If a program prepares students for direct entry into the labor market,

then minimum standards for performance for successful entry to the:market heavily
4

influence the performance criteria. If students in a program generall4 go on to

graduate school,' then .ntry level skills required'for successful graduate perfor-
. /

mance influence the standard. Unfortunately, in the COA project neither of these

Sources for e9Ipblishing performance levels were empirically investigated. In
1

operation, however, minimum standards of performance were established by consensus

among the jury members present duffing a given jury session.

Most juries.Nted to determiqe yhether a performance reached was at the

minimum level (for which a grade of "B" Is assigned) or if a performance repre-

. ;rifted anhonors performance (for which a gradeof -An is assigned) or if a student
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failed to reach minimum level (for which an 'Incomplete" is assigned). A

complete description of the COA grading policy is presented in Appendix 3.

When the minimum standard was not reached, the student was invited' to'returnjor

'another jury review. However, when a student failed to demonstrate minimum

Standard onthe first jury review Of a given attainment, the student could earn

no higher than a "B" on a retrial on that given attainment. From the author's.

impression, there was more difficulty in-arriving at an agreement for an honors
411

grade than for what constituted a minimum performance, even when explicit criteria

were established. On the Biology juries, a unanimous. vote among jurors is required

to award a student an honors grader while in other programs (Music, Nursing, Urban

andllegional Planning) only a simple majority is required. Amore explicit

description of the rationale and procedures for the,Jury is appended to this

document in the Appendix.

One very real and pragmatic consideration influencing the establishing of

standards is that srandards in the COA tend to be influenced by the standards in
. ,

T.

the-conventional program. Students often remark that if they have to learn more

in the dbA, they should get more credit. Thus if students feel the,COA requires

more effort for the same pay-off, they will opt forthe conventional curriculum

which is less demanding in terms of performance and requires less/initiative and

self-discipline. Therefore; even'though an external juror may'indicate that a

.
student's performance la not adequate for successful. entry level job performance

it..

/on a given attainment, he /she may be overruled and the standard may remain loW
4

because the conventional program does not require such a standard. This phenomenon

ball led occasionally to overt dissension between the faculty and the external

'examiner.

Some students volunteer for the COA because of high standards, as in Biology,

where the COA program is an "honors" program. Other students are attracted to
400-

the program because'they can earn a grade no lower than a "B". However, these
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students are sometimes disappointed' to find out that the effort required is

too much 6r that they cannot choose to earn a lower gra4r with a lesser amount
. .

. . _...

of effort. These students most often op out of the program. The pr ram
,

has been established in such a way that here Is no room for the "gent eman-C"

type of student. 'Needless to say, the setting and maintaining of consistent.

107in comprising between the ideal and the real: is a difficult task in

attainment-based education. The setting of standards is even more difficult

when "attainment-based' educationdl progams tperatie as an alternative to the

cconventional programs-where there are powerful an complexsocial forces iftfluen-
-

,-.

cing the standard. -

Assessment Techniques% .

Again, the direct assessment of gdneriCattainment'requires that the indi ato Ls

of attainment are Sufficiently extensive in scope and variety to capture the

essence of the intended/global behavior. The Nursing program devised the most

.

sophisticated assessment system to evaluate attainment. .The jury in this program

req4ired the deployment of.at least three different kinds of performances for a.

gIen generic attainment. Their listof assessment actualizations and pejformances

imelUded independently graded written essays and oOectively scored tests to

measure a knowledge component of a generic attainment, demonstrations and simu-

, lations to measure a psychomotor component, and %n Oral: inquiry by a jury to assess

aspects of an attainment that required the demonstration spontaneous problem-

solving skills. For the certification-of attainments that were highly develop-
/

mental and required'many observations over a long period of time, diaries,

anecdotal records and mentor evaluations in the formative stages provided use ul

information.

If the conventional reliability and validity criteria are applied to the

assessment of attainment, yalldity is achieved through the use of comprehensive

assessment techniques where the "Beta weight" for each of the assessments it

, 39
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determined often non-empirically by jury interactifn, even though Aighted

criteria are preset and explicit. Biases irv4ssessment sometimes, result from

individual persuasiveness by one
1
particularly strong' personality on the jury

and from-the presence or lack of presence of skill manifested by a preceding

examinee. Halo effects arise in jury exams--a performance by A preceding student

. can make it easier or more difficult far the next examinee; Fatigue,is also

another factor affecting consistency. A tired jury tends not to be more lenient
.

.

... .

-
, . 1.

in their' evaluations.
\ N I

As ireviously stated; competency is established through'the use of the same

jury members for a given attainment and thraugh the "overlap!' inherent.inthe

use of varieties of different assessment techniques emplOyed for a given. attain-

. 7
sment. There appeIrs to be a general competence factor in the demonstration of

....

an aftainment'reiardleab of the assessment teclinique. After'several jury sessions
. ,.

, t

are held inthe assessment of .a given attainment together with several different

performance indicators for that attainment,laeliability in the assignment of .

grades does not become_a cruedtion. What follows is the qUesti4.n1drwhick IndiCa-

,,.. for provides. the most reliable and valid-infdlmation to assess a given attainment,
. . ', .

so that both jury time and student evaluation ti e can minimized. Juryiime
..

is-one of the most precious resources in the COA rogramJ Mentor time can be
Atm ......e..

obtained from existing "department ],,slack ", but urytime is clearly an am -on'

z-T\ . .
..

) activity that is Aevoted "iit-kindr. Wiere pragram,cormaitmenf is nbt strong, the-

.

, i 4', 7? ...
,..

.. .

burden of intensive evaluation threw ens the Acistence of tye, dI14 as a viable

alternative curricular tract in
.

a program. .The jhry makes
,

alf COA program unique:
1

1 ., . , e
ifcompels responsibility on.both the part of students and faculty to insure that

lb ..., .
4 quality education id attained. . ,

.

I

.,

.

A number of;research questions emanate from the project to address the issues 1-

orreliability and validity oflassesamentpractices, the assessing,of global
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behavior as well as how,the assessment'of,attainment may be achie4d 91st_
. ,

Perhaps' economy may be achieVed thiough randOMization of certi:-

'fidatimm of generic attainments or the evolution of more objective performanCe

44criteria ring less relianh on subjective` onsensus or the determining of

Which abdessments'are the most predictive of successful' erformance in several

....
, ,

attainments. These possibilities cannot be achieved until, there have been many
. ..

.-'
, jury examinations many-students over.mang more attainments. 'Until now, the

, P . _

preponderaice of effort has been devoted primatilYtoward agninfsteriug the 'juries.
I ,

0r 1

r.

t7
.0 - eN'

seresment Practices
Ikta*

The assessmentpractices.(employhd by the ,progratre describedas follqws:

#

Biology,

The jury system in the COA piogram has'also 7eyolved"rftiderably singe
,

. -
'

,
. * .. I&-

I

.
its.heginning-. ,Xn the first month's of PIA. course credit was given id one- hour

..e.. . :,
increments When `students ddmonatrated mastery of very, specific content areas,

_All . 4
Difficulties begaWtoarise early iethe program. 'Students felt that the degree

-
.

. '' -

bf mastery and 'xhe range 'of knowledge required Were excer9ivey'urnsidering the'

anountof4mourse credit given,' and the freqdeficy ofoltir sessions began to make

Ai% , - : ... g

.
substaatiallen slqn the ,rime.'of jurors. Presently, juries certify competence

. '. .

in generic areas.ferlwhidh ..3 td 5. credit hour re as igned; This system has -,

": di -
/ V

proven much moreoworliable..
. . to

7
,,, ' t " .

The compositAot of juries reflects the ineerdisCiplinary character of the

o * ;or

program. ddition to,other Biology fadulty, Jurors were drawn from the
. _

'Departments of G logy
.

and Oceanography and field biologist'h from the Florida
- . - All

is FSU'p only' specialist in Marine ., -epartient of,Natural Resources. Dr.*,Coll
.

,Biology and for this reason; healso served iel,

menhir.

6 .

INIm jury aystet wawbereet with diffichltie throughout the project,- especial
IF,

in the initial months of operation. Frequently juxy.sessions Were qancilled "due

he jury, but not. as a voting-
.

0 A #

a

.
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to the' unavailability o f jurors (scheduling problems). Jury examinations, were

requested by ,students when .they had passed the mentor's exams and, when-

.

priate,"they obtained propeeresults in laboratory exptriments. _,
.

. . ._ / ,
0

V

aThe content graduate assistant, Ralph Montgomery, TAs:Ws° attended many.

ury. sessions, feliortithat/jury exams tend' to be exhaustive -- lasting 40 minutes-.
- -. .

to 1 1/2-hours per stude9rif per competency. He sees a.shortCOMing.of the.-jury , .

,system arising from e possibility that a student'agrade is frequentlyote
4` .

.

ir of a result of hi ability to.eXpress himself than his' knowledge and expertise

in the subject `area. ,Montiomer also notesrtHat students tend to be, graded lower
- : - ,

'by jurors when they_foilowiexalling Sudents felt, that jurors begin by

asking rudipentary questions and progress to Mo challenging ones -- frequently
. , . . .

4 ,

questions reciaring knOwledge.beyOnd that'indicated by the competency statements.

;'Otten, after'questionipg an e),(celling student, the jurors do not re ?urn to the
.b

\ ^ 4110 0%
more basic.questions for.fhe next student. .In'fact,'Montgomer7 admits to selectiyer

d!

scheduling of juries tavoid.thiS tenciencp. Upofi occasion, the mentor, Al 061:11e,,,

i'
ve

-filtervened is the jury pYocess to inform the jury that hey were perhaps exceeding ,

V I , .
' ° ..., . 4 .

the limits of the %cope of the. attainment :. 0,, .., . .

Music Education v.
.. -_,..

ti

---,

Jurvri,wers School'of% Music. faculty, Harry Schmidt 'and "Janet Wqrhh; afid
. , .

-. ... 0 .

.
Nil% LewiA Jones', bandmaster froth a loeal hie) school. The facuity jurors were.,-2%,

2$ 1 ''' . $ ' V

:selected fOi their expertise in,certain-igstAiment .groups, While,Mr- Jones was

the pracii iiMg4IV*ofesiron
110

al1e .
.....-

.

.'w

s'.

I. A

Jurors werefamAlarated
. ..:

before meeting with students',

.V

.(such as lesson plans from practice. teaching) rutd videotapes of the student
,

,

Withthe concepts of0A pr oitto their assessments.
bt '

. i_,
jurors reviewed'elA,writte exatha,*ecial"projects

,

petforming with instruments. JurbrsTdid meet with the students for otal dxaminer .

. . f
' , . '

'. tioni primarily to "f ill .1° gaps" and retest any: weak areas indicated \by the
,. , ' -, tl s* .

, 1

.assessment tools meAtion Ove. a - -.
, 4

. up
.

. .

40 A 2
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Grades of A and B were given. "Incotpletes" cdUld have been 'given if the

jury had considered the student not prepared. HOweVer, students were not allowed
A ..^

. . . .

tec4arto jury review until they had passed Mr: Collins' screening.
.

. ,

11(11 ,

.
,

Assessmentin:the Nursing program consisted of two parts: formative juries

when.students completed learning packages, and comprehensive terminal assessment
. .

.

conducted prlior to graduition: Jury sessions, both tormative and terminal, were

conducted with a minimum of`foUr jurors, includingen possible,-a practicing
. : . ..

I professional.
,

Each juror made an independent ev4luation of A, B, or I (incomplete).

"c !

Aftei;t jury session, assessments were compared and an overall grade was given.

I in

Thera was generally a very high consensus among juro s. The mentor did not parti-

cipate in the,jury and only one juror also served a a tutor.
,., 41

. When a student had earned a paWsing 4rade on all tainments and was prepared
,.

to:take-the terminal assessment, he/she requested the jury in writing. Within a

wesk the student would be-proilled with a schedUle of assessment activities and

assigned a coordinating.juror.

The xereinal jury pr8cedure consists of four parts:
. .

A. A comprehensive' written exam (iicluding essay, open'book, short answer

and objective, questions).

B. A clinical pratiftcum of "grand rounda",a.comyrehtnsive formal presentation

4
of a pati ent/silent nursing care experience. The-piacticum'includes development

of a nursing care plan in which the student demonstrates evidence of integratiqn

, o ll,terminal competencies.. The student is required to give an extemporaneous

' oral presentation and discussion of the health care plan. That presentation and

discussiohwill comeunder "cross examination" by jurors.

C..A simulated cliniciarsituation iri which the student is presented with a
%

)I'
dW ,.

0.; case study,and required tq recommend proper approach to a nurajng care plan.
-.?

43.
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D. Personal interview between student and two jurors to clarify areas of

( question In completing the assignments and to ;lye the student feedback as to

etrenttesand weaknesses shOwn in-the assessment.

A letter grade Of A, B, or I ncomplete) is assigned within'24 hours of

the assessdent. ;"

Theatre

!

The TheatrJCOA program never fully implemented the jury assessment concept..

Faculty jury membefouttd it difficult to arrange schedules for the jury

sessions. Viten a jury was held early inee program, the jurors,declined eo give

a grade because the student was "grosslyill-wepared." Since this program was

in its first year' of implementation',, this "formative" jury qukly identified

inadequacies in the educational prodesses in operation.

Because of,a lackirif consiktent support to maintain jury examinations, the
.

- -

mentor resorted to awarding grades based on students' performances on written and
. 0

Oral exams and on research projects. ,- 0
-

Urban ands .Be Planning' II* go
0

S.

Assessment in the Urban and Regionaltlanntng pregmemifollowed

to- the thdoretical model. Jurors wervselected from the Urban ar

,

Planning faculty n the basis ofheir expertise in eontentitareas.

, -

were convened for oral exams 'when students requested them,after completing learning

fairly closely

Agiongl

The juries

packages.

Practicing professionals were not used. Attempts were-made to emplOy them,
0

be beyond the

both graroand

buethe cost waglithought to
4 4

Jury Meaburements

Merely pass or fail. Thlre were'efforts

yet Mr. Mctlure'noticed a tendency among
I,'

normatively. fflitssay examinationselpers are graded by-two reqdets

resources of the department.
(,

written. Thre were no grades given,
Ire

to make the juries criterion
1, 1

jurors,to elvluatistudents'

44

referenced,

performances

, if they

b
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,

are consistent, a grade of S (satisfactory) or I (incomplete) is awarded.. If

-low-there is disagreemeneT a third reader is required.

. Mentors were briefed before the'jury as to procedures and were given copies

of learning package's. They also had the opportunity to review pretests and

research projects of the students.

4 Q
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GOAL 2.: To Cregte Open, Time-variable Educational Programs

In order to implement a location-free, continuous progress eduCational!:

36

rolpram in the midst of a location-:fixed, time-filced educational system, certain

policies had to.be established (or at least exceptions acquired to current policies).

These policiesWere developed as the program progressed over thespan of the pro-

ject. These are outlined as lows (a complete documentation of COA policy

statements is Appended):

A
J.e Early registration to permit continuous progress. The problem of how

to allow students to progress at a continuous rate toward the mastery of attain-

ments was, one of the firsioissues that had to be surmounted. A constraint on the

project was that the existing fiscal accounting and record-keeping spitems had to

be employed since special procedures could not be implemented sY FSU to accommo-
,

date an experimental instructional program, no matter how wo hwhile the project. .

A method of circumventing this constraint in order to introduce the element of

continuous progress was to establish an early registration prOcedure for use by

Olketudents exclusively,, instead of creating a more universal open registration

prOcedure for all students. Early registration merely allows a student to register

early for an upcoming quarter, thereby creating, in effect., an open registration

system, Thus if students register fot learning packages in September and complete

aim by the end of October, they are able to register earl); for the.upcaming .

ante, quaifer without having to wait until Janntry's formal Winter quarter regis-

tration in order to continue progresp.

The early registration procedure was found most useful in programs where

students had acquired much prior learning experience. For example, flue Nursing

RN prograi (students who already possess RN certificates and who are returning

to FSU or the baccalaureate), used the early registration_procedure extensively.

One RN student registered for and completed 48 quarter hours in the Spring quarter

`46
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of 1976 to set an all-timejSU record for student progress. This procedure

was not used in,programs where progress through learning packages was less

rapid--in fact, this procedul.e was used exclusPbely by the Nursing COA programs.

2.* Holding fees in abeyance. The policy 046-dopted that students were

required to pay fees for the learning packages at the'time of registration.

Therefoce, when students, registered early foi' an upcoming 4uarter, a procedure

was implemented to hold fees in abeyance in the comptroller's office until the

regular registration period. Then thevlearning packages for which a student had

previously registered and fees already paid were submitted wityhe regulk

course file for conventional students to the Board of Regents at the time of

regular registration.

3. Assigning credit 'Flours to learning packages. Since the COA wad iiple- .

mented in a public university, a means had to be devised to translate attainment

intnthe funding currency--namely the student redit hour. Since the Unit of

inruction in the COA is the learning package, a certain amount of credit was

mipaigned to each learning package. The, number of credit hours assigned to each

package was deviied by first taking the number of credit hours required to com-

.plete the program via conventional courses. For instance, a major in Religion

is 45 credit hours; in Nursing 68; in Biology 45; inilqusfc Education 27; etc.,

and assigniArthat sum as the totalliMber of credit-hours earned in the parallel
41

COA program. Thissum was,distributed among the learning packages comprising a

given program. The exact numer of credits assigned to each package was set

a priori, according to the espiMated effort expended by a naive student to complete

a package. The more difficult-and titheconiuming packages received more credit

than easier and less time consuming ones. By assigning credii hours to a package,

.
the registrar could relgte to a learning package in the same way as a coarse --

? even though these are conceptuay quite different. A paper written by the

, project diredtdr entitled "Guidelines for the Development of Learning Packages"

#
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is appended which contains a complete description of, a COA learning package as

well as a comparison between the characteristics of a conventional course and

those of a learning package.

4. The creation an attainment -based transcript. The FSU course-based

transcript was an inappropriate document with which to record the achievements

*lor

-of studepts in attainment - based programs. Therefore, alnew transcript was

developed on which is recorded not only the title of the learning Packages with

dates registered and completed, but also grades earned in the jury examinations

on ittainmenfrthe dates the jury exams' occurred, the 'faculty members and outside

professionals, who served on the jury panels,

'to determine attainment. In compliance with

tional transcript was also used in parallel,

and the nature of assessments used

university regulations, the conven-

but contains only a.record of

learning package completion. Both' aro official documents certified by the

registrar's office. A, copy of an attainment-based transcript is appended.

5. Retroactive grading. The philosophy of the COA is that thejury evalua-

tioti of student outcomes required for certificationAakes'place toward the

nus of the pragrar-not during the process of mastering the attainment's.

(even though there wasa good deal of'student objection for not.having received

"credit°Tor demonstrating enabling attainmentsi). Thus; in tie COA certification

is.baaed on the evaluation of learning outcomes, not on how these Were attained.

Hence a procedure was developed wheteby satisfactory grades (S) were assigned

.upon the satisfactory completion of learning packages by the mentor whilehe
4P

gVdes.(B) for minumum level attainment or (A) for honors attainment were assigned

following a jury performance for an attainment. 'However, a method had 'to be

devised for converting jury evaluation on attainments.into a grade point. average'

since both the university and future admissions officers at graduate schools or 4,1

professional schools require a GFA. One method used to address this Issue was 06'

48
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terms of student credit hours), combine both COA learning packages and.conventional.

courses. These results also indicate that at the beginning stages ij thg develop-

rent of attainment -based educational rograms, conventional courses-must be

depended upon as an instructional resource. Secondly, ma students in the COA

programs have related to this project director that they p fer the'option of

taking conventional courses along with COA learning packages because a formal

course provides the better setting in which to master some.specific attainments,

or that they like the opportunity to take.a course under 'a professor whom they

have 'heard much about from peers. The combining of both learning packages and

conventional courses allows both time-variable attainment and the selection of

Ithe best course offering.

TABLE 1. Mean Number ofi Credit Hours Enrolled and
-....., Completed by Students in COA Learning

Packages and Regular Courses for 1975-76
Academic Year (9 mos.)

Program COA Package Hours Regular Course Total Hours

. /
Enrolled Attained Enrolled Attained Enrolled Attained

NURSING - 1st y . RN 28 25 18 18 1 46 43

(N = 26) 4

NURSING - 2ryr. / 34 37** 5 39 42

generic (N.= 14) sum--
mer, fall, winter qtrs..

.UPL resident (N = 6) 30 14 10 10 40 24

UPL external"(N - 2) 9 4 0 0 9. 4

ARN student Thelma Jenkins set an FSU record of completing 48 quarter hours in

one quar,ter. Registered and achieved in second quarter.

**Includes package's carried over as incomplete aTt 1974-75 academic year.

(
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assign grades retroactively to the learning packages which prepared a student

for a given attainment. This required changing the previously assigned "S" grades

on completed learning packages to letter grades A and B following the,.jury exam

on attainments related to the learning packages. In this way the registrar is

able to derfve a grade point average it the time of graduation by taking the

credits assigned and grades awarded to each learnifig package in phe program. If

a student drops out of the program prief-io jury exam, "S" grades remain on the
1

transcript and learning package grades are not computed for the student's final

6. Graduation requirements.' Astudent graduatea when he/she has completed

all learning packages (to generate stpdentscredit hours for theuniversity) and

has demonstrated minimum standards for performance on all required attainments

(to demonstrate mastery).

7. 'Exceptions to existing rules and regulation's. Exceptions were required

in the amount of time required for on-campus residents; the maximum number of

credit hours which could be taken in a quarter; the maximum amount of time.

required to remove an inc ete grade(one year was adopted C29,4 and

the minimum number' of aflase contact hours required by a full-time instructor

(Florida 12 hour contact law). Each of these exceptions required approval by

the-Dean_ofFaculties and. the Graduate and Undergraduate Policy Councils.

gir
. .

Operational Indicators of,
TiMe-variable, COntinuous Progress Attainment 1"

In all programs, students used varying degrees of both learning packages

and courses to master their attartlients. The philosophy of the COA is that the

fowl,cqprse is one resource available to students acqdiring the skills and

knowledge needed to demonstrate an attainment. Table 1 below presents data

indicating the extent to'which students in two of the largest COA programs (in



One ptoblem in mixing of learning packages and courses is that students

41

"put off" the learning of the material included in the packages when the demands

11,04 time-structured courses become great. Often, students carry incomplete

packages for a considerable length of time. However, there is an auspicious

perattive to af; phenomenon. In the case of the Music Education program,

wherb,atudents oftea partipate in marching bands or in concerts, students may

put off working in the COA temporarily but the attainment standard never goes

40,away. According to the mentor, Wes Collins,. there is a tendency in the conven-

tional courses on the part of the instructor, when time constraints and conflict-

ing obligations occur and when students perform less skillfully than desired,

to sympathetically respond to student time demands and accept a lower standard

of performance.at the end of the'term "in light of the circumstances." Howe/1r,

in the COA program,, standards are not sacrificed.

TABLE 2. Variable Academic Progress
:.of Students by Program

Academic RatQ

./'

,.. .

Nursing Nursing. UPL UPL

AN Generic Resident ,External

, (n =.26) (n = 14) - (n = 6) (n = 2)

Rapid Paced (46 cr t

'-hours or more per ear)

Normal -Paced (36-45.-
credit hours per year)

Slow Paced (35 credit
ours or less per year)

13 2 0 0' s-

2 10 0 0

11 2 6 2
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Table 2 above indicates the degree to which students maintain normal progress

in the COA programs. Data are used only from-the Nursing program and Urban and

> Regipnal Planning progryn since these are the largest in terms of total credit

-, -

hours and most self-contained of the COA programs. Tke pate of attainment in

other programs Iles° much determined by the extensive amount of course work

. .

umpired rom the convegpional program that it is insufficient to draw infer ;nces

about student pacing in attainment -based educatift. , The Nursing RN program indi-
-J

cates a bi-modal distribution ofrate of progress (i.e., completion of learning

packages). Students in this program tend to either rapidly complete the require-

ments for the B.S. degree and move on to full-time employment or to take jobs

r.

and progress a' lower pace. Most (if noall) of these students are older

than the generic students and have important life responsibilities other than

school. Many of the RN students work at least 20 hours per week as- horse -s.

°local hospitals while they are in dr:program. 'The COA.Pr,ovides the flexibility

'for these students to help.them achieve,educational and professional goals while

at the same time they can receive advanced professional-training. As an-example,

one'of the students ift,the RN Nursing program was able to work 32 hours per week

while completing 60 credit hours during three quarters of residence. -Ta-ble 3

presents the difference's in age and work patterns between generic Nursing students

and RN students.

5"4
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TABLE 3: Comparison of Age and Work Characteristics.of
' Generit Nursing Students and RN Students ,

43,

fa.

Characteristic Generics
(n = 14)

RN

(n = 17)
sq,

1. Age Range 317 - 30 21 - 52

2. Mean Age 22.5 29.8

3. Hours per week
in employment
'(a) 0-7 10 7

(b) 8-15 3 '0

(c) 16 - 23
(a) 24- 31

2

0 1

(e) 32 - 4Q 0 7

e
The generic Nursing students (those students begihning-the program at the

junior year...with no prior nursing training) indicate0,a rate of progress comely.'

surate with students in the conventional-program. Time-variable progress was

.

indicated by the fact that two stude finished tne program iA,four quarters,

one 'quarter early, and two finished the normal time of graduation, approxi-

safely six weeks. It appeared as thou he students in the generic program

paced themselves according to the normal rate of progress ii the conventional

program. Seemingly, many students could have finished earlier had they been

more motivated. Many students, while procrastinating ring the mid-stages of

/7
the program, made a mad scramble at the end of the Winter quarter to finish in

time for_theschoolgraduation ceremonies., Both students and juries worked

p6ertime at the end of the Winter quaiter to me-ethdrmal graduation, deadlines..

. A
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The COA,Piogram in Urban and RegioU'41 Planning is far more'demanding in

e

terms of aorl!mic standards than the,con4entional-prOgram. Studentsekst not
\' 4!) . )

. . .

only oithst d\more rigorous assessment procedures, but must stratUre their
.

.. .

-1- -- 46

own and'do their own "digging" of the material. Therefore,'it is not
,

'1 . -
, p M1-

surprising that studdnts, proiressed at a slower pace, than the conventional

A studenti. In the second year of operation, there were not eiough volueers to
..,

nt
___- --

,

take.advantage of peer learning nor were there enough.students contihuip on
, - ,

from the fist year of the program'Io that these more experienced students could
1 -

serve as "big brothers ", for neophytes' and beabl:to advise them of pitfalls and

I .

shortcuts. ,Again, time-variable progress in UrUth and Regional Planning is/`J
.-...._,4

demonstrated by the capability of moving at a slower'pace. Some students in the

first group campleted,learning pgckages over the summer break and wpre ready for

lAiies in the fall.
,

First aitiyt -at Ian openuniversicE. The Urban and Regional Planning program

-took the f&rst strides in the COA project to, implement an open university concept.
, o

.

. . .

..,---

' Two students matriculated this past year in the COA program from Fort
..---.

_ .

rs,

Florida, a city about,400 miles away. One pi these students was able to complete'

seven-credtt.hours of learning packages working on her own. She was required to

come to Tallahassee to register'for the packages.,and to attend,jury reviews,

Slip was able to demonstrate_ that a student could learn on his/her'own away from

the university. However, her colleague from Fort Mye s not fared as well $

and has not completed any of the packages tr4ate or w c h ad xegistered

last fall. It is this author's opinion that many of the, COA prog ams'are °nil

. --

mone step away from developing soun"11) d'open university programs. The Nprsing RN,

prograraand a developing'Ncational-Technical Education proem, whicb.may'be
.

,,

i .

ipplemented this coming' fall quarter, 1976, appears to have both the exportable ''''
\ ,..

lit
materials, procedures and clientele to con ct successful experiments in imple :*

seraglio an "open university, from within a closed one. (However, the author i
.

5 4
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wal informeUduring the, writing of thi document:that the Vocational - Technical
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to

.. 4duestionvrogram will not be impl nted,this falf due, toNthe eia that both
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GOAL 3: Verify That the COA Can Serve as a'Partagm for Cost-Effectl,v#
Use of Educational- erionnel and Technology ,Educational-

. i
. 6

er

.0.!"
.

d -" Cost- aritY Analysis
-

Ap! 401101

by ,'
.

, . David L. Fisher" ;. . i-
. , .. Fiscal Analyst

.
'.. . -

ILE0, ,In normal tiles the acceptability of an experimental
..

gomeipmental
.- 4

(edudattillp program is determined,primarily.on the basis of its success in

'a
.1

11IF -

ccmpliohing some socially valtfed objective, such as "teaching children to reld.'!
t,.

.

:.When the program is offered its an alternative ta,an existing prOgram; the emphasis
. #

46

, ' *

4 switches to a comparative measure bf accomplishing the objective, i.e.,"teaching .

.1 .

'thildten-to.read better."
. 1

.

In times of tigh#er budgetary constraints and slowed economic growth, the

0
, ,

acceptability criteria begin to shift away from an. emphasis on attaining the_ob-).

4A.

jective to tn.emphasis on dcang so in'a way beneficial to, or minimally adverse to,

the Udget, i.e4"teadhing children to read inexpthsively."_ As in normal times,

)00gn the piogram isoffered as an alternative, the camparitive measure is more

? meaningful -- "teaching children to read less expensively."
. -4 -. .

Alp Sadly, as etonomic'(hence, budgetary) conditions teach the po of severe

...

contractions, the-budgetary aspects of a proposed program may be the single most

decisive factor in determining its acceptability: During the 1914-75 fiscal year,

the State Of Elorida experienced severe revenue shortages -- to the extent that
, -1,

..,
--.. .

- budgets then aepiopriated were cut during the year, 'Appropriations for the current

year werddleduced even further. This probleih has been aggravated even more by theA
o

economic eibsion of inftion. According to Florida Board ocilluents spokesmen,-

the State UnivelkitySystem would need approximately $35 million in additional funds

in 1975L76-juit to stand 'still -- to provide the same level of services as were

provided last year. 1

York, E.T.,Jr., BOR Chancellor. Address before Sub'comMittee of Florida
House. Appropriations Committee, Marciv1975. Reprinted in Florida State, Vol. 8,

No. 10 ''' -

-

f
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However, Fl.oricle.s .new Legislature was composed of individuals-whose campaigns

,were waged from platforms of reduced government spending. hat Legislature's

leadership, in fact, was outspoken in i,ts perception that far too great a propo4-

tion of Florida's revenbe was directed to higher education'. "Holding the line on
.

-

taxes" and a "watchdog" scrutiny of Board of Regents spending have Continued to

-play major roles in.Florida politics.
et

If an attainment-based, time :vaxiable curriculum program is to be instituted

:in full scale in Florida's State University Systems, -it must be AigApied not only
4

,on the basis of its conceptual advantages ov t conventional curricular system,
4

but perhaps, more on the basis of its "compare ve cost-effectiveness." For the

* V
purpose of our evaluation, "comparative cost-effectiveness" is expressed in terms
1 . :

. J . .. .:

, ;of "cost parity"with the conventional system. Such a comparative study could be
1

a

.
.

' _ done on-a-"Sull costing basis? (determining costs of studett recruitment, evalu-

ation ipd 'admis4ions, instruction, props tional 'institutional costs, curriculum -

development costs, etc.), comparing full costs of both systems. It could be

ti

%effectively argued that a full costing analysimpshould be undertaken. in order to .

.1,. 4 .

make an accurate aomparfton (and indeed 4orkable costing models, suitable for

( t ,
,

adaptations here, have,beed
2

developed ); however, for two principal ressons,a
'I ,. ,

mote limited Spprg(ch is taken: '(1)The costs associated with eking anaccutate
;'`

full costing analysis are virtually prohibitive; and (2) Since t e COA is offered
*ex

as a "peacefu lly co-existing" alternative to the conventional system, the most

relevant basis for comparison is therelative prdductivity of student credit hours

(SCH) between two analogous progeams,.gtven the manner in which funds are'generated

. -

for untversitY operation in Florida's State University System.

2

Anne E. Schterer. A Formulsa'for Determining: Instructional Costs.

College Management, Nov. 1972 pp. 25-29.

O

,

'
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Piocedures and Results

The costing approach which Was selected is as follows: The numher of student

credit hduls earned by students 'in the Conventional system per term is

divided by the number df full -time equivalent faCultymembers (FTE) in the respec-
.

tive,departments in 6econventional
.

curriculum. This yields a SCH/FTE rate.

EXAMPLE: If a department generate/3 1,000 upper division credit hours and 10 full-

time AuivaAekfaculty members are required the courses which generate

these credit hours, the SCH /FTE. rate is 1,000/10 = 100 SCH/FTE..

The same procedure is followed in the COA program. The number SCH generated

is divided by the FTE necessary:to generate them. The FTE rate is deterMingd by
Ii

adding one (1) FTE for the mentor and'a determined FTE level to allow for tutor and

juror services provided, by other staff members. This FTE factor is then divided

into the SCH for the COA program to derive a SCH/FTE'rate for COA.

When the t o SCH/FTE rates for conventional and NA programs are derived,
4

they are compar directly as a ratio of [COA SCH/FTE /Conv. SCH/FTE]. The i-esult-
.

ing product is the parity rate, and a rate greater 4404ot-sequel to one-(1) is

desirable.

.c

Almost as soon as fotmative dataAaae generated, difficulties began to arse.

In the Biology program, for instance, professors in the conventional program('

often teach idififerent levels of courses (loWer division, uppeolivision und/ergrad,

masters hnd doctoral levels), and-since the COA program was exclusively upper

division undergraduate,. it VMS necessary to compare data associated only with

upper division courses in the conventional system. The less-than-perfect solution

was to count Ithe,number of upper division courses offered (weighted by number of

credit hours granted for the course). The result was division contact hours.

This figure was divided by 12a and the product was treated as the FTE required to

generate the appropriate number of SCH., AnIP

r

k
1/ 4. (Florida law required teat within each department, average contact hours

), per faculty member,equal,12 hours per week).

4 . 58, ,



Results
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4,1

,

The'results ofthe parity study at the conclusionof Spring quarter are

presented-in Table 4 on the following page. The data

Nursing prog rams reached cost-effectiveness (Parity 1.

pr og aus in the second year of operation. The Marine

""1
indicate4hat only the

0) comparalile to conventional '

Biology program was far from

pari , however, even though the students in'the program were making what was per-
,

ceived as "normal" progress on the whole. Closer scrutiny revealed a possible

*
.

.

, emilanation: The Biological Sciences Department at the junior and senior level

offers many generalist courses which virtually all biology students Ore required.

to take -- Genetics, Vertebrate or Plant PhysiolOgy, etc. These courses tend to

consist of both).ectgrg and lab sections, genially are forA-5 credit hours, and

are taught to large-groups -- often with more than 100 students. The result is
1

that the Biology Department tends to be highly "cost-effective." Furthermore,, it

is not until the students enter the seninr7:1!_the Marine -Biology COA program

that they take the greater'portion of their program on COA lbarning, package fOrmei.\

In the presdnt cost-parity analysis, the mentor generates credit hours only when

studedts enroll for COA learning apackages. Hence, at the inception of the program

when students are taking a large portion of conventional courses, mentor produc-

-tivity in SCH generation is reduced. Nevertheliss, in a fully implemented'COA

program and assuming normal progress, the approaching of cost parity in Biology,is

Jeasiblesince one FTE mentor would be required fosupervise'25 full-time students.

However, in reality, Biology majors are never able to arrange their programs so

that they day devote full time to COA and still co lete graduation requirements.

A conceptually appropriate. alternative wguldge to compare the Marine Biology

COA SCH/FTE ratio to a SCH/FTE rgtiO derived, only for the non-generalist courses
-

offered by the Biological Sciences Department. This afternative MAS rejected on
.

the rationale that for the Biological Sciences DepartMeAt,'tfie purpo4e of'the cost

parity data is to estimate the costs associated filth offering a specialized.



Cost Parity Levels, Academic Yeard 197475 (9 mo.) and 1975-76 (12 mo.)
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Program-

. .

CH/Faculty FTE (Conv.)1

1st yr.. W 2nd yr.

SCH/Faculty FTE (COA)" t Parity

1st yr. 2nd*Yr. 1st ,yr. 2rid yr.

bStudent FTE /-Faculty FTE2

Biology

Nursing:

'1 Generic
*

RN' Group

1,095 1,329 96 132 .09 .10 24.3

480 627 464

Urban and Regional
Planning 623

-NA-

706 428 496

.97
II

. 1.02

-NA- 1.02

69

10.6

12.9

gt4

444

sr ,
1

;'k

..,

1In both.COA and Conventional programs, SCH/Faculty FTE data reflect 9-month productivity for the 1St year 1

and 12-month productivity for the 2nd yew., Higher figures in 2nd year columns do, not imply higherlproductivity.

Sep text for digcussion.

21 FTE student = 45 SCH/9 mo. at upper divisionv: 48 SCH/9 mo. in UPL.

*Under 2nd yr. SCH/Fac'ulty FTE (COAL results for genericIand RN-Nursing'groups are identical.

This is purely coincidenEal. The figures were generated independently from separate data bases.

4
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curriculum in an'area such as Marine Biology, if a COA-type program is implemented.

The question,is.to offer or not to offer a speciad major. In the other pro-
A 440.

grams,,the question is ould COA be offered as an alternative method of studying

in an existing-major ?", An unfortunate bias in tie mithodology of data collec tion

J11.-

should be noted. The number of student credit hours attained under both COA and.

conventional groups was based on number and weight of courses actually completed

as of-the end of Spring quarter in both years. Any "I's" (incompletes).ca rried

by students.as of that date were not counted. Of course this policy was followed

treating data from both conventional and COA groups, howeviv, I's were fa; more

prevalent in the time-variable program (COA) than in the conventional. No valid

methodology has been developedbto "measure" the stages oe"completion" for incomr

b 4
pletes.

As an illustration' of the bia , consider the RN and generic group in Nursing;-

ee'
- coincidentally, they have identical produCtivity factors (second-yr. SCH/FTE) /

Howei/er at the end of Spring quarter 1976, students in the.(ftN group were carrying ,

a total of 79 hours of incampletes or "work in proCess"-while the generic COA '

Nursing group carried none (arl had finished the'program and giadu4ted..Y. Thus the

productivity of the generic group isan "artificia,1 4. ", Furthermore, the produc-,

..
tivity of the generic group is an."artifteil high" side all incompletes cartied

over from the first, year and completed in the Second year were creditdd entirely

to "second year productivity."

Interpretation of costparity data. The formativ# data suggest-both encourag-
.

ing and discouragi *g implications. Clearly there is an indication that in"the

long.run an attainment-based, time-variable instructional krogram can exist

\ *ma":
with cost-effective use of instructional personnel and educational technology.

Wh44 compared Withconventional classroom programs, where classes have 20 to 30;

students, the'COA-type program promises excellent output.

? t
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On the olmr hand; it is very unlikely that such a4program could compete

quantitatively with "lecture hall" progrdths (with 100 'students or more) where.

economies of scale operate to the advantage of conventional methods. 14 quanti-

tative measures alone are employed to gauge the performance of attainment-based,

time-variable vs. ;!lecture halr programa, the former would seemdoomed.

4 I

A
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Manpower Utilization Study

. In'oider to facilitate cost projectiops of attainmev-based, time-variable

programs fof the future, it was necessary to investigatethe nature of the manpower

input in the existing program. In an effort to determine what functions ,the.mentor's

job consists of, and with whomthese functions are performed, several attempts at

- data collection. concerning mentor activities were made. Initially, a lOg sheet

was sent to each mentor asking him to keep careful account of the time he spent

in COA.related activities. The log' sheet proveeto bye impractical to administer.

Some mentors considered the completion of the log burdensome, time-consuming and

inaccurate. At least one mentor viewed the log itself as an invasion of his,

privacy by asking him, in effect., to account for each hour oethe,working

" in addition, it was thought that .the data, even if it could be collected, would

be invalidated by.the possibility of "padding" to show what was thought to be tl

appropriate number of hours spent "on the job."

After considering-leveral alternatives, a Function - Interaction Survey was

.0w/eloped. The survey 'asked the citestions: "What do you do?"---'"With whom do you

do it?" and, "What proportions of your time are spent engaged in these activities?"

Rather tiln asking a mentor hawlnapy hours were spent performing given functions

or interacting with given groups, it was thought that morcrOiNslid data would be

tderived if they were asked to estimate what proportions of their working tithe were

spent in these functions and with these groups.

a-
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Methodology

54

First, fourteen discreet functions (falling within the areas of curriculum

develdpment, instruction, evaluation, counseling and administration) were defined.

en seven interaction groups were enumerated with whom the mentor might perform

these functions, i.e.; students, faculty colldlues, CED and other university staff,

jury members, clerical Staff, independent, and graduate assistantsr

Mentors were asked to-assign a percentage factor to each interaction group.

to represent the proportion of his/her time spent with that group performing

activities related to the COA program (totaling 100%). ...Mentors were subsequently

asked to apportion the time spet in performing each of the fourteen functions

with each grout (all alternatives totaled 100% for each group).

A function - interaction factor was then derived.by multiplying the percen-

tageof time spent in interacting with a given group by the percentage tf time

spent performing a given function wale interacting with that group. Ninety-

eight function --Interaction facto.rs were derived to fill a 98 btockmatrix grid

(14 x 7 = 98). ,EXAMPLE: On the first pale of the SOrvey, a mentor stat s that

20 percent of his time is -spent interacting with his clerical staff.

appropriate page, he indicates that of the time spent working with his clerical

staff, 15 Percent is involved with revision of learning packages (one of 14

en on the

functions). 'Thus, three percerlt of his time (.20 x .15 = .03)'is spent revising

learning packages while interacting with Atical staff.

Specific function - interaction totals were taten by adding the seven blocks

relating to that function. Thus, the matrix shows what portions of the mentor's

time is spent (in total) performing each of the 14 functions, as well as within.,or

specific group interactions. Though the process of generating grid factors for
k

the matrix was laborious and,time4onsuming, the mentors spent ohly. about ten

minutes completing the survem,which were genetally returned promptly and accurately

I
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completed.

The survey was administered three ties during each year,'at the end of the

Fall, Winter end Spring quarters. Averages over the three,-terms and trends in'_

(...---i

untiliams any} interactions were noted in each program. '

*4.1b.

.

Retults and Int0Pretations

Table 5 on the following 'page indicates thepropoitions of time by the mentor

spent performing the five general functional areas in each program% These areas

ale furthex,drded into the initial sub-functions enumerated in the survey,
6

rounded to the nearest per cent. .Results and interpretations of the survey per-
.% .

t .tainitg to mentor time spent in each functional area
.

are presented.separately by
/

-

progifm.

Biology

In the first year Professor Collier reported.that he spent, on the average,

about 33% of his-time in curriculum development. To a great extent', his time was'

.spent in interacting with students and using their feedback to develop and revise

learning packages. The dabe also indicated a diminishing trend of the proportion-
,

ate time spent in three functions ' defined as instruction (29% in Fall; 24.6% in

Winter; and 16.7% in Spring). This trend .suggests' either that he encountered some

.

degree of success
air
in making the learning packages more -self- instructional, or

that the students developed greater independent learning skills.'

In the second year, a considerably smaller proportion of time was spent, in

the curriculum,development area, in spite of the fact thatynew learning packages

(as yet 'untried) had been developed. The proportions of tite.spent in instruc-

tion,evaluation, and counseling have not changed appreciably) but the tasks of ,

"adMihistratIon" assumed a much increased proportion of Prof,esior Collier's. time.

Those areas in administration accounting for, the increase were "establishilrand

reviewing jury prbcedures" and "organizing jury sessions."
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TABLE

Function
. fp-

5. Proportions, of Me
COA Activities by

for Time Spent in
Functional Area

56

4

Biology Nursing UPL
1st ,. 1st 2nd - 1st 2nd

yr yr yr yr It yr

Curriculum Development
1. Learning Package Development.
2. ..Leafing package Revision
3. Learning Strategy Development

Instraction
1. Remedial Instr:tion
2. Learning Packag 'Instruction.
3. Supplementary Instruction

Evaluation .

1. Student Evaluation-measUrement
2. Program Evaluation

35%
(:38)

(.06)

(.36)

23%

(.13),

(.70)

(.17)

24Z.

(.75)

(.25)

Counseling
t- 5%

1. Career .Counseling (.29)
2. Personal Counseling -' (.-71)

Administration 132!"

--I. Misc. Administrative Activities (.69)
. =2. Test Construction (.02)

3. Establph/Review Jury ProCedures (.13)

4.. Organizing Jury Sessions (.08)'

5. Othir (.4)

19%
'(.03)-

(.38)

4.59)'

.27%

(.12)

(.74)

(.14)'

'49%

(.37.)

(.54)

(as)

18%
(.40.
(.36)

(.24).

.29%

(.13)

(.35)

(.52)

25%

(.28)

(.34)

(.36)

33%
(.21)

(.63)-

( ;1-6)

24%
(.35)
(.45)

X.20)

22%
(.26),

(.39).

(.35)

.21i
(.18).

(.61)

(.21)

.35% -- '12% 25% 16% 18%.

(.58) (.63)' (.63) (.59) (.57)

(.42) '(.37) ,(.37) (.41) (.43)

6% 1%' 3% 7% 6%

(.61)' :-(.86) (.77) .(.58) (.42)

(.39)_ (.15) (,29) (.14) (.24)

13% 20% 18% 20%' 33%

(.61) (.86) ,.. (.77) (.58) (.42)

(.06) (.12) (.19), (.16) (-.08)

(.14) (.01) (.02) t.10) (.18)

(.10) (:01) t.02) (.16) (.22)

(.09) (40-) ( -0 -) . (-0-) (-0-)

TOTAL , 100% 100% 100% 100%. 100% 100%
,

I
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Interpretation
\

Nursing. In the Nursing program's first year there appeared to be a sligh\

crease over the year in the pioportionate time spent in instruction (26% in

1841 to 22% in Suring). The Nursing mentor showed a greater proportion of time

spent in student performance evaluation:

9.4% in Biology. -The obvioustdiserepancies

I

.3% in Nursing; 7.3% in U;111; and 0

the Nursinglliogram may be accounted
,

for, on theloasis that skills learned in Nursing require greater supervision and

r time spent in obsery g performances. In addition, ,the Nursing p gram 4sa .

.

ids1 ded formative.eval it ( an byte,mentor as an integral process in learAkie
.

packages..

In the second year, there was a'change in mentor,and during the f rst quarter

the "instruction" func ,on* assumed a Major proportion of Dr. Belcher's time (49%).

That proportion taper d off rapidly to 19% and 11% in the two *subsequent quarters.

Th*rapidand dramatic change was apparently the result of two factors: Dr. 4

. Belcher's "generic students" began to graduate in.the Winter quarter and were

tt,
replaced with "RN students" requiring less.direct instruction, and with experience 4

*,

.Dr. Belcher was able to encourage otudents to become more self-directelk. Over

,the 44, an average of 26% of the mentorplipine was'spent in instructional

ctivities. As "instruton" functiondimlnished in importance, the "evaluation"
414,

activities grew, -- obviously a factor of students completing their programs andt

the mentor having completed the development of learning packages.

UPL. During the fLrst year of impletentation, the UPL mentor spent what was

thought to be an unusually large proportioeof his time in the _tasks' of Curricillum

Development (49% as opposed tc 35% and 33% in Nuistag and Biology, respectively).

Simultaneously, somewhat lower. proportions of time were:spent infins'truc'tion and

evaluation functions as were experinced in the other programs.

. The seaOld year brought about a reduced emphasis on curriculum development

and corresponding increases in Instruction andevaluation. A similar intra-year
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A.

7 #41 m441 also noteiCswith 6urriepludi developmenr vpitg from 42% in e Fall.

-quarter to ln in:the 'Spfing; evaluation from 21% in the Fall to in7-thi Spring:'
..,./.- 4

N
.

Instruction remained fairl7 constant throughout the y-:
0 .N. , .)

t it.-

.' .The-main observation that-can be made of aliothreoprogiams is that the

currictiluwdevelopmeit function decreasedfrom th first to second year, while the
.as

.,

'
p :-

. evaluation fnction. increased in its proportiono o'ther ft.:actions,
..-- .-

.

The functional. area of "instruct' .on" warrants more 'specific treatment of its
'1F ,three sub-functions: "remailinstruction," (academic material requisite to the

jiP
' I, '-,effective use pf learning

packages); "learning packagetinstruction,"
.acadercdp

-;

iaceiial.directly.assoclated with learning packages and the attainment of specificft Al - 4
cotpetencies); aneadditional instruction," (material relevant, the profession

ft

. , -

. .

.

,` Nut beyond the scope of ledtning packages.and.hot
"requisite,to the attainment of

cOmpetendies). The re'sufii Pertaining
to-these subfunctions, from Table 5 are

.
91 ,

repeated in Table 6. L
' ^

'
%,w

TABLE 6. Percent of Time Spent in Three Instructional function by Pr").gram Area
4

6

-

0

BIO NursiAi- UPL
lit -42nd 1st.' '24d 1st 2ndyr yr :yr yr yr -110r.;,.

4L.-54

C
Remedial ins ction '(13%) .(12%)Ai40%)" (28%0

Learning pa instruction (7(%) (74%) r(36%) (34%) ) (61%)

Additional instruction

xA

"
.(17i)" (14t) (24%) (36% (20%), (21%),

010 .

1

/4'

,
. ..The 'first year data on instructional4Sunctions suggests either that the leading

. .,
,. 'packages in the Ndrding program were MA precisely developel than those In- tfieother

'

. . '. 1
'.- programs pi,! ps, That discussica of academic mdreridl not relevant to particu-:

.,
..

Pit .

. -.lac learning packages was not encouraged. In general', the distribution of
... .

,-instructiopalWinctions-in the.Nikaing program correaponded closely to what was,.1.
. 4-

anticipated. Oh the Ether hand, the distributions in, the BiolggYand UPL programs0
,

"

I

re`a

's



;, were surprising, especially

.

in remedial instruetion.

l-
ammed a nigher, degree

.=The second year

59

arding the.relatively high proportion of time spent

suggests chat the:learnidg package developers.pre-/

try level k than was experienced.

404
Po. one changes. IrOlpursing, there was go shift in the

4dallocation of time spent; remedial, learning packag upplementary in-
.

struceion.fram thefirst to the secoid year of implementat n. There was a trend

toward greater emphastion learning package instruction in Biology due to the more
,,

ti

caegfUlajrsening.of it dents who would have needed remedial instruction, and
,

-refinements in learning packages whidh pow include learning activities more con -'

. r .

sistslat with entry level skills.'
,.*

To a certain ettent, the UPI, program exhibited the same general trend of .-

redud'd remedial-instruction with the ieallocition of effort *directed toward

supplenentary4instra uction. Perhaps
.

Ed McCluft, the mentor, was able to use his
;.lp I 7

ft 4 .

tire foi integration and synthesieof material beyond what was 'outlined in ail
.

learning packages or, o add dim ion's of knowledge not included in them., The ".
.4-.

time was free fon these activities by the 'use of more iftatructionally refined

IA,%4115packaies: The learningpackages used in the first year` 1.n,1JP1,-..required

such mentor Mime to clarifg' the content and objectives of each package.

'41!

.1 .
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, GOAL 4: To Demonstrate investigate the Characteristics of the Curriculum
of Attainments Learning Envirdnment

Theory. The mentor- student relationship,lies a the heart of. the Curriculum
.

of Attainments learAing environment. This learning e vironment is-intended to be
.

more perionaliZed, less competit(ve, and moreindividualized than, the conventional

course- centered environment. The personal association witha...mentor, together

4

'with a coordiTed curriculum with mastery standards, is intended-to result in an;'

.integrated fund of knowledge'and skills. Students are ne4 merely supposed to Rnow

* about something, but are also expected to apply what they have learnedin spontaneous

problem- solving situations The COA learning environment fosters this kind of

learning by separating the iructional function fromboth the certification func-

.

tiodkand much of the transmission of information. The information and khowledge

dissemination is prAmarily relegated to tutors. The mentor integrates these.know-

ledge elements,into wholes, while the juries certify that the generic outcomes
.

. .6.

have been attained. In the conventional course-,oriented construction, all'three
/ .. .6 .

, ''' .
,

.rolds,lre'vested in the saelerson. Another key ingredient in the environment is Iv,
'

.-
, .

.---.....

the quantity and quality of students interactions among themselves. The COA,

, *of
environment encourages an esprit de Corps and cooperation among students, because

eir-performance is evaluated against an. ex ternalivsfi ndardl not vis a vis group

The mentor role. Since the- sproceses of instruction/in the COA are designed
_

.
.

.

,

,

systematically to enible students to reach established outcomes, tJ mOtorrole

. '!.

is essential. for providing continuityfor the total program.. Instructional
4.1

responsibility 116.much More easily delegated in,the conventional course-oriented
0

,

program since the processes of instruction are,not focused toward explicitly'
or°

defined and measured outcomes!
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,The mentor role COA islVisioned to possess'characteristics similar

to the role-of the teacher as'described by RousSeau in Emile. -..grhe mentor is a

facilitator in the pleftefs of assimilating andigintegrating knowledge (whether ite

was gained formally Orf. infornally). The mentor does.not Spend much time telling
h. . .

. or disseminating information. What iniormationsis conVeyed by the dentor is that

which .1.s required to "fill in a mosaic" with iilissing elements of knowledge-required -

for the demonstration of generid attainments. The mentor is a guide.who leads

the,student in locating the learning resources appropriate for 'anoinJkvidual to.
-

4

master the attainments. Since the demonstration of attainment ,requires-the

taneouS integration of skills anti knowledge. 're apry, the mentor helps

students- prepare for the"jury,exams., Mentors tea relate in personal ways to,
a-,.._...

. '.
4 f

students by counseling them 'hen they wish' to: discuss personal problems or carter.

-"-----_,

Evidence'
.7:-

goals. Evid' af this faeness'of rhe'ment-of -s t e tionshiRiis that

. ,

mentors are often,4 lnvited to attend weddings,o
mbe
r todi s of their

stldents: Students relate' to mencots in different ways. To some students, mentors -

!

are paternal:figutes, to others they become toll4ues, and to-others, alb lings r

depending on the characteristics of the mentor and the needs of the student:
IP

Tutor rale. The tutor is viewed as a,vitaLinstructional resource in the-

-
16

COA,j Since the mentor is not,the sole source of-wisdom and knowledge, the tutor

omplements the mentor role by heiping qtudents masher basic intellectual content

and fundamental skilas,of the-discipline. Association with tutors arso provides

f..

a diversity of- opinion needed for a liberal education.- Studenl occasionally, Oa

PI

close retationshiP4 with-tutors, but not as often as wi0-mentors.. Tutot,associa-

.tion wihh-stucents tend to be less personal. Igten students receive instruction
, -t

.

from tutors in.groups of varying sizes with varying de&rees of structure and.
.

.r
.

.
.

,

Qrganizatibn. Th are not as accessiGle to Lents as mentors area They are
.

,

,. .
.

most often
.

Specialists in their disciplines and are expected to
.-

help students

_ ,11,

t . i.
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. master a special knowled

attainment. The mentor

r
base or unique skills that are the foundations of

62'

elps students integrate knowledge and skille derived

from tutorials or other informal ad hoc learning experiences for the demonstration
to'

of attainment.

*
, ,'The juri:role. The jurydtertifies that students have-demonstratedthe required

genetic level irtainments. tAs,stated in Goal-1, an attainment is eslobal skill

or ynowledge,areethat results from the synthesis and integration of more elemental

4 -

skilig and knowledge. The jury is not'only interested in whether the students
, .

.

halkuastered Aal:cements, but more importantlxin how the elements are integrated
. ,

)

and applied fnspontaneous..problem-solving situations.' The philosophy.of,the COA
.

hplds that knowledge Or skills are of no Use until: they can be applied to real *"

0-
- . e

., .

life situations (which, may At only occur in a, job situation, but in othei important
.. / .

..t,.. .. ,

, life situations as w ).
,

....

.

The studeht_ple. The role of the "student in the,COA %spires that ,students

S. student'
N,

,

1 0 assume..responsibility for their own'learnpg. The.tis expected to impose
e. .

.

,trlicture on his7her time, tot short term learning goals, to find needed learning

- ..
resources with the helpofkehd-mrdntcorlpa attainments, ta.demonstrate initia-

I,

*

. , -
.

. . - .
L,

'lire in seeking.assiataricd from facultYandother studenta,to be able to evaluate
#

7.,....r

their own progre/s toward reachi4g attainments, and to ?rely
...

- , ._ 0
,

. ..

request assistance.In shOrt, the students are expected to
,---. .

,, The conventional, game of "psyching out"khe professor for ,th,
A' , , , , . % '

other, students who

be mature intlividuals.4'--

origer :appropriate:- (To some students,' the absence of this ga
-. .

,
. ', A ,

'Studenfs.sometimes becope frus,trated in the GOA because their

Friday' is no

me Is very unsettliag4

couteiparts in the

conventional program appear norto Work as hard since the,professor provides a

service of aiateAning knowlAge andaynthssizing it for them. COA Students are
*,

expectell tip do much, Pk not al12!o_fthe. "digging" for themselves. $tudenis ha/e'
.

r

,sometimes remarked that they'gre gatt4dg betier.educatIons.-- t they alfko have

to work for it.
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Because the standard for mastery is external to the'group, students do not

4cooper with each other inrms of who receives A's, B's, C's, etc. There appears ,.$

however, to be a subtle, culture reinforced, competitioamong students related to

the rate of fiotietnrin'meeting attainments. This form df competition appears to

1.....- be healthy in the respect that one doesn't "rise" at the expense of another.
. .

. ,. . ,

' , A .
'Peer inksiL4ction is.also expected to be, an aspect of the COA learning environr

. .
, ,, ,

'14

6,ment.,'Since the emphasis i- s on demonstrating the criterion performanceperformance staadards

MIN. 4 .
. ,

Agibefore.juTies, the likelihbod of peers helping one another with-instruction, both
"1"'Im

'formal and non-formal, shouleresult. -Peer tutorials can 4iused not only to
ti-

,

economtie
%
on the use of faculty tutors, buttalso to foster learning. 'The old ada, gst

,
.

.often applies --none really doeSh't learn the material until one teaches it.
t .

In orderg investigate these four basic but different roles in the COA

,;

learning environ ment, the Transaction - Interaction Survey (see Appendix 7

74

41, ,

pages 187 through.198) was developed taanalyze the kinds
.

of interactions that

occur among students,and the three authority role'; mentor, tutors, and,ury members.

so

Student...-mentolktrSnsactions were further investigated by the administration of the

. A

Student-Mentor Frequency, of Interactions Survey and theStudent-Student Treduenci

,
of interactions Survey to determine the frequency of different kinds of interaction
, 4

tic

'among the, roles. Empirical.data was secured from the Nursing and Biology'programs'

since these were the more mature programs and had the high4st rate of return.
4,

Severtheles the important characterittics of the COA. learning environment ,could
O

be intiesfiga ed from these programs.s

tient q dent-interactions:
A

1femi related to mentorrstudentopransactions ,/

)
are liste in Appendix 7 , pages 194' 495, items_ 11-23 and #39. The results mai

.. tit

% ____-/' . . ,

/

be nummarized'a's follows:. Students are almost always or often able to
.

commtnicate

Ai
with the men/Vh(#11); mentors often tc seldom initiate social events not part2pf,..

, /

, normal teaching duties (#12, 13) mentors often or almost- alWay, focus'on ih
,

intellectual interest of students in disCussiOhs (#14);,they da much listfn ng and
>

a

7 4-



I
seldom dominate discussiofia (#15, 16; ft); the mentors are often to almost always

available when students wish to sTe them (#17)-; they have warm and understanding
.

.
.

personalities (#14); mentors often or almost/Always .participate in informal die-
, i .

N..-
.

.,- li,
cussiona Wit students (#19) ; they are ofteti or almost always open to criticism

Si l

64.

(#21); and 'hey are often of almost always encoVtaging to students.
._111`

The resu ts of, the, Student- Mentor Frequency of Interactions Survey,, Appendix

7 , pages:19 -197., indicate that In both the Nursing and iology programs, the
a.

mastirequen interactions relate to discussing the miateial or assignments -

.9

-asSociated .-.l the mastering of skills and content-of learning packages. The

second, hirrd id Fourth frequencies in Biology relate to the discussion of career

pcies lilt :diScussions of individual intellectual inftrests, and the discssion

projects or term papers, respectively.. The second, thirliand fourth

st reque t interactions in the Nursing programs were as follows: schedule tests,

.

turn ig.papers and books, and discuss a past exam or an upcoming exam.
110

Incerpletati6. From-these results, one derives the difference in "climater

between thetwo,prOgrams. The environment in the,Biology program appears tb be.
/ ,

traditional and intellectual in orientation, while the Nursing program reflects

;a professional emphasis by iheorderly.progression toward the mastering of attain-
,_, ,i

0 6 6 /
i

/ men-0. The Nursing progVam has much mdle"formative testing dhan does the Biology

A.

program; .The.Arsing program.is much more structured than the Bitplogy progrms with

f . .-
. ,

mdirspecific and detaile,/faiki outlined for the students. An ekample of learning
. ,

.
1

# , packagesin Biology, and ursing in?AphOndix are provided fOr the reader to note

/ .

the differences in the,spegififity outlined for students' learning' activities.
,.. . / 4

.

:Purthermore; since studentsin-the Bio)ogy program have -less well-defined vocatioste.

'

.At.oalS, more time islalipted by the mentor /n discussing careers thah-in Nursing ..

(Bielogy,mean rank ,.. 411:1Nursing m - 9.140oUt of a total of elevbn-itemS).'
..., .

..

. . .

er

,



Both Anne Belcher of the'generic Nursing_progrt and Al Collier in Biology

are truly supprlativementors-intheir reflective disciplines. Studdats were

informed that their responses would be held in strictest confidence and that

anonymity Would be assured. Thus it,is likely that-the results of the question-
.

wire 'ar e not biased due to fear of censure or reprisal. This author's on

-personal observations verify these highly farable outcomes. When one visits

a.
students in these programs, one quickly observes the enthusiasm shown by students

N ,
in the program (although the "Hawthorne effect" is undoubtedly present). However,

the method of instruction cannot be ,separated from the personalities. One can

only offer an hypothesis that the COA provides an environment where individuals

like AnneBelcher cir Al Collierl,who are naturally facilitative and,nurturant,
4

could olA4mally employ their talents. Both of these mentors have revealed to me

itt4they find theeconventional'ode of formal classro9m instru ion stikling not

only for themselves, but for students as well: Just what percentage of the facdlty

would find the unstructured student4centered'environment conducive to their per-

; .%

sonalities is an interesting question.' Anne Belcher and Al Collier are truly
, ..

*,

unusual faculty members in terms of Mastery of their disciplines and in terms of
N,

*

..*

possessing facilitative personalities.

, Student-tutor interactions. Itemsrelated to the ttAorisi rolelce listed
li.

*

,
on pages 191,, items * -29. The results, of students' teiponses,suggest that

-,

. ,..

tutors ,often or almost alwaYrallow students to express themselves (#24); .have
t

warm and understanding attitudes toward students (#26), and are primarily concerned
.

.
,

4pith.learning problems (#28). The tutors in the Nursing program are more prone
-

Itt .

seldom category than tutors in the BiolOgy program
.0 in the

e

.

,

i' .

following items: tutors partiftpate in informal conversations 'and discussions

to lie lee-Wiled in the

(#25); tutors involve themselves in events not part of,the formal learning proteSs;,
O

pnd are reassuring and Commending to COA studen ts.; .

.

,A
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Interpretation. The role, of tutor appeas to be generally less personal

than that of the mentor. The quality of the student-thtor interactions appear

to be more formalized am& less personal in the Nursing program than in the Biology

Program. This may be accounted for on the basis that the student-tutor encounters

n the Nursing prograi are given more formal structure and are more organized than

P in Biology. Tutorials in the Nursineprogram_are arranged at specific times for.

._ . .

stUdents and include topicS that are more narrowly focused. ,T6tocials ih-Biology

- are often issue oriented and less focused on mastering specific attainments.

Furthermore, in the Biology ptogram, students must often seek their.own, tutorial

assistance from professors on an individual basis and hence are more likely to

select more friendly instructors.

Jury-student interactions. Items related to jurieswe located on page.i.§2

of Appendix 7, items 30-36. The resultg suggest that_juries are often to seldom

reassuring to COA students (#30); often to seldom neutral ( #31); seldom to never

participate with students outside of the formal learning enterprise (#32); seldom

participate in informal conversations with students (#33); often have a wart and

understanding attitude toward students.(#315); and are often concerned with learning

problems4(#16).

Interpretation. The primary function of the jury is to certify, that' attain-

meats have been demonstrated. Needless to say, a fury exam before 3-5 professionals

can be an intimidating prospect for' undergraduate students. Thus a deliberate

attempt was made to conduct the exams in such a way as to be at minimally-threaten-
...

Mg as poisiblel increase the probability df a maximum performance from students

at the time of the jury exam. The juries try to be patient and understanding with

4

students and attempt to be as-personable as the situation allpws However, since

many 'of the students do not meet the jury ember's unti3 the time of the jury, there
-

is often little oppo4tunity to edtabl h familiarity with jury memberaw
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Student attitudes toward the jury in the Nursing' program appeared to be more

&

fold than the Biology students toward their juries. This may be due to differ-

encestin the way juries are conducted. The Nursing jury convenes to certify

'attainment at the termAus of the program and thus there may be more pressure An

.students than in the.Bioio6 Aogram where students Ie ith juries as they complete

each major learning package. Another factor in accounting for the higher degree.

of informality of jury reviews in Biology is that Al Collier, Mentor, seeks jury

members who are,close colldues, and he himself attends the jury reviews. Thus
411,

a "club" atmosphere is engendered In the Nursing program, the mentor is not

allowed to attend jury review* thus separating completely instruction from

certification,

A

Student- student transactions. Items 1-10 on pages 187 7188 of Appendix 7

concern the natur'e of student-student interaction. The results of student responses

to the questionnaire indicate that students: often to almost always communicate

with other COA students during and after school hours (#1); seldolsoto often commun-

icate with other COA stucipnts about personal problems ( #2); often have warm and

friendly attitudes towards each other (#3); often discuss content and assignments

of learning packages with each other (#4); seldom to never compete with other COA

444-

students (#5); often participate in informal conversations and discussions (#6);

often (in Biology and often to seldom in Nursing)* obtain useful infAmation and

ideas from each other (#8); often to seldom participate in activities with each

other that are not part of the formal learning (#7); often teach each other when

they interact (#9), (but less so in the, Nursing program); and often to seldom seek. -

the help of other COA students when hiving problem with learning packages or
4

assignments ( #10):

The results ofthe Student-Student Frequency of Interactions Survey, ges 196

- 197, indicated that the most frequent interaction of both the Biology and Nursing

groups concerned content of learning packages. The second, third and fourth most

. frequent interactions in the,Biolegy program were in discussing intellectual

78
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interests, discussing research projects, and tutoring other.COA students who need

help. The same second, third and fourth frequencies of interactions in the Nursing

Program were: discuss past exam,or upcoming exam; discuss research or term project;

and socialize informally. One of the least frequent interactions in the Nursing .11'

Program was to tutor other COArstudents.

fInterpretation.'- One aspeceof the program to consider in analyzing the results

of the questionnaires is that the COA program in Nursing had 14 students who re-

Rained together as a group during-the entire 5 quaftere of the prbgram. The

Biology program had more of an inflow-outflow phenomenon, where at any one time

i6ere were. neophytes as well as more experienced students: The desired character-

istic of peer teaching inthe COA learning environment appears to take place when

there is a mix of*lesser experienced with more experienced students as would occur

in a steady scat*' inflow-outflow system. Experienced students are able to lend

much assistance in the instructional process, thus relieving not only the mentor,

but ostensibly-tutors as well from instructional burdens. It may be that maximum

effibiency in terms of manpower required per attainment.is attained only when the

steady inflow-outflow of students in a*program is attained.

Conclusion. The results of the questionnaires do appear to indicate that in

both the Bioldgy and Nursing programs a personalized and less competitive environment--

was attained. In both programs, the roles of mentor, tutor and juror were demon-
, At

.

strated. The role of peer teacher was demonstrated to a much greaterextent in;,

Biology than in Nniemfag because of the nature of the steady inflow-mitflow of
. . r"

ft .

.

_
*
students in the program. Professor Collier admits aboUt 5-10 btudents per quarter

.-.

-..r

to the program, thus creating a mix of inexperienced and experienced students. A
/ . . ...

factor in this consideration is that Al'Collier, mentor in Biology, formally organ-
..

izes peer instruction tutorials. Peer instruction occurs more informally in tfie

Nursing program.

79
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0;Neither program has become the sine qui non of individualization- . :, each,

Student had his/her own prescribed learning tasks that were best suited for him/her/.

''The-Istudents by and large all take part in the same educational processes.- Ned:,

there been a more,complete return of the questionnaires from the RN Nursing program,
r-

peihaps individualAation wouldwhave'been demonstrated to a greater exten ince

these students would have a greater, diversity of experience and learning styles.

Conformity of educational processes ppears to more likely occur in a naive student

population than with a more experienc student group.; .One may speculate that

this is so Uecause the naive studexI begin with'relatively the same entry level

characteristics in terms of skills and knowledge.

.
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GOAL 5: To Establish a pore DireCt Relaiionship between the Curriculum
Mnd_the World of Work

-The ory for

70's, is still a
0

t otAtiainmeits.

releVance,

prominent
a

Rel4vanoi
t ,

70

while a cause celebre in the late 1960's and early

concern in the cOlpceptualizatibn of the Curriculum

in the COA.is achieved primarily through the inclusion

ofoutside fracaci4 professionals in'theiprocess of articulation:Of attainments

required for the ceitiication of programmatic outcomes and as members of juries

for ,the purpose of validating minimumxTerformance levers required for entry,intb
N. - --N

1

t
,

the labor market. The majOr functions4 of hlving an outside practicing professional

serve on-juries wereto: 1). set limits on the unnecessary, proliferation o

vent subject',-content;-2)-establish.priorWes for the attainment essential

iriele-

--skills or knowledge,; 3) emphasize the deed'for, application of knowledge or skills
^.

..

.
4, e ,

to wOrk or "real life situations; and 4) establish and maintain .professional perfor-
.

, \ i , N O 4

. e standards require) for -successful entry into.tht labor market.
w

,-As stated i cnthe disussion of the previoui goal oa,mas'ter' standards, the
.... 4

J

only programs to use outside practicin&professionali were Nusing, Biology and
. -

even th-O-Uih external funds were provided from FIPSE for honoraria for six-,
a

0 ,

man days per year in At 1976. Interestingly-, external funds were used only'in
,

A * I

.,

the case bf one external juror in Marine BioloP. All other,jurors (about &i

donated their. tillae. The Nursing program w-J.11 likely continue to use external-

'sts.
. jurors at least in an infoetail-W'ay since a grehe dean cooperation is required

m

fiom practicing profesiionals.in inptruction and supervision in lodes, hospital
.

.

t

for the mastery of ,nursing-skills.All other WA programs wilpreitably forego
bt

the use of external'jury members ostensibly because of the inconvenience in
.

arrahging jdry Scissions. Them-Were times when the external assessor failed to,
.

7 ''.."'"dihw'ull" fora jury review and the jury was subsequently cancelled, mpch to the
. -. , ,,,-- ,

-,

consternation of the. student{, faculty members, and the mentor. A regulation was,
A

%

si
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adopted to miaow faculty members to substitute for the practitioner when the
.

,, =

'
_____._

faculty Member could demonstrate a fairly extensive amount of practiea experience
, ---7 1 .._-

in their work histories._ WheAlexternal jurors did convene, there were efies'

notid from their participation- -they added breadth to the assesmit;t of attaitment

an&they brought certain specialized knowledge areas to the jury review. However,

the benefits of having-an external reviewer tended'not-to outweigh the difficulties.
It

.
.

.
_ .

Am4g the problems notedwere inflexibility-in the demonstration of p6cOutes of
,

knowledge; standards markedly discrepant from faculty members; laCk.of academic

-knowledge of the content; no shows; and ultimately, costs related to having the

'external assessor, evaluate Ittainment. Even though external jurors were'willing.
.

-..---.to contribute'time and effOrt-wifhout r uneration, the 'donatioh of in-kind
t .

.

serviges cannot be relied onihoor consist t participation, In thefihalanalysis,
.

nomatter how desirable it is coripeptually-to have external assessors. serve on .p
,. ,

juries,.thg institution (i.e., administiklitore and facility) must standjiehind the /--
, %t

1

policy. of' incorporatialg.them in jury reviews and enforce it.
. m

An even greater problem in the conduct ofthe COA in the.long run is that
114

the likelihood f adminIstators and faculty enfacing.jury,reviews q attainme. nts _

1.

with or without. the Iiicorporation I; an external ekraluator appears to be, rather

small. Tre does not appear to be a very intense concern for the assessment of,
t .

programmatic outcomes at FSU. This author enxisions that the certification

function will' eventually by default fall back to the responsibility of the mentor;

', thus causing the COA to lose one of its -Unique aspects.
L r AR

/

' tit

8 2.

S
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GOAL 6: 'TO DEMONSTRATE A STRATEGY FOR

;yealitrategy

The strategy lOr the eventua

.4 il

14

Aration'it FSU was that the

implementing serail pilot at

andf,. their effectiveneis

"o terms of.nmpipeis of

adopt attainment$

- .

Ii-the meanwhile

P. 's
development o

the_Prototy

of atade
Nilo!4:4 .*.

of fat

,t
-
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ICULUM REFORM Tk MASS HIGHER 'EDUCATION

et
large scale Adoption of attainment- based''

10

Os

roject uould.begin with's ferprograms planning and

aft:pent-based curricula. Then, upon evaluation Ot
00'

ith appropriate revisions, the programs would expand in

*
eats and-faculWmentors unt.lan entire department would

.

ed education nstits methodof instruction and certification.
) *

the initial prototype programi would serve as model's for-the
4

subseAUent programs borrowing'On the knowledge and experience of
,.,

N
es.' Throughthe implement,onelipteach-one progression, esizeable..portiqn
.. ,

c programs at FSU would have instituted COA4ptograms With-large numbers

4 4

ety and studente.

. ' :
ring tne expansion of major held programs, the general,educatioh program

&also be designed and offered on an-attainment-bailed format. Iventually a
, A r

udent could fulfill all the requivements.for a tali; degree by progressingirrom
.

. one attainment based trogramto'another in,se;ies-or in parallel. taltimately, the
, ; ra . :

%
. . .,

-Oral attainments demarking=the desired outcomes of aicomplete college, education
,

...,
.

mouldevolve,fram a s)4(thesie of individual programmatic, generic attaipments.
I 46,

.0, ... , .

4.-.. , , 40.' 0 A,
Thlorstudent!'could one day conceivably achieve -a college doltree byldeMOnstrating

,,,idik,
A 11

the requiked 4egree attainments before faculty...juries through d4ecvkliRiesement.. . .

:Upon achieving. this state, the COA projeci.$4111 becompfeted.

0What is the piogresatouard this lo term obtectivel"-
,

STAGRI PR -_ et
.

A
'Tbechidlogy program,, ithe close f t1975-76 academic year, had aurCx-

, , .

, *tali 25 etudes actively partiCipat The program has not

o. *Ai

jt \ 0

g.

it

expanded beyond the
4

O

-E

0
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.

saga of Dr,. Collier/ even ,,hough efforts _have been made to expand the program'

within the Department
le 1r

r. Collier 'and Dr. Peter Bennett, the outgoing depart-
,

. . .

iment.chairman. Dr. Bennett, will assume the position,of ?resident of the °V

l'hiladdlphia Academy of Natural 4gienceein September 1976. This c ing January,

. .

bi. Collferwill formally retire
.
from FSU as ap activynstructor, although he

..6.1 f
0. t

,..
,

has been given Permission to remain with FSU qs a COA consultant and to serve as
4 .

actor to his graduate students so that they y complete their disiertations.

The incoming department chairman has not yet actively recruited a faculty..,

o ti
40

Teliber to replaceProfessor Collier. Dr. Bennett has indicated that a couple of

IV
faculty members rube shown interest in-performing.in the. 60Aimentor role, but

unfortunately,. they are not experts in applied Marine Biology. Th would be

required to develop.an4nkirely/new program -- withoutthe:resources at were

AptAlp

.invested in the COA MftineloBiology program. Because the program was developed in

.

such a specialized\area of,knowled andskifl, its inheritability by oother
ik ,,.

,A, faculty' member in the department presents a difficulty given the present charac-
*

t

terfstics of the staff. The department would be .required to hire a replacementA-. .

.

4
7.

tOr Professor Collier with similar background and skillS, but this too, is

* 4
. ,

uncertain since facultylines are not being replaced in the current era of

..ausierity in the Stat# of Florida. Secondly, if a state line was released to the

Biology departli, the 'factat* may not consent to having the line filled with

someone with Professor Collier's expertise (specialty in Marineliology) to per-

form as a mentor in the establidtted COA program. An impression held by the auftor

, more115 that the faculty mom likelip likelerfer hiring someone with more thterest to

basic research.

has informed the

. k
However., the Picivost.fctr Art and, Sciences, Dr. Robert SpIpAey,.

*
new deplrtment.chairman that he would support the -continuation ,,..'

ofIthe COAT'program in Biological Sciences if the faculty members wish.
'

r
O.

The probibtlity of the COA pr6gram in Biplogysurviving inits p
4

after Professortollier leaves idremote. Student demand for the p

.1

*84

ent form

is
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4

Iwo

sufficient to tkeep` the present program viable. But,students volunteer for the

.6011 program in Marine Biology primarily because of ProfesscliSlliet's reputation

,

as an instructor and because they will benefit froth the program's reputation for

high aehdemic standards. Perhaps, when PrOggesor Collier.feavesF.SU,-students

will not teattracted to the COA program with a new mentor.
ilir

%

NUIVing .., ,.

The School of Nursing was the-1!star'pupil" at the outset of the projebt and

.... OW 4 >'remains such at its completion. In the second year of operation, the generic,
,. V.

COA Nursing, program was altowed to expire (i.e:, generic students are those matriu
, .

culating without tror nursing training), and the program was shifted in the

second year of operation to include only the RN group (those students matridul4ting'

with RN certificates earned froi the two-yeir terminal programs.at junior college

le/e1). there are currently p students in the RN Nursing group With two full-

..time_mentora.

The* 08A is an extremely apprcprijtinstruCtional methodology far.the7Program,

, sincethe evaluation procedures allow students to demonstrate prior knokedge

'and without having it:. repeat the same instruction they encountered:in
.

1 4

Junior college. It also allows studengs to hold part-time professional level

jobs while going to schobl. ,Many of the students are adults who need to work in
1 1. %

Order to Support themselves (see Table 3,'page 43). Since theyalreadyhold RN.

certificates, they readily find,employMent'in the community health agencies and
9 A

'institutions. There exists 'in thielprogram.the criticalcAbination of an obvidus

for the program as perceived by students, a competent aq0eraotivated contingent

.ofIfeteulty members to Tnentiiirutor, develop materials and eva *iate students, end
4

0 , .

s

a Deanyho supports the:program.

: The only major disappointment is,that the program will not be offered as an ,

4ernative to the colgventional system for generfc students; even though it has
. .

shown merit fot both highly thotivated.students and Or diseidvt;ntagedstudints.

"0
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EStulte of tahe NLN basic Nursing skills test revealed that the mean,scores earned

by the COA generic group exceeded the. mean scores of, the conventional group by
I-

14 percentile points. By millkng both the gitnric students with the RN's,-peir
Or to

tutoiials become an obvieus possibility for researchon new.metblids of instruction
,e ' 0

iff_the'fielffluysing., '
,Ar

. y
. .

.

. Even though,the COA RN program has been advertised only by word of mouth,
4

there are More.appl cations by RNs interested in the progri than may be
, . A .W. . .

accommodated. The most efficient use Of mingower resources, in terms of the
,

taxpayers point ofi0614, would.beto have the entire School ofNUrsing convert

to the%0&.Approach-and to train RNs in advanced nursing skilld while relegating
. ,

.
. .

. .

. .

,it ,
the_instruttltnOf generic students in basic nursing to cons:amity collegs.

, .
. , .

.,,

However, die faculty members'of FS ool of Nursing view this prospect with

less than relish. The RN group. has, however, compelled the school to examine

standards for the baccalaureate and to examine whetliao the B.S. degree in Nursing
Ati;`merely -,two lower division programs linked together (generaalibeaucation and

4 .

basic nursing dkills). The RN students' were tautioda-about the existence of a .,
,

double standard..tfortunately, the juries certifying)butcome-attainments in the
\

a A

generic progrAm were conducted prior tothe time RN students were ready for jury'

review. Asa result, atandatds fot-the B.S. . were atabliahed for the generic
. '

pfbgratarand are subsgquen
"g.

COA progrom.in,the School

\pplied to the RNSproogram. It V probable. that-the

f.Nursing continue -as loh' es RNs ,-are ddmitted.

Urlik and Regional penning
As

,
.

.: The COA program inUrban and,Regional Planning, if it'continues this Fall,
-,. .

r ik
will remain small wt 'only abtt-10% of the departmental eniollment,engaglin

COA 7 aboUt 10-15 .students. Last year the number lstudent volunteers fell
,

elow,the 'critical mass" needed to sustain a viable progrm. pis author' ereVes

.

that in order. fo maintain "student enthusiasm and 'an esprit e corpa,-at
,

least-a .

. T- , .. ._,- :--
loalboiOien-stuatents are required., There werebnki six new ipsident,student.volunteers.

,

1 % . . ,
/... , 4

. . A.t

. \
%.

I
r ...

. . . . II\.., .'

, 86 v .
J I'
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..

who matriculated in the program 'in. the second year of operation. There were two
'

..
. , *

. . . 4e,
.

, ..
additional non-resident studelevylunteers. A4iese than aggressive public rela-

%.
, .

,

. tiohe cSmpailh-and considerable.discoUragement, provided by di pointed W.rst
4

a *, :
v. yaat.studintd,.dpmpened faculty nterest in the program. - rst, year students

. .

. ,

were extremely frustrated By the program's inability to meet their expectations.

'The program 'haa over - estimated what it cbu]d actuary deiiWer,in terms of

*

'facilitating acceleration and having well-developed instructional Materialsj.

The mentor, Ed McClure; his an exacerbating condition of arthritis and does ,

not appear to have thestate`of health required to 'cope likh the phySical and

emotional denan ZtheCOA program places on the mentor. Last,Spring, the Dean of

Social Seierkes chose not to transmit a proposal.to-FIPSE by. the Urbah and Regional

, Planning bepartment teracure resourcesto plane the entire incoming masters class,

in a COA 'format. This project woult have tested whether an entire'depatMent could
. ,

function in an attainment-based mode of instruction. The Dean declined to allow
.

Am-

t-

the project to even be considered for, implementation because helelt that not enough

data had been,se'b ed to document the effe tiveness of COA and that support for.
.

this effirt would be recluiredby a
Jer.

still is, only an acting,ahairMan).

iartmentchairman (there was, and
. .

elision by theopean appeared to ',take
- the"

,- v
wind out of the sail*" of the program. Discouragement and depresiion soon set in.

1

. '
t ,

. 0 this author's know%edge, no significant public ations campaign has been
1,. . .

, . )K .
.

.
.

undertaken this Summer to recruit new students for the program next.Fall.
7 .

In spite of .the fact that the second year of implementationwent smoothly and

'

. .
.

%

. . . . , .

without -incident, the program appeared never to quite recover from the setbacks in

. , , \ /

the first year of implementation. Duving.the first year the students were frustrated

..- ..' ,

./,

,, over unmet expectations. Faculty rInted the program not only for pirating the
.

. .

,

, ,. , % v
.

belt and brightdet students for the COA program, bbt for Causing some of the courses

. 11.1

to be-cancelled because of insufficient enrollment (My course_ would have been offer-7.

, 1
7 ad if /.t,Wire nor for ;he Cak!). The program,' of becot in exciting°

114 _ ,,,,- .

;,' .;

. - eill9 ' : ,.

educational venture, tecameNhassele that almost everyone cOuld.do shout. * )

II.
,..&)

4, I Ri
.! .

2
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P
O Stage II Prog4ms .

i: /

ili* - A . ;.
i, -441sie programs were fOun4ed:on extremely. scarce resources-7gen rallY a -

patt-time released timi'faculty member and a graduate assistant. ternal funs
.

mapported only-graduate assistant help (ighre./wk and minimal xp nee monies,.

/

$300 per program) and siarman dayd of ,honoratium for Outside- recticing profes-
q,w4

i

a 'I
slenals td serve as.consultants or as jurors:.

, ' .. k 104 f. , , .
Music- Sdulft ion ,

,

'
-

/ -..
.

This program was the successkl . ventur in the four second stage programs."

.

4

The program studentset the old of the Spring quarter. complete 25 credit

-t

aft

77

-4,61

boar program was imple mented with mentor, studerits\juries apdilearning packages. f

. ,

The pregrae was fortunate to have two, very talented graduate students to help
_:- , I .
*- 1 ..."

divelopIthematerials and to participate in the, tutorial process. It pivots

, . . /

&_ !..-

primarily .an the talent -and personality of the mentor, Ph% Wei Collins. The School''-
,

, ,
/ , . -ler

of MUsiC prides itself on advancing knowledge in the instructing of music and,"
the, COA project enhances thii thrust. Nevertheless; the Schbol of Music has not

ti

given an indication of extendiAlits commitment to attainment -based eduastion;
, .4

giveliithe present cutback in resources, for faculty allocated to the school. in, . . I'
'

d
, .

.--

all likelihood; _this 0-ogram,would continue to'growrwith'thg.infueion of

esterial futdet 4.,

,Aterestingl% only'the Music EdUcatiron segment o

more

usic School's turri-

culum was allowed to,be actd on attainment -base ormat by dint, of the isositiip

.

,

' i. aken by the

.

ec,hool's curri cul. v c aimittee. Th eperformance area,''-the cu,rrtcular

r ,

e J

/ area of, paght"prestige, is strictly relegated'to.thi time-fixed approach; This

i .., .

4 :
, *.

4 is because many students wish to come to Farto study under a master musician for
1 1 ' 0

, . , /4/
,

.
,

'a guaranteed length of .,time- -not to demonstrate minimum level of mastery Old move

. .

on. Secondly, ):he 'ph' hi' the merfOrmilica curriculum isto'encourage the .

,,. ,

,

.

to excel as.far,ai ebiiity,,talent,
41

and" financie resources will alloW4-

___. . .. 41,.

not to aChiathe and,re be tiatied,with a minimum stangard. i .

A.
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..

A L
, - e

., .

This program will likely survive as long aft the,mentor,Wes CollinSmethes.
.

to centigue to-inst ct in the manner of 'a mentor. As of yet, otherlaculty
-4 ,

.....

I
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-A.: ..
.

- .

moSbers have not indica ed that they Wish to become involved in thp tOA'Program,
. =, '

-,. / . )I
..

...4.

bitamth0 are-aeast willing to serve as jurors (there s a-long history of jur)t
. 0.. . /

....-.

aaaasapent.in the'School orMusic). Perhaps the program `was developed too much

A .

in isolation so that -it became regarded as Wes Coiling' progrgror.- The mdre.likelY

. .

. explanation is that capable and willing mentors are the most precious retiourcein
, 6

% attainment7based education. the'students,.faciilty,,And outside-practicing-wofes-

sional jurors are all pleased with the program. However, Weeasks hipsOlf, "Is ,

. ..

the .added burden and. effort required of s me or in the COA Wotth'the effort in
.

f
. it

.

relation to,rewarda?" Rewards are,,b1-and 1 rge, intangiblelan occasional thank.
A

yOu by an appreciative stud

An anecdotal A = - +e revealedlto the author by Wes Coliins'was thata group of

ftI4 ----

convention stndenta, who happened to be roommates of the COArstudents., went.ot

.-- k
1 . : .

4

r own volition to the Dean of the School of.Must*and 'depended thdt'the-COA : _

lio

approa be offered on a wider.scale-and that it- become iore'accesSitle to more'

. ,

students. Another is that a local high school'band director, who served as.the-
. v

U'
19 .. . .

- 'cmtside..0aqicing imofessional on the Music Education juries,..4,said that he deli-
4 .: '

nitely Wanted his son to entqr FSU's Schbol of Music and become a COA student

under Wes Colliall.".1.
. ,... .

I

. ,

.
, r

Theatre -4. t .. 4
.

''.

% the Sdhool of Theatre program addressed an Anstructional need similar to that
, ..

.
. - 'pe .

of the SchoO1 of Muble.,411he ODA irovideS a more flexible-instructional method,
-

t 0

s' Where students with significant responsiVilieies in the peiforWence area 61,41d .

, .

, /
6 0

iditat the time and commitment devoted to their didactic work in relation to the
r

. a '4'.1 AO..

. _ .
. jS'

demandi.of preparing for and performing,in:playk. Hopefdlly, the CAA Would provide
.

. ,, r t
. 4 ,iS. , . . -

a means whereby students could focus theii energies on performances When'"in season'

and-dSWote'tiotal'cppcenteation ontheiracademics when there are no perfor4nce
i,..... , * ' 0 4

1
I ,

.

1
.

. ,,

, 8 9 ..
.. 1 . . ,. , ., , ,
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demands. Two subcomponents of the Theatre ggAl Ohre placed on attinment-
.

4

79 i

:'

balled format: World Theatre History (15 credithourblackl and. Costume Benign-
.'

(4 credit, hour blot) ".

The costuming segkenti-Jas.'a fairly successful program with well-defined'
4

attainmeAs,'good lnstructional"materials and adequate assessments. Students

were able to progress at their own ate and 4sponded'weli tothe progiam. SuCcess

of the i6stume Segment of the grog amf.canbe attributed to two talented graduate

sttidents,Marla Jurglania and Rob iirldlay. A jury of.flculty members reviewed

'and tests .for costuming, but held.holordal jury review.
1k...

Assesaments,.requiring.the use o slideS and tapes are being implemented next
'

rce. Cencer, a facility supported by funds from FIPSE,
, ,

-the materi

Fall in the ASsAssment Res

Oosterhof, 0

compOnent of the

attainment- base{

ector. As an outgroWth of this program, the stage craft

Bachelor of Fine Arts program' will begin the development of an

tract this cdming tall. . With additional TeSoUrcet,.the costume ,,

,
.

.design and stage craft areas of the BFA program could become Attainment-based

.

instructional -showcases. This past Spridg 1976.6r. NinStow41 Aaye,.a'presenta-
.

4.
Lion of the COA, proach in cosiilminviii Prague, Czechoslovakia.

... .While the cb)
J

stuming segment of the Theatre prograbi was successful,. the '
.,

.

.

I' , .,. .

.
.

. Theatre HistorycomPonent rged on the order of -a debacle..From the veiy start;,
. '- 4

'the mentor, b,ecausp of his health and yeirs in tiaditionAl'historical approaches-
,

in the teaching of history, found it diffictiA to gralip.thesnbtion oattaktmgnt
.

' =

as away of, describing learningoutComestfrOm the study oOrheatre'History.-
'!' t

..Itgas difficult for this mentor tg.abandod,ths traditional chronological approach

-: to the teaching of tistory and focus -on broadly based learning outcomes. Neverthe-;
.

I

4
kiss, ten attainments were identified and instructional materials wer6Aveloped

,.

to help students' attain

advance ofthe.parillel

with the. sane materials.
4i 14-

a

A

them. They rogram did represent an incremental step in 0
, e , . V
.

conventional ledturvse9tiodg cOering die same cOntept
.

, 1% ,i

. ,
aThe major differences hetween ttie COA, approacA and the

.
.,., .. ,

e 90

.44
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conventional approach were that the former allowed students o. put aside their
41).

academic pursuits when performance demands became too, great and that they no

longer were required to attend lictures(given by the,p0A mentor) and take quizzes,

Eleven students Volunteered,for the 03ATheatre History program in the Fall of

1975. Five stuplents-were able to completeothe first five credit hours of the

credit. hour block by June. ._
A common problem found' particularly in both the Music Eduation and World

Theatre History programek(but also apparent in-other programs) is that students

never do make up time lost due'foputting work aside fdz. other higher priority

,demands: Some students who falltoo far behind become discourSged anddisillusiotd

with the progr and drop out. The only effective way of combatting this tendency

and still maint= n the concept of 'time - variable attainmentlis for mentors to adopt

,

ian approach similar to one described by Glasaer n Reality Therapy. In this

approach ,the mentor helps students impose structure on iheir time by having them

accountable for attaining thoie goals" .ile accepting no etcusea. Thus, a special

:.kind of learning .transpires frOm the time- variable approach to learning not

typically found as an'outcome of the time-structured conventional program. Students

learn to structure their own time, set realistic.learning godls end assume :

'res'ponsibility for their learning.

OP
_We to exhaustion and personal problems, the mentor elinquishe

shi the.program in the Spring of 19 The COA.Program was then
'

- by a griduatestndent, William Lapp, whohad been assigned to belt/

develop and implement tbe'program. Fortunately, be use. of his unus

and commitment o the ProjeA; the COA program at least finished'the
1'

d director-

taken. over

the mentor

ual ta4ent

'year. Two

. .

AUxy sessions were ,held (actually they were formative - validation juries),wiih two
e

. .

other Theatre historiags.in the school sorbing as jury mabets. The jury failed

to accept tt)e performaiice of the first student to tppedr,.and immediately raised

queptions about the academic cr edibility of the program. An investigation was

j.
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subsequently-held by member& of the faculty. After an in-depth process of

interviewing students, materials, and personnel associated with theproject t

81

_Uncluding the author), the program was found to be inadequate in its aPproach

to enabling students to master Theatre History. the*ipvestigatinrcOmmittee

decided, with the appro;m1 of the Dean. of the SChoo1 _ofTheat to suspend the

.11110. The quality othe instructional processes, the curricularapproach,

- -
...,,

.

and the learning materials of the . prograp were censured, not the COA concept.
,

.
. 4P1

The School of,Theatre
.
plans to resurrect he program a year from this coming

..b.. ---,--Fall (in Fall 1977) inimerican Theatre History under the leadership of a-Ahew

-wanton- The focus of the new program will emphasize as an, outcome, the capability

of doing history, not merely mastering a knowledge base of the chronology of

events. Evidently, and in all likelihood, the past mentor mill continue to teach
....e . ,

, . . -.

in the conventional World Theatre History'course as b4fore, Using the fOrmative

4 t.
objective tests_and package materials developed in the4COA, program.

.
;

,\ The School of Theatre has the potential of becoming a showdase of Ittainment
41K; '.

,

f

,

based education withthe infusion of eigenal resources' development. There

is a basic interest among the faculty in-the area of curriculumAelelopmetird.
.

.,_ *, . _ .
. -

instruction. Ironically,as in the School of ic, the performance segments of

_
their. respective pfogTana were deemed-untoucha 'for th eriment. However,

(
I

..5 the Scciool of 'Theatre has indicated. that they woul seriously eider placing,

4

the performance aspect of the BFA program do an attainment basis. With sufficient

. ,

resources, the School of Theatre would.likely Attempt to establish' an entire

4,

attainment -based BEAArrogram in spite of the early 'setbacks in the World,Theatre
,..

J-
.

Hiptory,program.'.. One or mire influentlarfaculfy members ievealed that he .sees
. - .. . ,. . .

the potential of theICOA approach even tholigtr t).1 first effottlailea. '.This .-

.

.

.
.

.

.

-faculty member alio happen to 'be the advisor of the doctoral studett,4iilliam .-
._.

. N . . .

Klapp* who inherited the COA prOgram by dqfault when,the original mentor abdicated.' 4'

, .
, - . . , 1

4

0n tj
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fir. Klapiiie researching new methodologieS of instruction iti the teaching of

Theatre.Ristory as a topic for his doctoral dissertation, and he wAl use the COA
.

approach in his experi;lerital design.

In the School.of Theatre as in the School of Music, curriculum reform will
.

4 , always take second pricirity.to the inexorable concentratipn on the production of
. 41

'stage/Plays. The latest play always takes precedence over the allocatiOn of

manpower and time to curriculum reform. Nevertheless, the COA program stands.

a small chance of continuing in the future should existing departmental priorities

remain. There is a small but devoted contingent of faculty interested in continu-

ing and inexRanding the program. The availability of resources for subsequent

'development an the continuing commitment to the COA by the Dean are the crucial

variables in determining .the future of the Theatre program.

Religion

4

The COA.program in Religion can best be described:a& a quality, non-traditional

prbgram in search for students. The0r6gram'had, perhIPs, themost talented
if.

pflInning,Mentorand graduate student assistantOf any of the seven COA programs. %

They eaally identified attainments and developed. learning materials..,This,4 ',
1

. . .

, .

credit program was designed to help student\deop a sysfematig method of
.,, ,..:

.

. inquiry-4n the humanities. .There\are glx co nv.:.areas and the students work_

. .
.,

. . i
. , ,

, . .

through each content aria in similar ways. F 4,4;ttiges (or steps) were describe&

. ....-'

by Professor wain in his approach to give students the capacity to " derstand".,

in th6 humanities. These steps were OrientatiRe, the PrimaryTradition, the
Rf .

.

,

.
Secondary Tradition, Integration,. and Critical Appre ciation. A iaper-was presented

.-

describint this method of inquiry w the 1976 AERA convention held in Sae'Francisco.

Unfoiquhately,,only fOur studtnts volunteered for the program. Not one was
- .

.

whatonpould describe, as atypioal student,. One .could be described as off-

beat, anotheAs desiring to take an apparently'easy second major on4spare time,
,

.
93`

4
.
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g,

- Pr
' anglyet another. was a veteran who was working many hours-per week.' An importamt

amp

. ,-

.

consideration in'reviewing this program is that there are -Presently oney 25 students
. . 4-

at FSU\who are'pursuing_a major in Religio<ir. Thus, the population pool from hic1i

to draw stuicts is extremely small. As mentioned before, a 'critical' mass of .

. .

^ a$proximately 12 to f5 students required to create 'a .ritical-mags of student

partiOation tomgke the program viable, would virtually decimate. 'the formal

course* comprising the major in the conventional prOgram: Hence in order to make

rogram viable,'a massive public relatioie campaign would be required to fill

the'program ostensibly with non - traditional. students.

By the Spring quarter,-none of the fot4 students had completed onevlearning

I

papkage. Furthermore: Bill Swain had been selected by then American Council-on

Education to participate in a visiting scholars program and will take.a sabbatical

leave fog, at least g year begifinin this coming Fall, 1976. Finally, the Religion

--
program gt FSU, being one ofthe most,scholarly departmentS, does not place as

. ,

much valuelron curriculum development as in fie more traditional scholarly activity.

Dr.-Swain applied for promotion to become a full professor this past year; but

was not advanced 4lis department. Even ;f Dr. Swain were to be at FSU14ext year,

one could speculate that he would prefer to invest his energies in more traditional

scholarly activities than inhon-traditional education. No colleagues have come

foWard in the'department to takeover and develop'an innovative program using

ehe materials developed by Dr. Swap and his graduate assistant. The department

is 'comtitted mostly to continuing in its existing ways by futftiOning primarily

tn.a service capacity by offering courses which satisfy the general education

requirement. There appear to be just enough majors and graduate students to

keep courses in the catalogue in the areas of special interest and expertise to

the faculty.
,

The COA program in Religion willin/ be offered next year. In spite of this

apparept faflure, the program has meant much to the entire project as evidence

9

A
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of the humaniti

84

axed education couldbe designed and iwtPlemented in the area

As a result of the Department of Religion's involvement, in

the project; a A program may be developed In the humanities segment of the
1.1

general educatipn program. AuthorizatiOns halie been .secured from appropriate .

committees to develop such a Qgram. The design and development of''a general

education program in the humanities will begin pending the obtliting of external

funds. A proposal has been submitted to the National, Endowment for the Humenitlbs

to fundthe project with Eugene Crook of the Departjtent of English serving.as

the planning mentor.

Psychology

The effort to establish a COA program in the Department of Psychology-can

be described asmore or less a token effort. The program was established in the

area of Counseling Psychology, and more specifically,- in the area-of behavioral

tion 'and interpersonal relationship skills. 'The progiam'was an 8 quarter

hour sequence offered by Dr. Hal Korn, a clinical psychologist and formerly,

director of the Counseling Center. Dr. Korn was released only 1/4 time to develop

and implement A projects The Program had an enrollment of 12'students and'some

interesting approaches to the development of human relationship skills Were,attempted.-

He used a quasi-informal modular approach, but did mot produce learning pack ages,

pit se, nor did he attempt to articulate the outcomes of hisvogiambefore he-

began instruction. In a Saint Thomas Acquinas-mode of thought, he let the outcomes.

evolvivsinstruction progressed. To the author's knowledge;. a jury was never
41111

used. Thus

111111

the COAapodcePt in Psychology was neither fully developed norimple-

Mented. Dr. Korn is presently teaching this summer, j.n the PSU London progniam .".
. ,

,

overseas aad will remain there until the,WinterAuarter, 1977. Since Dr. Korn_
4 .

+.441.1
. .

.

used the Directed Individual Study mechanism` to enroll, studarts, no QQA packages .

are even lisfe in the college catalogue.. The probability of reviviing,this program

- 2

95
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when he returns to the Tallahassee campus is emote indeed. Curriculum design

and, in' Struttionalldevelopment=are'low priorities 'in a res)ch oriented depart-
.

a+nt struggling tO breakinto the top 25 of ACE ratings among Psychology prograNs \

4

85

.\

across the nation. Hal` has received no encouragement, cooperation, or rewards.

0, - .

. for his efforts, in the COA project bhis Iblleagues. ': ,

4
.

-

.
..4,

.

'New Programs for 1976
.

.

Two College of Education programs are presettly in the planning Niageto

. ,

implement The Vocational-Technical gducation program plannedo

implemeat a program in Fall 1976 with 25, ItudentS. -These students .are- preparing

to become vocational eeaehets%,in-trade and. technical schools. They may be.

'classified as "mature" students (non-18-22 ye4c olds). The program Is a'esigned
,

,
. . .

!o encompass 45 credit hours and will include both the didactic portion of the

e
program as well as Student teachinga30 internship. This program has go abou

.
, defining competencies in a careful, meticulous say. They have ample resources

. ,

--in fact, they have more fund's todesign
. to design an d implement this pro

h

and implement, this one pr.bgram,than were available for all seven CO 4 programs

6 .

combined. They will also inherit most of their instructional materials from

Ohio State Uni3.Tergity since FSU is designated a3 an iliplamentation site in a

national project funded by USOE. UnfOitunately, the chairman of the department..

who secOred FSU'd participibion, has eecently ansumed- a position at Penn State..

'Just how ihisiturnover will affect the prbgram is of serionseContelz.1
- .

Recreation and Leisure,Studies will emhark on their second year ofirdeveloilk

ment in Fall 1976 taward,he eventual implementation of a 45 credit hour compe-,

41, tenay-bale4 program: Their major intent is to modularize their program and.tb

,..

dissemtnate the learning modules they produce. Since this progi'am too has'its
-.#

,

. n , 1

6
A ir

..
.

I ..
.

....._:,.....e ... ,,
_

. . . ,

1 .

At the time this final report went to press, the author was infoilMed that both '

the department chairman,who was the prb3ect director, and his chief assistant had
aftumed jobsielsewhere. The program is currently "tabled" ontft a faculty member ,.

can be recruited and, hired to take over the program.. '146, . .:

4,-- : _ A

. r
- k\ .
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I.

own external support, this author has little coniFol 9f the development and

-implementation, of the prOgram. The Voc-Tech,program ha.s used. this author's
. - .

experience and expertise considerably and will Continue to uge,the record, manake-

4 , .

ment system
'

develtped in the COA'program. -Depending on whether the program is

implemented, the Voc-Tech program at FSU may well serve as a model for competency-
,.

based education that will be adopted by the State of Florida Department of Education
0

'forstatewide implehentirtOn.

New Programsin theAllanning,Phase

As mentioned previously, the Humanities 'segment of the general education

requirement may develop a COA approach pending the awarding of external funds.

In another project, the author is the project director for a statewide Competency-
.*.

based articulation project--the planning of,whioh is supported by Carnegie Corpora -,'
'

tion. Six.senior colleges and six community colleges are seeking to develop,

' cooperative competency-based articulation programs in Architecture, Industrial.-
,.

.

Technology, Business; and General Education. The conceptspO be implemented isl

t -
,

. ...,

that the exit level competencies of the'lower division work taken at community,

colleges become the erAry level competencies of the upper division at senior

colleges. Both Carnegie Corporation and Kellogg Fpundation have indicated interest

in the project. Through this project, many of the concepts implemented and tested
4 f

' in the COA program will be implemented on a statewide basis. This author is

of the persuasion that a system cannot'be changed without addressing the external

force s influencing that system. The COA will not flower at FSU unless there are'

'positive contributing forces acting from outside FSU If enough schools in

Florida become involvedqh competerIcy-based education, these forces should av4

a reinforcing effect on the COA programs implemrted at

articulation programs and the Humanities
(-

program 'at FSU

program strategy for implementation and experimentation

and currently being tested at FSU.

FSU. These statewide

will adopt the pilot'

previously described
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AN ADDENDUM TO GOAL.6:

Necessary (But Not Sufficient)'Conditions
for theSuccessful Implementation of Attainment-based Education

Using tke Pilot Program Strategy

. The following
.

s
,

underlying conditions cited as necesary-for the successful

k- dtPloyment of pilot programs as .a strategy for,curriculum reform'are based upon
-1

the observations and impressions of the author. In,many cases, these postulates
i .

4 are neither derived from nor verified by the existence of empirical data. The

reader must remember that these conditions dperate in a context whelitCOA programs

of the outset, peacefully coexist with the conventional programs. Nevertheless,

as an option to the conventional program, the COA draws student volunteers and

instructional resources from it.

1. A perceived instrUctional need by both the faculty and students of a

program. Attainment-based education will most likely proSPer in departments and

schools where it effectively addreases an unmet instruetionaf need which can not

be served by the conventional' program; Metaphorically, students and faculty do

not seem to want bigger or prettier mbusetraps -- they seem.to want mousetraps
.s r\ )

only'when there are none available at all. For instance, the conventional pro'-

gram is totally inadequate in approach for RN students in the Nursing program.

These students were totally frustrated at baying to repeat much of the same

content they encountered in their community college training. Hence the School

of Nursing was left with essenitially two choices: to abolish the program and

ignore this group completely, or revise their approach to the curriculum.

Aptainment-based education does appear to effectively address this school's

problem by providing a means for awarding credit for prior learning. In the
. .

Theatre,program.and Musil Education program,'the demand for student participation

in plays:concerts, and musicals requires a more flexible instructional delivery

system and a curriculum that emphasizes performance instead of exposure.

41
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In other programs the need for anittainment-based program is much less appvetit.
1

Argurants for the offering of a COA program, such as providing A meaningful

88
a

curricular alternative, more. personalized instruction, a more relevant occupation-

ally-oriented curriculum, the opportunity for self-paced independent study, or

.even the challe e of high aeademic sfandards,do not appeet to be strong enough

--- as sources of motivation to sustain student and faculty interest fora very long

Iperiod of time. Furthermore, the conventional program is able to respond to such,

needs. 'Therefote programs foundedcon such "soft" motives as these, as in the case

*
(of Biology, Urban and Regional Planning (with the exception of external students),

Psychology and obviously, Religion will eventually drop their alternative COA

0

programs either because the conventional programwas altered to address these

`needs or that need is really hot strong enoug'to sustain student and faculty

interest. (See the evaluation by the external evaluation committee Appended to

the document*hich relates directly to this point).

2. 'Administrative support. Assuming a demonstrable instructional need for

the program, the chief administrator must condone the existence of the program

and must accord'the program high priority status'in the competition for available

.. A

manpower and funds with other departmental interests., The chief administratOr
-

. t' .

also in many cases has a significant influence on the rewud structurefor salariesI .., '.

and primotions. In most academic Programs at FSU, the department chairman or
-mt.-

a

Deans of Schools have direct contiol ovet funding allocations and heavily influ-
.

enceipthe faculty reward system. The chairman,. the mentor and a small cadre of

',..:faculty must be in agreement regarding the merits ofthe program in order for the
ta,

program to beCome established as a viable curricular option.

3. Acompetent faculty mentor to manage the program. Attainment-based .

education quickly exposes incompetence on the part of the faculty. A Mentor must

be a proficient scholar, an jlkxpert in the management of learhing"and deft in

I
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.

human relations skills. One axiom that has been. observed in the IZIA project, as

well'as in other instructional design efforts, is that, the qualitYof.instructional

material produced is a function of a faculty member's mastery of "his4her

When the faculty member's grasp ofthe subject-content is weak from lack of
, s

"k
..

research, Inadequate training, or from intellectual decay,. the material's produced
. ,

ladk essence and organization. A-whole'cluster of skills and per'sonality,charac-

4

i.i

teristics seem to be associated with the competence of the mentor.''As-stated i .

before, #e most precious resource in establishing a COA program is finding an

interested, talented, capable and affableoNentor to lead the program. There may

.

be only.one faculty member in-ten at FSU who is able to function adequately as

4

a mentor. This fact, if true, has tremendousAmplications for the generalizability

of attainment -based programs in mass higher education. Wtthout,a doubt, it's

easier for most faculty members to function adequately in narrowly-fOcused, time-

structured'courses where the instructor determines ti% outcomes.
4

4. An instructional development service. An'instructional develcnent

service can provide both the expertise in thq systematic design Qf instruction as,

well as the coordinating function for the implementation of the program. A.pro-

ject directqr located in such a service is able to monitor the development Of '

.

programs and to segUre approval for exceptions to current rules and regutatians
4.

.

7

which impede the valid implementation ofattainment-based education. The instruc-
.

.tional development service can also provide assistance for theytoduction of

.

\

,

mediated learning materials. .Furthermore, by toordinating a number of program's,

co IA .144A. Secorti
together.under one aegiS,4a much more potent force to be reckoned with when

'seeking authorizatiOns by'universiti-wide curricult committees. One academic

department would have extreme difficulty in exerting an impact on a''university-

wide committee to secure exceftions and author ;4ations required to implement's F
441. .

complete attainment-based_program that is, both time-variable and allows fot

1

1 (70
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contihmous progress toward attainment.

,
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5. Upper level administrative support. In order to, invoke required changes

in records and registration procedures'or in exceptionsto certain University

rules and replations, the support of at least One high level central Administrator

. is requited. 'At fhe time of the design and Planning stages of the COAroject,

the_then,Acting Vice President for Academic-Affairs, Dr. Daisy Flory, worked with
, r 1

Johntiarris ,(then Director of DIRS) to formulate the ihitial position paper for

the project. She is'now Dean of Faculties and has continued to serve as an-

advocate for the ptogram and has been an indispensible asset.

.

T*e.allocation of funds to the programs for further deyelopmenfmand institu-

tionalization Would also be a helpful asset. A fund set aside belt the ad hoc

purpose of curriculum deiign and administered by the instructional development

-unit would provide not only financial resonrces: but also provide a symbolic
4

demonstrStion that curriCultim development is a priority mission.

6. An internal legitimizing Committee. Th e COA Project Committee, -with Dr.

Joe Grosslight, chairman of the Psychology Depart entoierving as'Chairman, and

-composed of, prestigious faculty-members and adminis rators,.helped to formulate''

and to support policies concerning the conduct of the ojeet. This committee

also assisted in the securing of authorizations from th'Graduate and Undergraduate
, . X

,Policy Councils to conduct the experiment and selected ttie initial three programs
'. \ .

\ ..to participate in the first stage ofthe project.

7. Optimal external funding. A critical balance -is required (between the

adolint of external and internal funds to conduct an innovative, project and to

institutionalize it. External funds not only provide resourCes\to obtain manpower

for-the dAvelopment of the programs, but just as importantly, th provide an

: external legitimizing function. FunOt from FIPSE gave the progFam national.

. expcure,and placed it ton the trade routes of educational tourists: Frequent
.

4

obakervers gave the mentors a feeling that they were en ?efd in.somet ing important,;-



:

-

worthwhile, even though their

,

At times, tlie_tourist demands,

J

.91

Colleagues may have acknowledged their work vet

became a little onerous,'but the.positive effects

of recognition far outweighed the idconvenience:

.

The COA,prograns were developed from approximately 50% external

,
-

50% internal ,fuAnds. The present author's keeling is that a certain mount of
. ,

. 1

.

.

the coats to cotAUCt a project .should be bornel)y the institution,- but in the ,..

O

.

.
. . ,

.

case of some programs;the amount of external resources was insuffici

-
unds and

L.,

nt -7
'

especially ip sope.of, the g'age II programs. The Music.Educatimi pro ram'Wonld
.

0

have benefitted from more funds. However, for the most

appeared to be reasonable.' It is unknown whether this

would have been maintained with additional FIPSE funds.

part, 50-50 t st-sharing

dame cost-shirling ratio

This 50-50 4tib Of

.
1 i

inside-outside funding quickly eliminates the entrepreneural uncommitted, yet
1

,

provides sufficient extra resources,to conduct a project for the counitted programs.
.

. .

In retrospect, it would have been ideal to flave external funds for the' continued
. -

e

.-

development of gage II programs for the second year of implementiqon as did the

thiee Stage I-programs: Perhaps-the Musit Education program and t e Theatre

programs would have had a better opportunity to "take" and realize la more secure
. A

foothold. Three years of fundingsagain appears to be reasonable fOr the.develop-

,

*

mentand Implementation of'two,year programs. Any longer,fundingiperiod would

.likely create and perpetuate a dependency on the external funding! source, to

eanagetheir programs.

8. Codpeiation among faculty, In order to conduCl'an att ntidnt-base

.
e willing to hdlp,gram, faculty members in a department who are hot mentors must

the mentor With tutoring; jury evaluation,and.with the production of learning

materials., Sometimes int
,

. .

A

epartmental cooperation is,a rare
"

phenomenon. In an Institution that rewards faculty for indep ndent scholarship, '

together' with faculty society's ,proclivity toward individual ropriety of courses

and unknown

*No
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and'instruCtional mat

92

vials, there appears to be little interest in inheritink

the. results of another
. ,.-.

. ,

Program will
-

cease to
. .

faculty inert

exist when

ber's creative enterprise. Thus many of the

the original mentor mbves on or adopts, another

,
interest. There isle Switical time period when the original mentor must share

#

responsibilities w t) oak faculty members.. Apparently, this Oaring should
.

takeplace'early
. .

9. Instruc

tiona.6innovati

maiptaittedwhi

in order to c

an outcaie s

outcome sta

tional pro

ibrbothe

the development and imple tation of the program.

onal costs are less than the cokentional ro ram. An instruc-
e

requires that it must demonstrate thatacademic standards are

e at 'the same time reducing instructional costs. -Obviously,

.%

duct a comparative cost-effect ive analysis, one must fi it establish
P'

Andard. _This of ceurse is impossible in light of the absence of

dards in the conventional programs. Students and faculty of conven-''
- . .

.

. . .. ,

rams were eidler unwilling to submit to, Or didlnpt see the justification

g to.engage in, a rigorous comparative analysis between the COA and

the conventional tract (such as establishing a' sample jury procedure for the,
.

conventipnal program). Tip only comparative data available to date is he results

I
N,..

of the National League of Nursing (NLN) test of basib Nursing skills, multiple,

. chofck test assessing a student's' knowledge about anumber of tdpics. The COA"

gene
. /

is students earned scores'15 percentile 'points higher than the conventional

stu ents. The COA students, were a representative 'sample of the population in

terns of entry level'skills in the same,dimensions of the,NIN test. At the

, the COA program proved to,operate more efficiently in terms of maitp9we'

equiied to facilltsate-the attain d outcome level of perfAmance. ,The/ program

L

was `still terminated.

The epitaph.: "better is not always enough."'

'
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10. A s eciaal physical' facility. The most successful COA programsall'had

.

one element in common: a special room for COS studentsto study or to!socialize
.,

'ble Nursing, BiOlogy,.0* Music programs all had special facilities. The Urbaa

and Regions. Planning program had a special COA room during the first yeer.of

'

.
usurped

, implementatioh, but'this'facifity
L

was by anther department during the

Summer between the first and second year. This event, without a doubt* contributed . "I
1 . (

to the. decline of esprit de corps among COA students and facility in that proglai.
010,:

Ideally a COA room should containlearning carrells, a.libfary, lounge chaira,.a

I.

.

..,
coffee facility and,i meeting table. In the Natural Sciences, it should also

.4,
' .- ,

include a laborat y,. However, the most iMpo tart function of theCOA room is to

\.

provide a meeting place and a symbol ? "Trid both for the mentor an.students in the,

program.

11. Luck.. WhoCould predict ghat Ed McClure in Urban and Regional Pladhing,
A ;

k.

would so suddenly contratt.such 0Paevere of arthritis? Who could have :-

predicted that Petet Bennett, chairmap of the Biological Sciences Department,

1
_

would assume another-job at,..ti critical time in' the institutionaliiation.process?

Who would ptedict thai Bill 'Swain, the mentor in Religion, would b elected to-be

. :,

.

a visiting scholafor ACER
t

Who would have predicted that John Harris, principal

advocate for the'program, would leave so suddenly jtist -as implementation of the -

'Y

programs began?I Who would have predicted that Stan Marshall, President of FSU,

would resign at a time the institutionalization proCess would begin? Who would

have predicted three years ago that the State of Florida would incur such a

shortage, of tax dollari and thaf,fuadsfor higher education would be cut bare-thin,'

resulting in severe morale problems, not to mention funds for the development of

innovative programs? Who would have predicted that both Shirley'Martin, former

Dean, and Pauline Haynes, the first mentor, would leave the School of Nursing

after fhe first year (1iroplementation1,- Who would have predicted that Robert.

,

Andreyka and Bill Blank of Vocational-TachnicalEaucation would both leave .FSU

, 10 4
A

1



'
almost on -the eve of the implementation of their pro4rims?

, ,
' v 1 implementation

y . 4
..

ThOurvival of the COA programs and hence. the efficacy bf'thy pilot'projeci

trategy for reform depends so much qgthe favo able turns of events_in scapri-
. . 1

4
cious environmen. Sometimes unpredictable events stimulate a program to

.
.

# .

become even beater, as in the case of Nursing where the "todch was passed,on"

.
, -

. .,
,

before it becaiedabeled'as Pauline Haynes' COA program, but in other programs,

. e.
. .

these chance ccurterces set back a struggling
,
progiam'eyen more. In.nO programs '% -

, -

do these 11 necessary
'

conditions attain an'ideal state of affairs. Some progra 116 .
4 k

% , 6

% 0

cope with certain deficiencie; better'than others. Some condition are more vital 4

iIi

than others for survival. Needless to sal, a successful innovative program must
.. . . ,

overcome tremendous social forces which counteract against it.

.

..

c t
. .

A iina?note is that the pilot program strategy for chreiculum'refoim was

. APV
tested by employing the CPA AsAinnOvative entity which requires drastic changes in

1st

the conventional etiquette and uree even to implement the program. Perhaps
# .

this strategy of reform would be more successful in programs requiring a less

significant change'io the environment. .Nevertheless, this strategy does provide
.

a method of reducings.. complex environment into manageable components and it

'.
allowed 'a new method ofTedag2gy to be implemented-and tested reasonab ly well

without'a large expenditure of,external and internal rekources. The reader should

. /
try to imagine another method of attempting attainment -based education in a

dross section of disciplinli in Slarge public university, while engaging more

than 100-faculty =embers and over 200 student for approximately $500,000 of

internal and external funds'over three years.. Needless to say, this has been an

inexpensive experiment in pedagogy and in curficuium reform.

The following table presents a conservative estimate ,of the 'numlber.of indiyi-

. duals who-participated in the COA project from its inception. The total COA

impacted on many faculty member* and the intitilution and on graduate students,

°

o
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msnY,of whom will become faculty members in the future. Ma05 more were exposed

, ..
.

to-.a new methodology of instruceion'and a new way of conceiving the curriculum
.

_ i 4
.

. 0

in`their respective-prdwemi. .

2

:

\

)

I

33.

3

a

)

3'

,,,)g 11,-

C

c

46.

.

1 0 E;

I 4

.
4

ti 2

,,
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a'ABLE.7) Number of Participant;'
in the,FIPSE=Spionqofed
COA Programs ±974 -1976

A

r

>,

Pro

I

Content

'''' Faculty Faculty on graduate

-.
.

Outside PP* Jury "Outside PP ,Review Student ..

s/Fubction - Mentors fs Juror Members ' Tutors as Tutor Students Committees Planners'

Biology-

NursiAg

1

3

2

6

10

4.

r,

. 0 .

25-.30** ?

Urban and Regional
-! Planning '3 0 14 15 0

4

4101igion 1 0 0 0 ,
0

..

Theatre History 2 0 ', 2 .0 / 0

Theatre Costumirlg 1 0 0 0

.

Music Education 3

Fsyc$31olp. 0 o

Library Science . . o 0 0

4 (

TQTAL
6

). 13 9 32- 0

*PP - practicing professional
04*D2es not include outside practicing professionals

who were also consulted.

107

:

.,48

...

41/.

5

25-30
, ..

,

v"-

2

0'

4

24 154

4 .12 1 1
r#

. ,

. 11 34. '4

75 2 .2

17 15
.

2
. f

12 0 2

\ '.0 0 1

-' 212 109-13,4 18

11)
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If the COA is to exist as an alternative to the Conventional programs; the
,

ultimate success of the COA mustbe evaluated in terms of how well the program

was received' bar students. A Gener#1 Outcomes Su

199) was develbped io.asspssstudent react -ions

ee A ndix 7 pages 198-

r ,
s mentioned

. -

previously,.data was gathered to'a sufficient degree to confidently assess student

attitudes ohly in the Biolbgy program and in the generic Nursing program. When

1. ,..
-

, °
v.. . . .

reviewing the results -, the reader must ienugmber thalin-theNursing-generic program

/
,-

li
r o . o

. o

the students took alibst their entire prOgram ip attainment-based format and'had

-,
very few formal,lecture7type courses. The Biology students; 'however, took o ly

.-- Ili
approl,ciraatea25% of their 'normal Course./ d on attainment-based format. us

.

stildent reactiontdere perhaps influencedh the amoulg of experience in_the.conven-
, .,

2tional course prograv with which to compare the COA.

Items rated highly oh the Genai uCcomes Stirvey (1114:2.0 on Likef't -type

scale) by bgth Biology siiideptS and'Nursinap Student were that the COA helped

students: develop self-confidence in proiessional Skills; develop skills in

analyging" and .solving problemi; develop a high degree of self-directedness; develop

,..

motivation and-,commitment toward professional goals; and increase4their ability '

...

to, form more ,personal relationships with their peers and instruOt006.. Other items
.

rated highly by both groupp were that-, the COA prepares students foi both,graduate

4gthoO1 and the world of work; helps students develop a greater senstof responsi-
...,-

.

bilOty; .and_ that the assessment procedures enabled students to improve comkunic4ion -,

skills.

-;Itemalrated lower (2.0.< m<: 2.5 on a Likert-type scale) by both.groups were

that, the '04 helped students progress,at-a faster rate;Ithe Curriculum is more

luq
, -

eb.

*
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relevant toy the real world professir. ial activities; and that it helped students

' ' \

-allocate time and work effort more efficiently.
.

Items rated diferentially (mean difference > .5) in favor of the Biology

program were that: .the Co* helped stude9ts,develop research-interest; gain an

t
- .

,

in-depth khOledge inthe major subject area; that if theY.had a choice to parti-

cipate in.ihe COA.or not to participate, they would Choose the COA; that the bene-

.

tits of, the COA outnumber the-problemp; and the curriculum is mare relevant to
.

the real world of professional activities.

One item'rated differentially (m difference >..5) in favor of
0

-program was that the COA;helped students increase their ability to forts more

personal relationships with peers and instructors.

Interpretationl,

The re ult

J
f the questionnaire indicated that the programs appetred to have

alavorabitYitl act
- p P

student participants. Howevers caution must 11 taken in

. interpreting-the re :Iles due to the lack of a high calibre psychometric device to .
.

I
assess general ou comes which.may well be prone tb measurement errors such as

respon se sets fid halo effects. Nevertheless, all means xcept one were 2.5 or

love (i.e., rated highly favorable). There were'some differences between groups

in the way they responded to the items, buthese differences may be explained on

the basis that the Nursing students were more openly critical.about-their progkhm

and that they did not have the basis for comparison withptk conventional

tion that the Biology students did. TO the Biology students, the COA may have

been a welcome relief from the conventional mass lecture approach. The conventional

program in Nursing is already highly personalized, having over 21'qull-time faculty

. 1

for 200 students. Thus he COA 41113 seen 'by some student-participants as imposing.

411 standards on an already idealistic environment-

. .
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CHAPTER VII
I

Summary and Conclusions

.Prbclaimini the Curriculum of Attainments'a raging success would be as wrong

sairoclaiming it a failure. In te7(ms of the achievement of project goals, the

> ,

author believes-t that,these were sufficiently demonstrated to formulate some notions

, .

about the nature.ofat4ainment-hased education and whether it has.the potential

, . $*

for further investigation and dissemination. Mastery standards koiattaiament of.
. .

,

P . , ,.
.

.

.

prosOmaatic'requirements were established and evaluated in five of the seven COA
.-- .

programs. In four programs; Biology, Nursing, Urban and Regional Planning, and

Music Education, faculty juries certified the aemonstrationof attainment. The

Nursing Schwa actually awarded -B.S. degree's based on the demonstration of

t

attainment. Juries were attempted in the Theatre program but they were not able

/

to certify attainment because of the student's failure toidemoistrate the required

minimum level of mastery:,
6

.1

'The cost - effective use of educational manpower and technblogy was demonstrated

in both the RN and generic Niirsing programs in terms of cost-parity with theeon -

ventional system. Conceptually, the reaching of cost-parity level with the .

A parallel conventional programs is feasiblein-all ofthe COA programs. Parity

t

may'he attained. ithere are enough students and adequately' prepared learning

materials to enable the acquisition of information and the mastery of elementary

skills through self-instruction or through peer teaching.. The COA. canhe highly

tie
cost-effective with-a student population that already possesses'a high level of

.

entry skills and knowledge as in'the case of the RN Nursing group.

-Open, .time-variable education was demonstrated in all COA programs when.one/

includes thetoption of progressing at a slower pace as well as a faster pace. '

Outstanding examples of the COA as an open univer4tY were that one Student in

6
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.

'Urban and Regional 'Planning was able, to earn seven credit hours while living and

working in Fort Myers,.while another Nursingstudent was'able to accrue 48 credit

hours in'one quarter. "Other studen s-Were able to take home learning materials /

.

tiring theSummer and were ready f r'aury exams in the Fall. Yet others could

)wiork full-time and still maie si ificant strides toward earning their degreet.

A truly flexible means,of Just= ion was, demonstrated.

A more direct relatiOnghip etween the university curriculum and the demands

of the world,ofmork.wtre,demp trated through the use of practicing professionals

.on dgpartmental curriculum co itdes which formghied attainments, and on juries -

which certified the demonstration of attainment. However; the benefits of in-

0 .

%eluding external.evaluators, on juries appeared to be equivocal when, weighed against
.

. ,
.

4,. , .

the probleme. Perhapi when-the COA programs turn-more toward the evaluation of_
o

attainment in t'he field,, the external evlapator will become viewed as more'of an

asset.

Th characteristics of the COA learning environment were investigated in
.

terms of the kinds and,friuencies of human transactions that occur in the enviroft-

ment. The environment is highly persona zed while academic standards are

maintained at a high leve1.4,The acquiring of an integrated fund of useful'kdow-

ledge can be inferred *from the nature Of attainments certified by the individual

programs. Presently the environment is individualized in terms of'allowing

students to establish their own pace in the mastery'of attainment. As more varied '

learning Materials are developed itnd thefrvariety of Options Ica-learning attain-
.

ments are'expanded, the prodesses of mirteing attainment will becomefrUly

individualized according to the needs and learning styles of individual students.

-The efficacy of 'the pilot-program strategylor the.implementa4-of attaiiWen

based instiuction,in a large public university apparently has not yet Peen

, .

demonstrated.' Hoviever, eleven probab/e underlying conditions required for t
.

v' e .

_ .

strategy to be effective are outlined.. At the early, stages of innovation, pilot'

112'.
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programs are extremely vulnerable and are doomed if only a few of these conditions
7

41
are not met to a sufficient degree.

.1*
.

sage once said that an experiment is a iailure only if nothing can be

learn from it-. What afe.some of the lessons -learned from the COA project about ,

attainment-based education in a-large Public university?

1. The implementation of attainment-based education is indeed feasible in

a'large public university. Most comprehensive competency -based educational pro-
.

.grams are located at small private-colleges or small colleges withifi a large

university. The CQA project has demonstrated that complete attainment -based

prograis with time-variable, continuous progress elements can bp implemented within

the conventional etpartmental stricture, and that the student credit ,hour can still

be used as a unit of instruction with which to finance attainment -based progriis.

Z. 'Attainment-based education appears to operate selectively to an advantage

over,the conventional educational approaches found in large universities. In order

do
to maintain its status as a viable option to the conventional programs, the

A

attainment -based option system must serve student or needs that are not

capable of being met by the conventional program. For instances attainment-based

'education is able to award credit for learning alteady acquired from a Yob or from

life experience -- something exposure-based education is unable to do. However,

-mass approaches to education appear to be Adeqqate,for a large population of,naiye

, .

learners, even thougniltainment-based)education:has demonstrated that it can
,

,,
'..

qffgr a higher quality'of education in terms of levels of achievement and person-

(

alization, at approximately the^same-monetary cost. .,

.

3. Attainment-based-education can be highly cost-effective, but an a price

(there Ain't free lunch!). Even though students learn more for less cost, the

ledger4s,balanced whefi human toil is Added for both faculty and students. Students

work.harder than id the conventional program.by having to both bbtain and synthesize

r
113
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knowledge themselves and to demonstrate that knowledge before a jury. Faculty'

,

mentors must be. more accessible to students, must produce high_quaiity learning

proidats, must encourage and cajole dawdling andprocrastinating Students tp

continue making progress, must be generalists in their disciplines and must
1

endure being labeled as such, eto Unless there is an underlying value for the

pursuit of excellence on the part of both faculty and students', the ledger is

tipped in favor of the c nventional education program with the typical post--

.

-adolescent student p pulation who attend'pubfiC institutions.

Att- ht-based education requires a dramatic restructuring of conven-

tional professorial roles: The separatioft of the instructional function frgm
,

certifiCation'is difficdit for faculty to understand,, and accept. The prospect of

-havinge the results of one's instruction,evaluated'by colletues is atmiiist blush
r.

a
an:anathema and an invasion Ot:the private fiefdom of the professoriate. Many

fadulty members find untenable the prospect of external evaluation of their
t . 4 A

4
instruction, even thbugh scrutiny by external authorities in the evaluation of

f
scholarly works isbever an issue.

. ,
'

it5-. "

., 5'. Perhaps the most opportune place to'implement Utainment-based education
,

, .

1-
/-". .

would be in an.academic environment which 1)'caters heavily to the mature or adult

learneri.2) has aservice-oridnted faculty,,iand 3) is iodated in a.metropolitatf

area. The COA offers.flexibtlity in the delivery of instruction for individuals

.

witil-maibr lifers responsibilities otheg than school. Attainment-based education

(...... offers a valid way for 'recognizing felevantprior learning without having fq,
.

...'
. .

,,e,
0 .

assess life's experience ditectlylrom,s vita or a supervisor's job evaluation.

l n. ,

i

.Finally, it,provides a way of cdordinating and integrating one's academic work

with the training' these students receive on-the.--job Orlin an internship.

/6. -Aitainmebt-based iducatiOi does impose constraints on an outcome-free,

process-free acadeMit'environment.. An4ducational ijistitution can be Process-free

4
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,
and outcome-freeas long as it continues to admit homogeneously talented sdents.

.

At least if the students who are admitted are bright and have Toughly the same/

. :
01 cultural and personality characteristics, they will likely turn outlarightate,the

r *

mtindof four'years, provided the in utiondoes them no harm. And, if at the end .

of four 'tors, theyarfable to, secure.the,the, kind of job:to Which.tfiey aspire or
-,

. 4

.. . .

are able to gain admission to tag gradpate,N3chool:Of their choice, few questidn s

.
; , . e-. ,

, ,

are raised about the quality of their educatiOnal exparieice per _se. Hbwever,
._ .

. -.
.t

today many institutions are not as selective ptheir admissions policies.as they
f . , r 1 ., . . ,) . 4

once weiv,resulting.in a more 4terogeneous stuOnt li,hputlation Add to this a l

% . . ..
t, \;, b :'=-. i 1 - ; ,7 1 ° :-. , .%.

. .. '
.t.

, laissez-faire en4ivbnment,vithpuzaritordu$,outoome standards or.procesi controls.
*

--'. qb

9.,
)0 '

- a

_
.4

I

coupled -with a declining availability Oe'rewarding;jobir to meet the expectations of
... ':.. 4 ' .

college graduates the worth of the,edgc4ional eiiierivnce.c a intd question..
4.

,

,

.11., IV .

However, a facuity,Otith has tecoMea'cc4itoMed to tilejargely.accountabiliti-
.

free environment 'oft the 5ID's-and "60' °, 'vieltfa,theimOosttions oOublic standards
- % _. ,

, . d 11
. ., . :

for piograMiatig outeomeg with leaS 'thalaging:anthlisiaimlafid at an infringement

, x " ' .';4;

4,°
on itsTrofessional freedom and i Nevertheless, 44 islikelythat,

,

/

,: , . .

4 4
-.

4 .

in -spite of faculty resistance to 'tote establishitagOf accountAbilitypublic
_. , ,,, ..

:. ..' I , .1 ,

-educatAn will time more Acre /kingly undet:vemscrutiny. The question is, will
, - .,, 41 I - ,,

.
, ,

.

public control be- exerted on theptocesses, of-education (i.e., ,certifidation-of
J - , ,

.

'exposUre) or on the ontcomeA(certify-atthinmeni)? Certalnlyprocess control is
, , . lk

,'... ,
, _

the Mosteamiliar form of control and Ow ea#iedtto)fisance and-adminietat,

.

. 4 .

. ,

Attainment -based education is of.courae,A,metipodof pedagogy to ettablish outcome
, ,, . -.,- 4 . 1

%

.d .

,.. .
t .4

4
1,

'.

control. . ,
..

. ..
.

Q .
.

: -TheadMinistrative structure iiiattainment-based edutatio4 is difficult.
.... 4 %- . ,

4

for students'and faculty to imagine or even comprehend. In the cohventional pro-
' a

gram,,students arrive on campus and ate assigned an advAsdr who perfunctorily

. hands them a menu of required 'and elective courses from'which to-chOose. .In the

S.

.

.
4.

/ .
.

4



/

COA program, a student. s assigned to a Mentor.along ith approximately i4 other

, .

students and is Shmin a list of 10-14generic attainments. The'student is.then,

hana'ed,A,handbook and binder full of learning packa es and is informed.that he/she

4
twill undergo a diagnostic askssment'procedure.' F llowing this procedure, the

ettudent and:itentor together ,determi ne which is, the test and most expeaient may to
i

f

. 1

master the attainments. Coping with a formless irocess of attainment-based

education is initially very difficult formost,students who )3kave been accustomed

to the time structure present in conventional, education approaches.° In spite of
.

this students who persist acquire capacities for self-aireetedness and independ-
.

en learn g, anOutcomenot always achieved in conventional, course structured

curricula.
0

Harry" Broudy said in The Reil'World of Public Schools, "quality-education is ,

where the elite send their children." This definition ofuaIity education is
.

.....,yiewid.fram a slightly different perspective rip lightof.the COA. Quality educe-
.

tion may be considered from the standpoint of the achievement. of mastery standards

for attainment,

given cost. -At

with an. integrated and usable-fund
t 4

the same tithe, the reqpired skills

of skills and knowledge at a

and knowledge are mlasered

throughpersonalized and individualized methods of instruction. Ultimately the

`'issue ih regard to attainment. of quality education in mass public education,
1

.

) ,. .

concerns the degree to which students and facUlty desire:excellence. The/price'
N._

,

to pay far quality education is dedication, commitment and effort to meet high

JP
expectations and not to settle for less. Attainment-based.education is a, method

of pedagogy where quality education.can be operationally described in terms of.

the relationship between levelS,of excellence and costs. This' relationship cannot

be optimizedwithout the will-of faculty and students to-expect and-to depOlind

excellence from themselves and f each other.

S.

a
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APPENDIX 1

GENERIC ATTAINMENTS,

Marine Biology

t'

'BWIN10- --flioursMarine Geography and Ecological Application

, 107.,

.

Generic Attainment: Student can demonstrate mastery of concepts of earthscience
selected for their applicability to the solution of problems

)in marine ecology. .

BIO 381 5 Hours; Descriptive Oceanography

Gene Attainment: Student can demonitrate working knowledge of selected concepts-
. of descriptive' oceanography applicable to mafine/biological

problems.

MO 382 8 Hours; Marine Ecology '
1ti

Generic Attainment: Student can demonstrate Ais knowledge of selected ecoZpgical
concepts and a1Ong with his attainments in earth science-fBIO
380)'and descriptive odeanography.(BI0,381), apply them to
probler in,marine biology.

BIO 383. 5 Hours; Phytpplankton Ecology

A%
Generic Attainment: The student will demonstrate through a graded series of coipe,...

that he has acquired a mastery of the
taxb

. .

, ---...

,lmorphology, and ecology of
.,
the marige phytoplankton ./_;

....
.....-consistent with his advanced undergraduate standing.

BIO 384 6,Hours; Fishery Biology
4

I .

Generic.ittainmedt: Through a study 'of graded-materials, the student acquires a
.degree o mastery consistent Withadiancedundergraduate standing
of the f ;lowing: a knowledge of the principal species of the
U.S. commercial fisheries, fisheries research methods, marine
productivity, and the commercial fisheriesthe place of

*- fisheries in the world food supply. . ( b.
.. .. a

,A

BIO 385 (Olours;. Marine P llution. Biology

Generic Attainment.: Within the, expectations of the advanced underg#iduate standihi,
the/student demonstrates, by various performances, his mastery-

of the folkowing aspects of marine pollution: organism-respon-
. ses to principal pollutants, pollution technology, ptevgption

and, triatment,socio-ecbnomic problems of pollution Control.'

119
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.

Je ,
;

410 386 1 Hour;, Correlative Workshops - ---..,:; i

o',
_

i

Apneric Attainment: Student attends and pprtiCipatet to discussion by.otherstudents,
,

Mentor, and vielting speakers pertaining to.apilicatIon of
marine.biOlOgy to world f work and socio-economic problems of `i
ttuitional and internaiioh I scope. Also, conducts'reyieWS of
Al wofk as he prOgresse

,,,.

810 387 3-Ho urs; Marine' Biology'.Laboratoi; and Field Exp eriments

. .

I

..

. .

Generic Attainment.... By pefforMance of experiments and,presentatton of notes,.student !
demonstrates proficienCy iivapplication of selected laboratory
addfield proceduret.tO the solution of problems in marine

..

.
biology. \

I . 1

"

120
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0 \

Generic Competeticies for InstrupilitaYMUsic Education
..

.

, ,r '1. trateynowledge of instrumental-tecliniques throd4h playing of instruments;
1 identifying acceptable teaching procedures, diagnqsing performance problems,

and prescribing appropriate solutions.,

A

2. DemOnstrate knowledge and skills necessary to ;licit musical performance from
an instrumental, ensemble through score reading, conductinggestures: and re-
heussalp. techniques.

109.

.41P-

L.

o.

.

3. Demonstrate knoWledge of the teaching and learning process (planning, inple-
meniation,' and evaluation of instrumental music instruction)through simulation,
peer instruction, and/or-mini-teaching in public schools.

.Demonstrate knowledge of the organization and Administration.of,a.comprehensive
instrumental music prolkam. .

a

4,11p
*4
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'CURRICULUM OF ATTAINMENTS

110,

, 1,14, 4

A

..c . TERMINAL-GENERICCOMPETENCIES' s

..ravisioN.A: ROLE IDENTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT

. , .. .

ls, Knows the philosophical, historical,,aducational; d. legal Influences on
,

. ebntempotary nursing practice.

/

2.. 'Systematically Usps.the nursing process ail establishes priorities for nursing
intervention. 4 .,

. 4Ad4: 0 ' ,-
3. Uaes teaching-learning theoryilo design and-implement,instructional programs.

4.' collaborates with members of .the nursing 01404;d other health professionals,

- utilizing principles of'group dynamics and manageihent and.demonetrating
. . -leaderahiP iab14ty°. .

1

.

5. Articulates. and interpretacurrent'issues.and trends in nursing and health tare.-
vs' ,

o 6. .InCOrporates current nursing information and research into nursing practice.

4. Acts As a change agent for'the improvement and-expansion of nursing practice
e

and health care delivery.

DIVISION B:, COMMUNICATION AND4ERCEPTION

8. Utilizes appropriate resources. Makes planned and comprehensive observations
and accurately reports and records-sigaifidant informatiOn.

! 1
.. 4

9. Uses appropriateinterpersonaI and Interviewing techniques to
.

collect data and
to- establish thermpeutic relationships.'

..--A----it- -
.

. # -1
.. 1

(' 10. Identifies variables affecting the client's ability to'cope with,health prohlems.

Rec?gniza abnormal patternsof behavior, communication and adaptation and
. ihifilates appropriate action.

-
, .

DIVISION..C: 'HEALTH MAINTENANCE A PROMOTION .
P,-

... ,
. /.

12. kecognizesnormal, physiologicIpsychological,*nd environmental require is

for maintenance of health fol'individUals throughout the life cycle.

'1.. KndOs-the major health hazards to indi4fduals and families throughout the life
AlL.. tycleiand the,epidemiological.and preventive implications.

14". Conducts a health4assesemint, including a medical history, to determine the
`client's level of*wellnest. _

. .

4, T1bVides preventiVe health guidance and maintenance services to individuals,
J-'familles and community groups. Refers clients to appropriate community ,agencies

Ammisresources. .,

22



DIVISION-D: HEALTH RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION

6; -Provides nursing assistance to meet basic Beds of
and dependency states in any setting.

17. Performs therapeutic procedures to support
and knows the.rationale.

et

individuals of

or restore normal body

r ,
. 18. Recognizes abArmal'physical signs and symptoms,

, test.results,. and initiates appropriate action.
e

4 . .

, 19..%Correlatee-signs and symptpms1:4iagnoevio, medical and-nursing intervention
with biopathology of major eAlOodic and =tended health problemg., .,

.- . ,,..,...-- ,

including common diagnostic

all, ages

processes

20. Identifies'rehabilitative ieeds.. andiorovides indicated.nUrsinvassistance.

:p

44

r

. ,

a 3

o

E
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cf.

PSYCBOL)GY

'

TERMINAL COMPETENCIES
10

;RE STUDENT WILLBE ABLE TO:

observe significant behaviors

2. clessify significant behaviors in terms of assets, deficite, excesses

3. 'label and provide evide nce for inferred internal states of clients

-

4 4'provide several complementary Conceptual schem es for organizing jhe ,

0--
information developed in steps 1, 2, & 3

5. to demonstrate helping skills
a. for understanding
b. for comfort and crisis utilization
)c. for positive action

4

44.

4

1 ?4

4
4

4.
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RELIGION
GENERIC COMPETENCIES'

STUDENTS WILL BECOME FAMILIARIZED WITH EACOF THE FOLLOWING CONTENT AREAS:

Fiela orientation to reliion

Z. Bibrkal Studies

3. The Christian Tradition in the West

4. Religious Traditions other than Judaism and/or Christianity

5. Religious Dimensions o404oral Philosophy in the West

6." Religious Dimensions of Cultural Achievement, in Western Civilization

7. Modern and Contemporary Religious Thought in:the Weiit

In addition, students will undertake a major project involving research and writing

in one of the sub-fields or the discipline under guidance of'the mentor.

'In a-paper delivered at,the 1976 AERA National Convention in San Francisco,
.

Dr. Charles Swain identified what may be more consistent with the Project Director's

notion Of generic attainments. Dr. Swain revealed a stepwise methodological

approach for inquiry and understanding in the Humanities. Each step could be a

generic attainment. These steps are:

1. Orientation to the vocabulary and identification of important events.

lA The Primary Tradition: the reco4ders of events and their in'terpretati6na.

3. The'Seondary Tradition: 'the .new meanings accorded the Primary Tradition.

4. Interpretatiodand synthesis: new Orginizations of meaning \i:iiight of
the Contemporary Worich,

5. Critica'apyreciation: the assemilation and interpretation of primary
and secondary authors with the student's own interpretation and application
to his own life.

. 12,5
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GENERIC ATTAI

COA

irk

THEATRE HISTORY

/
li4

1.1*.

1. Perceives theatre history as an iclectia, dynamic phenomenon, and relates'

it to theatre's varied functions.

2. ,Brings to contact with. contemporary theatre a,rich perspective based on

awareness of the heritage of its past.

3.. Know Major phases and periods of theatre history, the basic characteristics,

of each, reasons for their beginnings and endings, and the telative importance

of each in its own time and beyond its time.

A

r ,

4. Relates and integrates the study.of theatre history into a basic knowledge

of world social, political, economic,,religious, and cultural histories.

5., ,Demonstrates Comprehensive recognition,of visual elements of theatre in its

history, and'of the architecture and devices which make them possible.

..... 3 ( °

6. Knows the names, contributions, and place in time of important theatre people

And institutions.

7. Knows and is able to use correctly technical terns from the past and present.

8. Has basic,research anlibiblibgraphic skills, including knowledge of the relative .

reliability of;overlapping sources.

97, Has awareness of the dynamics of historical scholarship.

( 12f

.
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0'
URBAN ANDJEGIONAL PLANNING

GESERIII COMPtTENCIES

A. CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE COMPETENCIES

Generic Compeiency,
14

Planning Theory

Theory of Behavior
Regional Systems

General Systems Theory

Information Systims and the
.Planning Process

of Uttian and

14_

4

3

3

B. COMPETENCIES RELATING TO ANALYTICAL METHODS AND TECHNIOW

-*Generic Competency Credit Hours

Ube of Models for Probld6 Solving 4

Statistical Techniques for.Planning
4

Survey Techniques and DataCollection

ForecastiUg Techniques

,Coliputets as an Aid in Data Analysis

Personal Limitations in UsiniAnalytical.
Techniques for Planning ;

C.. COMPETENCIES DEALING WITH THE DESIGN OF

4

3

3

2

115

COMPONENTS OF THE-FIANNING PROCESS

Generic Competency Credit Hours

2 0

Formulation of Policies 4

4111V

Strategies for Solving Planning Problems 3

n -of Fulictiomifiystems - 3

Evaluative Strategies and Techniques for
4

127 1
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D. METHODi CHNI UES OF IMPLEMENTING PLANNING
.

/
,.. ..

. Gene Co te ,
. Credit Hours

.. .
,,,

. t ,

.

Capit Improve nts Programming
.

Land `Development Codes
. N . *

4
I V

Procedures for 'lemestation of
.

a

,Planning Law 1 -N. .I
46 , ,

.1 4
1 .

,

,
. 1

., P ,// e

Fiscal Implementation Methods, 4

Planning. and payer RequireMenta . .,2.
..

1 . r . ...

1,10plitagion O Educativt Techniques for
Planning 4

. ,

3

d E. USE OF COMMUNICATION IN THE PR61 OF PLANNING

..Gene" Competency . Credit Hours

Creative Writing for Planning Situations'
in Sp6oialty Areas 2

r

Design and Preparation of Graphic
Techniques and Materials 3

Eiperientialtbnaunication for Planning 2

F. PROFESSIONAL ASP ,ECTS oy THE PRACTICE OF PLANNING/

Generic' Competency,-'

Planning as A Profession

Advanced Topics in Professional
Planning Behavior

Professional Planning and Ethical Direness

"Experiential Learning as a Technique
in Planning

1 2 8

4

1Credit Hours

6

4

4

116
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CURRICULUM OF ATTAIMMEINTS

T 3 f
islory BiOLogy

.

, ,...

s

BiO 314 %....1 .

. ,
. ,(6 Sours) \

. ,,

.

The,foliowing,unit has been prepared ,to give you a wokki.pg
knowledge of the important feitukes about the taxonomy, morpho.104
ogy, physiology, and life history of representative species a'
the living resources of the'Worlsi'd oceans., From this basis it
is hoped that you willaguire the ability ti, recognize the tech-
nical resources available to attack given problems in fisheiies
biology, such.as population dynamics and resources Fanagemeht.
The direct references given you to specific competencies are
more limited than A. previous units and'i.t4lis hoped that you will

4F3
seek additional im ts, frorkother sources. Having finished this
unit, only for th se that wish to, a, hypothetical fishery model-
has been developedao that you :night attempt to used computer to
simulate the exploitation of a fishery. Readings for.this unit
are:

. ,

1. Royce - Introducti o the Fishery Sciences
,1

2. Lackey -4Introduction 'Fisheries Science

3. Bardach, et al. - Aquaculture
r--

'4. Erlich and Erlich - Population, Resource, Environment

5. Murdoch - Environment and Resourbe Pollution and Society

6. Tait - Hydrography (In Relation to Fisheries)

7. Rounsefell - Ecoloq, Utiljaa-t-ionand Management
Marine Fignlies

8. Hela and Laevastu - Fisheries Hydrography

- *All references may be checked out from the T.A;."

130
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Competency* 1

119

''-Competency StateMents

'Understand the,nortienclature and characteristics used in

identifying species 4f marine:fishes. (Royce p4 -69)

Study Questions:
r . .

1. How are scientific names for organisms originated?

7 2. How are species, subspecies andigenera delineated? Dbes
such classification reflect' evolutionary lines?
What are thiek_inain characterisitcs used to identify fish
species?

4

Competency 2 v.r

. Know then groups,of marine organisms utich, are of commercial

importance. (Royce 69-108) (Lackey chapters 24, 25)
(Rounpefell chapter 17)

Stu4dy Questa.ons:,

1. What are the important gebupsi within these families?
2. Have a general understanding of the'life history,.fishing

grounds, and fishing method employed for each of these
groups.

Competency 3
4

Prepare a 'list, of, commercially important' fish representative

of.the world fishery. YOur list should contain at least two
.'-species from each of the world's five major oceans. Your list

should follow this foam:

Country/Fishery -Common Name = Genus Species

Competency 4
4

Prepare a resume of each of the following fisheries and be

prepared to discuss each: ,

St:Stith American ,Anchovey

South Pacific Tuna
North Atlarftic Cod
Pacific Salmon

131,
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Competency 4 (continued)

120

Include in your resume for each of-the given fisherieg:

1. a sketch of each fish (twb,sketches if sett can,be deter-
mined from external morpholvg); indicate key mori)holog-f

ical characteristics used to idenpfy the fish

4

2. a diagram of the life history for each fish'

3. a brief discriptton of the physical and biological en"-
vironment that each fish lives in

4
6

4. the status of each, of these fisheries, i.e,, growinl,
decOning, or at equilibrium

(Lackey, chapters 22, 24: 25) ( Rounsefell,' chapter 18, 19, 22)

-Competency 5

Understand how and with what organs fish sense the envierdn*'.
meet around them. (Royce'109-118)

Study-Questions:

1. What sp cific adaptations to light sensing have marine

lit
organ' made? ,

2. What e cts does light have upon marine organisms?
, ,37 Lo aquatic organisms possess senses of taste and smell?

4. How does the lateral line system in fish function?
.. 5 What are the functions of electrical organs in fish?

Competency 6

. Understand thereffects and interrelations of temperatu're,
pressure,,salinity and other physical factors have upon fish.
(Royce 118-142; Rounsefell 43-84; Tait - all; Lela and Laevastu
chapter 2)

Study Q estions:
,

1. How does temperature effect respiration, reproduction,
and larval development?

2. What effects does pressure have upon protein structure
, and enzyme rate reactions?

.3. What 'variations in osmoregulation are shown by marine
organisms?

1132
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'Competent' 7

12-1.

4

Be able to demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the, relation-

ship between'hydrilogriligiyAnd-fisheries.biology. (Hel, and Lae-

-0114tu7- all; Tait', all) '

Study Queeitians:

1. How do currents waves, tides, and weather effect fish?

2. What applications doeS"hydrograRhic,data have to the Com-

mercial-fieheries industry?
3. How dogs weath4r effect the fisheries of the open oceans

coastal areas, ,nd estuaries?
4.'What hydrd4rapliC conditions underly.the flugtuations of

abundance of many fish

COMrmtenCy,

Have_a-clomplete unders -dning of the repioduction"and early
development. of the American ayeter and the Penaeid shrimp.

(Royce 129-140; Rounsefell 346-350, 365-374)

Study Questions:

1. How are the ife-cycles of these two organisms similar?
Hod do they differ?

2. How does reproduction and early development of these two
invertebrates Compare to that 6f fish species such as

mackerarand salmon?

Competency 9

11.

Understand the growth patterns for several species important

to the fisheries industry. (Royce 143-152)

stdly:Quest)ond:

.1. What is growth?
2. What groups, of marine organisms are characterized by

"continuous" growth and wpat groups by step-wile growth?

1.e apHow does the a,yUiptotic growth of marine organisms differ'

from that of terrestrial mammals?
.

4. How do endogenous and 'exogenous factors effect growth?

. 5. What is meant by allometricgrowth? How does this differ

from isometric growth?

4 133
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/-
I

'1UndOstand the use of annuli in the
scat,* and.otoliths in the -determination
(ftyte/152=159; RounS(Vell, bhapter 11)

Study Questiahs: t

measurpment of fish
9f growth rates.

.

4*

122

1. How can this typl of data be applied to the study of fin-

and shell- fjsh populations?

Ccupeten
A

7

owledgeable of. the factors which are important, to the

dynamics of marine fisheries populations: (Royce 164-183)

$

Study Questions:

1. Be able to define the terms:. habitat, role, 'niche.

2. How do these change as an indivpual ages?
3. What do the prefiNps eury- and steno- mean?

4. What is the difference between acclimation and adaptation?

5. What the difference between .vectOiial.and reproductive

'patterns of distribution?

Competency 12

-N
Have an understanding of the age structure of/populations.

(Royce 174-193; Lackey-chapters 3, 5, 6'; Rounsefell, cDapters

9, 10, 12)

1.

StUdy Questions:
4 ,

1. Define theterms: cohort, 'natality, mortality.

2. What are the effects of year classes within the,structure

of a population?.
3. Be able to compare percentage of survival v. relative age,

for a nuMberlof org isms importantto mari fisheKies.

. 414
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Cempletency 13

123

4

Understand the relationships between migration, recruitment,
and stock size. (Royce 196-217, 226-231; Lackey ch. 4, 7,'8, 3).

StudtQuestions:

Be able to define the terms:
For what fisherieswourd you
relatiohs of populations, or
inq stock size?

stock size, standing crop,
use a direct count, a cor-,-e7
a marking method in determine'

3. How does migration effect iteck, size?
4. What methods can be used to characterize closely related

pdpulations?
5. What factors effect recruitment?
6. How doe's recruitment effect stock size?

Competency 14

HaVe'i knowledge of how the factors of survival and' mortal-,

i ty effect, and .influence marine fisheries.- (Royce 231-242;
Rounsefell'ch. 9)

#

Study Questions:

:1.,How these can be utilized as instantaneous rates.
'2. How does natural and fishing mortalities influencicatCh

curves?

-Be able to demonstrate a 'general knowledge of the use of
yield models in the study ofirracine fisheries. (Royce 242-2531_
LaCkey ch. 9, 10,,14, 15, 16, 17)

.Study Questions:

L.What are the bailic characteristics of all fisheries model?
Under ,stand and be able to compare at least four types of
fishefies Models.

i35
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Be able to present a 20 minute dfacussion explaining and
comparing past and modern fishing methods. (Rbycs 277-295;
Ronniefell ch. 7, 8).

Study Questions: 4

124' ,

4
4i41y44%i_ti,

.1. How. has fishing gear change over the, past 2000 ?ears, and
what developments have lead to these changes?

2. What are the principal fishing gears utilized today and
where and forwhat species are these methods,employed?

'3. Pxopare a sketch for each of the following fish capture
methods: . Q.

ship gear/nets
Otto -tta*1
midwater (flying trawl)
tangle-nqt/gilf net
purse,seine'

other .

bottom. dredge
Clongline

-
Be prepared to discuss, explain, and contrast these dif-
ferent fishing methods oncothe basis.4,type of fisheries'
in which each is employed, efficiency, man "pkwer, size of*i

boat, special equipment, rigging, etc. 1.71"

y.

Competency 17'

KnoWithe effects of availability
the etanding-gtock and agLstructure
;(1tOyce'218-221)

.

I?/S udy Questions: 4)

le V

4

101 ,A

nd geaZt-:selectivity -upon
f , important fisheriest.

1. What factors effect availability?

,

A

"..V

Q2HWhy are different kinds of gear employ in the-same

fishery?
3.. What is a length selettion curve?,'

Competency 18
. .

Deyelop a 20 minute-talk ,on the imooxtant consideration 'of
fisheries resource management. (Royce 314-343; Lackey ch. 14,,24,

25, 26) Rounsefell ch. 13, 14,' 15)

136
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-CoaletencY) 18 (continued)

StudyQuations":

1:- agencies in the U.S. are responsible for controlling
rinfisheries? .e

. What are thecommon juridiatal divisions of U.S. coastal
waters?

3. What.

. 4. What
5. Whg

fis

. ._ . .

internationl laws cover.marine fisheries?
economic problems influence. fisheries management?
ocial factors 'influence the managepent of: marine
kegs?

..0
- ,-

Competency 19
fit

Prepare 'a

-should include
ies s well as
cultivation.

. Rou sefell.ch.

.30 mute talkk, on aquaclkere. This -diNtssion
at let one fresh wateru lkdh,two marine fishe spec--
two inliertehratelspeties presently under commercial
(Rol/de 255-275, 309-313; Bardack, et al. 7 all;

16)

.qa
Study. Questions: 0

.

1. What basic
.

biolOgical principles Underiy aquaculture praO-
-tices?

2. What basic characteristics must an.organievhave to make
it desirable- for.aq6CUlture?

1° 3. What are ,the economic aspects of quaculture?
aculture represent a rdas able answer to the

d 'growing:demand for protein?
44.,Does a

4

Competency 20
'4*.

4 * *
V

I *
' 0 0

7 Be Prepared:to^discuss your opin ns on why the world's
- Oceans wily or will nofbe'able to supplythe needed-food resources.
for the morld's `growing population.;,(Exlich & Erlich ch. 5;. ,

lft h.%3; Bardach, ch. U Rounsefell ch. 6,,7).!

4

kk.4.\
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LEARNING PM KAGE 333 A
,. /

TONE PRODUCTION AND ARTICULATION .

(4 qtr. ,hrs.) ,

_-,. . . . .

"Prerequisite: none_ Ai'
'tiam*, Estimate: Alit elks .

/ r 411

Pre-Assiissment: Assessment topics for each specific' canpetency
. .

Specific Coastal

1. A
II

I. -3*

;

School 13t flask
Curritulum qf Attainments-
Florida state University'

9/75 -,,, ;.

,

s

4

I.

0

Topic c

126

Uind Instrument Tone Production
1.

Wind InstiuMent,Artictlation

iTiPhniques:

A

1

4

138
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mus 333 A

TONE PR RUCTION AND ARTICULATION (4 qtr.hrs.)

A basic knowledge of the concepts and teaching skills necessary for

developing tone production'and,articulation on wind and percussion

,tnstruments is a fundamental prerequisite for the tnttrumental

.teacher. It is the purpose of this learning package to identify

and organize sound teaching principles-and skills in these areas

for use in indOvidualized and small group instrumental instruttion.

The content has been organized a.manner at will enable you to

recognize the common principles of tome roduction and_articulation

anmg both wind and percussion inst !
nts necessary for effective

instruction'of heterogeneous inst -j al classes.

tpeCific Competencies.
4111

I. -1 Demonstrates agi explains the fund ntals of tone production

for the stand wind instruments. Relevant factors to be

included are -embouchure develoomen and control,treathino
process aodbreatn control, volume 1. the oral corny, posture

and holding position, effects of mou ieceireed, and methods

,'of vibrato when applicable.

I. -2 Explains the vinciples of articulation for the standard wind,

instruments.. levant factors to be included are starting .

aN.stopping the tone, methods of tonguing, and performance
of the -basic'articulations.

I. -3 Demonstrates and explains the fundamentals of performance for

the,standard percussion instruments. Relevant factors,to be

included are holding and playing positions, developing per-

formance techniques, and tuning procedures when applicable.

St,

. 127

Generic Again, 'I: Dentrnstrate knowledge of igstrumental techniques

through playing of instruments, identifying acceptable teaching procedures,

dtagnos$ng Oerfarmance problems, and prescrtyng appropriate solutiops.
-\

a,

' ,r1

'4

139 ,
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Topics for Assessment: .

AP

4.01 Demonstrate en acceptable procedure for assembling and disassembling

each wind instrument.

1.02 Demonstrate the proper playing position for'each wind'instrument.

Describe common errors in wrist, hand and/or finger position which

-.might impair the-development of technic* onthe instrument.

1.03 Deftribe a characteristic embouchure for each wind instrument including

a* adjustments required to Maintain consistent tone quality throughout

extreme registers. Identify common elements of embouchure formation

for wind instruments. Describe teaching strategies for establishing

.andlieveloping a characteristic embouchure on each. instrument.

1.04 Describe proper breathing itrocedures for wind instrument performance.

Explain the physiological process involved in inhalation, sitipensiqp

and exhalation 'of breath. Desdribe the effects 0 air stream speed

and'direction,,qn tone quality and intonation. ,Peicribe teaching

strategies for develoPihg proper breathing' andbr,eath control. AL

Identify common problems of;faulty breathing which areobservable.'
;

1.05 'Explain how the'lilumft of the oral'cavity may affect-tone quality and

intonation.onoa wind instrument-,- Describe a_teaching strategy'for .

developing the open throat concept. .

lt06 ',Describe,thel)asic
designsharactOristica.(size; shape, etc.). of brass,

Mouthpiecesand their efftrtts*mtone production..
.

.
4

.

scribe charicteristtssci .i.qUalitreed for both single and double

bireed instruments. Descrl procedureS4e-iselecting a reed and ad-

justing it for, maximliMper mance and efficiency.. .

.

.
, & t --
4

.1.03 Identify four types of wind:instrument vibrato,and-their use with

spitific instruments. Describe an acceptable concept of vibrato ,

in erms of speed, ttidth and directlbn of pitch variation. Desctibe

teaching strategies,for developing each type of vibrato on appro-

priate instruments.. ,

. .e
.1.6 Identify factors.Whicb cause poor tone'quality on each wind instrument -

a.diagnostic ehecklist of poteatial problem's which may be observed .

Other visually or aurlitly. Prescribe procedures for correcting 00

problems. -.

,
,

- ,Jf # % -

.

41.10 DeMonstrate`propeefundamentals of tone production by producing a I

characteristic tone on'each wind instrument (longlone, p e.f 7p).
,-,

0

5/

*1,

140
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Assessment:
.0

1

/
1. Writ en examination covering assessment topics with a minimum acceptable

performance of 80%.

129

namonnimiP

2. Demonstrate instrument assembly, proper playing position, and a lcmg,

tone with a xharacteristic sound on selected wind instruments.

Specific Competency Explains the principles of articulation for the

standard wind instruments. Relevant factors to be included are stafting

and stopping the tone, methods of tonguing, and performance of the basic

articulations. "

Topics for Assessment:

imm Describe procedures for starting a tone on brass and woodwind in -

struments; relating to: -
(a) .Tongqezplacement in- releasing the breath.

cb) Use of consonant and vowel combinations in ,producing different

articAlations and register changes. .

41 (c) SynchronizatiOn of breath and lip tension.

2.02 Describe the proper technique for stopping a tone on the variOts wind

instruments.

2.03 Explain and demonstrate,the functiOn,of the tongue and breath in.., .

performing staccato and legato articulations.

2.04 Ex lain and demonstrate acceptable techniques for performing sliirs,on:

a valved instruments (lip' and valve. slurs)

b trombone (contrary vs. similar motion)

c woodwind instruments

2.05 Explain t function of the tongue and breath gn performing t following

special types of articulation: anchor tongui4,%multiple tonguing,

accented tonguing including forte-piano and sforzando.

2.06 Identify common articulation problems and prescribe effective methods

for their coriresti ons.

"Assessment:

1. Written examination covering assessment Aopici with a minimum acceptable ,

performance of 80%,.
-

,

.

.

nstrate satisfactory performance of basic articulations (slurs,

ccato and legato tonguing) find selected wind instruments.

1'41

1

law
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kecific.,Competenc.y I. Dembnstrates andlexplains the fUndamentals of
performance for the standard percussion instruments. Relevant factors to
be includedare holding and playing positions,.developing performance
;techniques, and tuning procedures when, applicable..

-) -
Topics for Assessment*

3.01 -.3.07 Describe desirable instrument specifications and appropriate.
, . implements as designated in the percussion outline.

3.01 -.3.07 Demonstrate and describe basic techniques of performance and
) .

tuning procedures as ,deSignated in the percussion outline.

3.08 Describe methods of rotating and performing both measured
Ad unmeasured rolls.

I
130

- Assessment:

1. Written examination covering.asSessment topics with a minimum acceptable
t performance of 80%. .

2. Demonstrate proper playing position, basic perfti ce techniques and
proper tuning procedures for:elected percussion i truments.

4

det
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J

PERCUSSION OUTLINE

Specifications
Performance Techniques

. .

4

. 3:l Snare Drum

.

.

Shell size with
corresponding head

specification

Snare and straider

design

4

r
,

.

recommended stick
$

stick'grip and tiaying fildjusting

.
size i position

i 13 coordination exercises

drum stick : (openen-closed)
- 4nomenclature I'

,

.
rudiments: flam, drag,
4-stroke ruff, 5-stroke

. 4 roll, crush roll, multtpl

bolinceroll

head.

and snare
tension

muffling (mechan
ical and cloth)

3.2 Bass Drum
,

.
.

Shell size
head matiria

of,beaters
and redmmended u -

mallet grip and playing

osition
Muffling technique
geaeral performance

.

technique, 0 . ,

includin. roll

Adjusting head

tension
muffling procedu

1

.
.

.. 3.3 Cybol Tomton
a. crash cymbol

.

.

-' a-b-.7siii-p'encred-ey'inliol.

,

.

C7 takes-

'Size, weight and
holding devices

.
.

size -aria Itelik-E-
.

.

.

,

-

,

,

----fyp-ii-O? tae-aliFi
and recommended
use

,
.

t

.. -
I

types of-beaters
and recommended
use

,
handle/strap grip and

playing position

rstriking.technique ,

and damping
special techniques:
temolo, Bliss,

f crash
.

,

iaa et grip iiid-
playing .position
general performance
technique including

roll .

special techniques:

_glissj. f 4

mallet grrp
priming, striking,. s.

darmpi na and rcjl

__ __ _

.

------

si ze
.

144
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Percussion Outline, page 2

_ . .

Instrument
. .

S . eci fi cati ons Im . 1 ements Performance 'Techni . -s Tun i n .

Sou Concert

'.-.._ . i. Triangle .

,

*". --' E."TigeFotTribl"

,

r c. castanets

. .

ow
d. ITaracas

: e".: .aTro
.

,

. Caw' Fen

,
'.ors.w a

1 traVeS
.

N. 1 goiThTo ck
4,

,

Sizes 2

,
.

)r
-Sill in Type .
(material and jingle

design)gn)

Type
. ,

Type Materii)T

.

,

.
.6. 44,
,

.

.

,

/ -
. . .

.

type of beater

i

.

1

4....

.4

7 tyFe7oir MITI i-

ment

type of beater

. ,

.

.

types ol Veittiri.

,

i

beater grip an
playing position
general performance
techni que (1 and 2
heaters) i ncl mil ng roll

-1E1lilig a iiirpTky i ng
pos1 ti ons

9@tieral -performance

technique including

thumb and shake rol i s
151 eying position

general performance
techni lye including ro 1
NoTgirpg _Ina 'lirayTng
position

general performance tech-

nique i ncl utl 1 ng. rol 1
ImiiieminT grip , FoTdini

an i playing position .

geleral performance

technique
hol ding and pfayi ng

po;ition .

ge let:al performance

technique_
Fofdirk ara Plying

position
ge iepil performance
techni que.

ThFlifing aitdpTaiiiii77
poiition.

general performance

t ..hni . es

-I
:ft_.

,

.

.

-
,

.

...

idc -

- -
.

.

.

.

.r

.

-

n
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Instrument

3.5 Keyboard

INIM OWNED

rimba .

lophq10...

c. Bulls
d. Vibraphone
e. Chimes

Specifications Implements .

Percussion Outline, page 3

Performance Techniques uning.

Keyboard size

r-
KeyEbarT size

types of 'mallets

types of mallets`

mallet grip (2&4)
end playing position

jeneral performance
techniques on either
instrument (two octave
chromatic scale, too

major scales and arpeggios

for too octaves,,, roll"
grip, and pTaying

position
general performance
tectihique including
damping and pedal
techni ue when a licable

a

3.6 Timpani

A

Design, sizes
(hierarchical order)

head material
and type of tuning

mechanism

types of mallets iallet grip and

playing position
articolation of
staccato and legato,
cross-sticking tech -

iique, and rolls

(C> and fp)

tuninO and,

adjusting
head tension

go'

3.7 Marching Percussion

147;

nultiple percussion
section (hierarchy dl
instrument selection)
Shell size and, head

specification'
'snare and strainer
design, mounting ,

devices.

types of

k sticks and beaters

a-

stick or mallet
grip and playing

position

e

tuning and

adjusting
head tension. "
tuning the

section,,
muffling, snare,
tenor and Scotch
bass drums

148



Learning Activities Guide:

1. Read selectively from the references.

2. Study artioles'and pamphleU catalogued in the cumulative file

on instrumental techniques.

3. Read Vincent Br's Embouchure and Mouthpiece Manual:

4. Read the Naval School of 1.hisic'WbOdwind Manual.

S. Study the manual -Percussion Materials and Tethniques.'4,,

6. Study Donald Reinhardt's The Encyclopedia pf the Pivot\Systim.

7. Compile a notebook of technical information for each,*

instrument. Suggested topics to be included.are: moU

placement; embouchure formation; proper playing,position;

starting and stopping tie tone; relationship of the embouchure,

tongue, breath and apertUre; and,performance of basis articula-

tions.
N

'4

8. Compile-a notebook of technicakinformation for each percussion

Ostrumentileuggested topics to be included are: instrument

spectfiestillk,-type and use of implements, proper grip and

Baying positions,
performancetechniques, and tuning when

applicable.

9. -Attend scheduled seminars on wind
instruments to be presented

by4aculty specialists and participating students.

10. Exchange demonstration and discussion sessions with students

who have. expertise on
instruments in which you have deficiencies.

11. View video tapes of exemplary performances of basic techniques

on each wind and percussion instrument.

12. Practice tone production and basicarticulations'on each wind

and percussion instrument. Ute"video tape for self-critiquing.

13. Pr(pare and teach assigned lessons in the .O.A. 4nstrumental
-

lab.

149
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.wired Tottlipoks

4

Cirone, Anthony J. Orchestral fechnfgj&esof the Standard Percussion

Instruments.. Redwood City, California: :Cirone Publcatidhs.

44
Twell, Richard J. The Teaching -of Instrumental MWSic: New York:

Appleton-Century-CroftS, 1969. c-/

Faikasx Philip. The Art of Brass.Tlaying.: A Treatise onthe
Formation and Use of the Brass Player's Embouchure. 'Bloomington,

Indiana: Brass Publications, 1962./

Aohut, Daniel L. Instrumental Music,Pedagogy:4Inglewood Cliffs,
*

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall;'1973:

Leach, Joel T. and Owen H. Reed, *Scoring.for
i
Percussion- and the,

Instruments of the Percussion Section. .Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey:. Prentice-Hail, 1969.
.

,

Leidig, Vernon. Contemporary grass Tecniques. Hollywood; California:rnf

Highland Music, 1960. %

6

Timm, Everett L. The Woodwinds: Performance-and Instructional

Techniques. Boston:. Allyn and Bacon, T954.-

General References

0

Autrey, Byron L. Basic Guide to Trumpet, Playing.

M. M. Cole, 1963. _

Farkas, Philip. The Art of French Horn Playing: A
Problems and Techniques of French Horn Playing.

Summy-Birchard, 1958. e

Kleirihammer, Edward., The Art of Trombone Playing.

Summy-Birchard, 1963.

Chicago:

..Leidig,clernon. Contemporary Woodwind Techniques.
California:lpHighland Mdsic, 1960.

-
Putnik, Edwin.> The Art of Flute Playing, Evanston, Illinois:

, Summy-Birchard; 1970.' .

Treatise on the
Evanston, Illinois:

Evanston, I1linoisi

Hollywood;

Sawhill, Clarence,' and Bertram McGarrity. Playing and Teaching '

Woodwind Instrumegts: Englewood Cliffs, ,New

Prentice-NW. 1961
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Prerequisite: Level r

.xne Eitimate: 5 weeks

4
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HEALTHAAZARD.AND.
THE SURGICAL EXPERIENCE s

. A
Pre-assessme See'individugl modules.

. #

rbvel
Modulei Competencies Topics

IIC-12b /2.206
12.207

0
IIC -13a 13.201,

IIC-13b 13.202

Patient Environment
and Safety

o

Communicable Disease.

Injury Cdntrol

IItT -19a

IID-18a

.ItD -20a

19.201 Care of the Surgical
19.202 1: Patient

1$.201 Blood T
18.202 Operati Complicatiohs-

i apy and Post-

20.281 Post=Hospitalization Care

School of Nu-rsihg
Curriculum of Attainments
Florida State University
12/74

41=

152

I

-I.

-a

V.

.01
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492D I MODULE TIC-12h

, --

Terminal Competency #12: Reregnizes normal physiological,
,psychdisocial'and environmental requirements for maintenance of
health for individuals of all, ages. ',

.
Preview: .A study of the factors which' contribute toi-safeo
patient environment, incrhding the ntlyical,,,chemicals, psycho-

- social and factors affecting the patient. .

. '-
. - .

. ios.:-
.

., . -

Level Competencies

12,206 :raven major hazards to patient safety in-the hospital
environment, identify "and discuss policies, preventive
actions, protective devices, and contingency:plans
for maintaining safety and for' crisis situation':

12.207 Given a list of commo idi-oorga isms responsible
for nosocomial infect SP, identify characteristics
of the organisms; mo of transmimeion, and pre-

( venture measures. I ude actions and environmental
factors which_encourag and discourage the tensfer

, of microorganisms.

Assessment
1

.12.206 ,Oral discussion.

12.207 Written paper.
.

Learning Activities

i. .
1. Read selectively from refeipnces. .

. .

.1.
2. Idgntif?c the physica.domponents of an environment which

.

promote safe functioning of the patient.
.

.

- 3'. Partidipate'in .a discussion on the nsychosodial aspects of

. a therapeutic milieu.
. .!-

-..

Present to a hypcith 1 group of head %in-es a list of the
...factors to be,considered.in the placement of newly admitted

rooms on a unit. .patients into various.
,

. )
.

'5. Give examples of safety precautioni to prevent transfer
of'disease. in the hospital and in the home. , V

6. Develop a lfSt of/Safety devices and policies -for apy

-0.

"pAient, acin,thenacld those devices and policies which, may .

be instigated for those, patients who are linable to function
safely for themselves, due to age, disability or emotional

.

state.
. , N'

e . . 1

7. Arrange a'qbspital or' home sick'room with furniture, adjust

- the telperature -and lighting, and provide pasic safety$

% iequirements for, a patidht. ,)

_,.?
'...:/. .\

.

J ) .k
,

r

tY.

*



8. Select one.of.the SollowIng areas: and complete an environ-
.Mental safety assessment. Discuss the results with a
'clas'tmate: t-,

,.., Operating Kuom Intensive ease Unit
. .

- 'Delivery Room Labor room
Hospital nursery' Pediatric .unit
Rooming In Obstetric Unit.

1-"4 . .

,

9. List and describet,frOM the reference, Control of Communi-
cable 6iSeAses inMan, the modes of transfer of microorganisms
from patient to patient. ,

,

' 10. fine the following
Reservoir
Virus
Bacteria

1
Antibody
Vector
Antigen
Resistance.
Medical asepsis
tirgical asepsis
Sterile
Clean

*terms:,

Incubation period
Endemics,
Epidemic
Contaminated
Carrier
Snore '.

. Incidence
Isolation
Reverse ,Isolation
Morbidity

Contact
Disinfectant

,Antiseptic
Infection

`Mdrtality
Susceptibility
Virulent . x.
Pathogenic,
Toicins
Culture, and

sensitivity

1.1. Attehd seminar on the control of infections.

12. I entifk those patients requiring barticular protection
f om infection due to decreased ability to resist,infection'
or ue to increased susceptibility.

13. Review the hOspital procedures for isolation. (Refer
Competency 17.214)'-

14. Read the hospital evacuation and fire polities, and
Disaster Plan. Determine the role of team members d
an emergency.

Or

\.,References 'Mk

1. BAeber,-Janet. /Quit and Child Care. C.V. Mosby,\19:73.
13r-146.

1'

Reland, Irene. Clinical Nursing. MacMillan Co., 2nd edition,'

, 1970. Chapter 5, "The Control of Infections,." 110-149,"and
Chapter 6, "Defense ainst and Response to Injury," 150-205.

Renenson, Abram, editor -. Control of Canmunicable niseases
in Man. The American ,Publit Health Association, 11th edition,
-1470.

Brunner, Lillian, et.61."dtektbook of Medical4Surgical
Nvraing. Lippincott end edition, 1970. 'Principles of
Mitisepsis and..Asensie," 979 -988.
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5. French, Ruth. The Nurse's Guide to Diagnosti-crocedures,
. McGraw-Hr11,- 3rd. edition, 1971.

6. .qprub', Sharon. "Noise, the Underrated,Health Hazard,"
RN (May, 1969) 40-45. .

. --A

7." Gragg, Shirley and Rees, Olive. Scienfifi:c Principles in '

Nursing. C.7. 'Mosby, 7th edition, 197k. Chap. it, 31, .32.

8. Kretzer; Marion and Eng ley, Frank.. "EffeCtive Ilse of Anti-:
septics and DiSinfectants," RN (May, 1969) 48-53.

9. Moidel, Harriet, et.al. Nursing Care 'of the Patient with 4P
P4e qa 1-S ur c a 1 1377-ders.. ..McGrawL-Hillly-1971.- Chap. 5, 6.

10. Perron, Denise. "Deprived of Sound," ALIN (June,. 1974)
1057 -1059.
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o MODUI,X IIC-13a

1

1 o etencv 13: Knows the major health'hzards to
ua s 'an affirriTs throughout, the life cycle and-the
1ct cal and preventive implications.

. r.

rreview:' An introduction. to communicable diseases with
-0iFaiation of health maintenance and pitomotion abtpities.

S O.

vel Compet9ncy

13.201
;$

Given a common.communicable disease,
for giving information to the'family
signs and symptoms, method of spread
measures.

Assessmetrt

13401 Oral discussion over situation.

Learning Activities
a
1. Read selectively from references.

develop a plan
related to the
and preventiye

2. Select three of the,following diseases:
Turerculcsis
.Gonorilea
Syphilljs
Tetanus

At,
3. I'orill three

Infectious hepatitis
Rubella
Meningitis.
Diphtheria

identify 1 Occurrence, infectious,agent,
reservoir, mode of transmission', incubation period;'

period of communicabilitx, susceptilaility'and resistance,
and methdd o control in writing.

4. Select one of the thre;do
a plan for giving info
,to a family you have had
and/or:

mmunicable diseases and write
tion as stated in competency __
contact withtin the Leyel I or II,

, 0

. 0 .

5. Select,a disease most prevalent id day care centers and
develop a brdchure that would assist families in undeistandling

the signs and sympto and method'of spread of the disease.

References.
. 4

1. Buxton, Lloyd and Smith, Hugh. Public Health and Community
Medicine. Williams and Wilkins, 19/6.

r-

Control of C2. ..,. unicable Diseases in Man. Aperiaah Public,

Health Assoc tioh. 11th edition, 1970.

, 3. Florida Health Notes. Published monthly by the Florida
Department of-Health and Rehabilitative Services.
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4.. Freeman; Ruth. unity Aalth Nursing Practice. W.B.

= 'SeUnders, 1970. 91-1981 386-39.7.

A
5: Johnston, tom Essentials. 5f COmmunigUle Disease.

C.V. Mosby, 1,9 6.-77,and selectively.

6. Wilner, Daniel, et.al. Introduction to Public Health.
Macmillan, 6th earTiOn, 1973. 303-334, 'rControl of

Communicable DiseasesTM.
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Terminal Competency 413: Knows the major health hazards to
TRaTiTiduals.and families throughotit the life cycle and the

A
iemiologicaland implhcatiobs.

Treview:.'Intrqduction to injury control (due to accidents)
and-contapl.miesures as a responsibility of all citizens and
all levels of government.

143

Level Competency

13.2Q2 Identify the major accident hazards for different age
groups. Discuss injury control pwrams.

Assessment

quiz.
4

from references. 't

.0

epidemiology of accidents.,

r safety education for a specific age I
nt hazard

e following resources for info and
,

with a letter or interview to''
regarding their wefety and injury

i

13.202 Short answer

Learning Activities

1.

2.

3.

4. '

Reld selectively
4

Attend seminar on

Design a plan f
group and accid'
Select two of 'the
follow through either
obtain information
dontrol programs:

I

State

a. Florida State.Division of "HeAlth, Bpx_1104; Pearl Street,
Jacksonville,. Florida.

b. State Traffic Commission
c. Department of Agriculture

4

County

d.

e.
f.

g.

,

Board of Education, Schools of
home county
Leon Country Health Department
Tallahassee-Police Department
Tallahassee Fire Department

Other

Leon County or your

(or your home county)
, .

h. National Safety.Council, Chicago, Illinois, for
pamphlet on "Accident Facts".

'J. metropolitA Life Insurance Company, 1 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y..for statistics on accidents.

158
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i sReferenCeS . 4

1. Anderson', C.L. CommuniV Health. 2nd edition. Chapter,2.

2. Benenson, Abram. contraa' of Communicable Diseases in Man.
American Public fle 1 th Association. Latest edition.

3. Dishon, Colleen.-*?, "Fireproofing Our Children," Today's,
Health (January,.1971).

Hanlon, John; Principled of Public Health Administration,
5th, edition!"L Chapter 29, '"-Accident Prevention,' 337-544.

I

.5.
A
Monthly Vital Statistics Report... National Center for Health
Statistics, USPHS Health Resources Administration, Rockville,
-Maryland.

-

Proceedings of the White House Conference on Health,
Nov. 3.and 4,_1965, WashingtonD.C. Panel 2: Accident
Prbvention, pages 468-492.

7. Statistical Bulletin, Metropolitan Life
October,./973. International Trends in
Fatalities.

.0

.p.
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1
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Terminal Competency 419: Correlates igns and sYmptoms,Irdiagnosis,
medical and nursing inoervention, with iopathology.of major '

episodic and e)0.ended health probleis. ,

v- , . .

Preview: Theory, and principles related to nursing care of the
vault and child who are kxperiencing surgery. '

145

Level gompeencies

19,201 Correctly answer at least 80%-of the questions on an
examination over preoperative, intneoperative and
immediate post-operative care.

19.202 prepare a pateint for surgery 'by doing preoperative
instruction, preoperative. medication, completing the
preoperative checklist and regording in the nurse's -
notes. Accompany the pati,ent to the operating room,
participate itthe surgery, accompany the-patient to
recovery room and return to his room. Complete the
Analysig of-Surgieal-ExPerience" form. ,

,

.' Assessment

r 19.201 Objective quiz over enabling competencies'on Study 'Guide. 't-F

19.202 'See assessment of competency 17.208,,MOdule IID-171-t,

Analysis of Surgical Experience.

Learning Actilities
4 A

1. Read selectively from references,

2. Complete Study Guide.on the surgical patient. Attend
seminars on preoperative, intraoperative, and,post7Operative
care.

3. Read hospittl procedures related to DVoperative skin
preparation, preoperative preparation-iheet, and surgical

skin prep.

4. See Videotapes, "Preoperative Care" and "postoperat14 Care".

5. Provide nursing assistance for preoperative and post-
operative patients.' (Include adults and children)

6, Observe and participate-in the;.care of patients in surgery
and'in the post anesthesia recovery room.

Revievirpharmacology study guides related to preoperative

medicatioris.

Review principles of sterile technique,. including surgical
scrub, gowning and gloviig, and changinqka sterile dressing;

, (Module IID-17a)

160
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.

Reference
\,,

1. Ballinger, Walter, et.al. Alexander'siCare.of the Patient
i /.._

i.:
-'_in Surgery: Mosby, 5th edition, 1972.

'41. Beattie, Edward._ An Atlas of Advanced Surgical Techniques.

"". Saunders, 1968.

3.. Beland, Irene. Clinical Nursing. MacMillan Co., 2nd

' edition, 1970. Chapter 17, "The Requirements of Patients
. Treated Surgically," 750-813.

.4. Blake,'Florence, et.al. Nursing Care of Children. J.B.
Lippincott,'8th earfran, 1970. "Influencing the,ftprse
and Outcome of,Hospitalization," 24-35.

5. Brunner, Lillian, et.al. Textbook of Medical - Surgical
LippincoETInd edition,,,,1970. "The Preopera-

tive Patient", 99-112; "Intraoperative Care", 113,127;
"The Postoperative Patitnt", 128-157i "Operating 'Room

Nu:sing"", 989-T009.
__

-I;evine, Dale and Fiedler, June. "FearS, Facts, and Fan-
tasied About Pre- and Postoperative Care,'" Nursing-Outlook -__

(February, 1970) 26-28.

7. Nealon,Thomis. Fundamental Skills in Surgery:, W.B. Saunders,'

2nd edition, 1971.,N

..- 8. Petrilla, Madelint and Sanger, Sargay. "Emotional Care of

Hospitalized Children. Lippincott, .1972.
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19.201

Stlidy Guide for the Rurgical experience.- Enabling Competencies

Pre-onerar I VP

I. _Rifferontiato-betwnen emergency and olnctivn mit-gory, and

°
haWeen, major and minor procedures.

.

,1

2. Give axamples of surgical procedures performed. for each of the,

foi).owing purposes:

curative-*

diagnostic-

ieconstructive-

palltative-

.0 _

3. State how these factors may.affect a patAnt's ability to with-
stand the stresses of anesthesia 'and surgical trauma:

age-

weight-

activity Wel-

pulmonary, .cardiac, and renal function- A

171epatic. status-

nutritional state -

Arug history-

mental statvs-

a
Alb

)1. 6 21

ti
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19.201

. Given-a list of diagnostic 'studies which are.usually done on
: .

.
. preoperative-oatients, briefly describe the information which they

_.----
provide about the patient's status:

. . .- 4

C13C-

SP4A-

4
urinalysis-.

At'
.

chest kilm-

_

:EKG-

. pulmonary ft nct4On studies--

;
5.. Identify preoperative'e*planations and teiSing which would

faCilitate the pqtient's post-operatiVe recovery,i.e.', :deep
Ibreathtng and coughing" exerbise4,4eneral 'orientation to the
-surgical exioerienteBe able to role play the teaching.

1.

. .
, .

6. Describe causes' of fear and psychological stress for -the,adult .-',
and the child having surgery: Identify respOnses which, the,
_nurse may use which would entourage exploration.and. expression
Of prebperative fears .of a patient and/or his family. .!State

how fear may increase the surgical risk: : /

- i

I.

p.

.7

* Or.

163
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. given -an operative permit form, describe its purposes, both
legal and 4.nformational.

, - -
B. State the purpose of each o! he following pteoperative*Orders:'-

,-'
skin prep-

NPO after.,midntght-

SS enemas until clear;

Chloral hydrate 0.5 gmhd-

Seconal 50 mg IM' at '7:10 &'.m.-

Vistaril 75mg
Atropine 0.4 mg IM- on call to OR
pemero1:75 mg ,11

'

9: 4 a preoperativ4-checnist, state the rationale of each
nent

*
.. ,

4

I

10. -State the rationale' for reducing external stimuli after
adMinistrati;h of the first preoperative medication.

10,

164 I
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set

Intraoperative Carg--
11 Identify the roues

the surgical to m.

, -'

Itt

(1 the professional nurse

J,

4

'31. Identify *safety measure* used in the
a patient frOM RkiNg.cal, niechanical,
cal irilury,.

I rt
,

13. -.-Identif

.

r

144 List t
s

and.

4

.150
ID-19a\ .

#19.201

f7' A

as a,,member. of

opecating room "to 'prot
chemical 'and bacte,riologirt.

,
- Y %.11{.

C
.

. *

0
o IP

.

4.

e names and ,uses of basic surgi,ca3, instruments.
,

4.

4_

.

pes of anesthesia (local,' regional,. ge raid
vantages ''of eech,i and the ratio/01e fortite

ific types for various itients. r
tc5

to

1

is. I e fy the. stages o f anesthesia
each.s.tage.

I ,

165'
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4
and the .obserVable signs of
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19.201

I,

16. Identify,the 4a of the abdominal cavity apparent at surgical
opening and closure.
. '

\

1 17. Describe nwmal gross anatomical structtres of the thoracico
abdominal, and pelvid regions and their relationships to one

. anothet. /
.

4 a

Post- operative Clare

thethe fdllowing list
observations) to be made
the recovery room, state

level of bo nsc/ousness..

10

skin color-

1.41

TPWand BP-
,

1."

reneges:-

It

4

.

of assessments (includ ing
of the patient.when he is admitted to'
the rationale. for'each:

amount and type:of draina;6-

location and type of tubes-

.type and amount of

,

.

0

Alt

A

t..

Presence of respiratory devices (airway,andotracheaI tube,_02, etc.? -

6 A

166
b
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4

0 D

19% Describp the paint's behavior i's- he goes through the stages bf
recovery from anesthesia. Identify special precautions to be
taken when certain anesthetic agents have been used.'

40

I

. ' 20. State the criteria used to assess the patient's need for pain
.medication in th reCovery room and during the later post-
operative- perio

. .

21. Write a sample of nursing notes. for a patient returning to
his room from the 'recovery room. "

TI

I

22._ 'Spate the rationale for early post-opiratiye ambulation:
h-

23. Describe the post-operatiye"assessments and actionsin relation
to maintenence of-nutrition and excretion and oxygenation.

167 ,
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A
_

I,

.4

ic53Ib-19a
19.201.,

.

Describetheprocegs of wound heilingand the nursing responsi-
bilities and interventions which facilitate it!

1

4

1

t

A
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Terminal Competency #18: Recognizes abriormal signs and symptoms
inclAing'cOmmon diagnostic- test results, and initiates appro-
priate action. . "

Preview: Identifi ation of the implications for nursing care
ri presented by host- operative' patient

Lave). Competencies

16:204 Given signs and sYinPtoms experiencd by latients
receiving blOod component therapy,:identifythe,types'
of. readtiohs. State the priorities for'riursIng action.

%and the,rationale.

18:202

*
*

-Given patient'sitiaationu.identify the,- signs and symptoms
of these post-operati4e complications: hemorrhage,
stelectasis, wound infection, evisceration,'and ab-
dominal distention Anthrhtestinal obstruction. Discuss
the initial nursing interveritione.

2" 'Assessment
! -

18;201 Obiectise quiz.

18.202 Discussion of patient situations."

earnin Activities

u- 1. Read 'selectively
. 4

from references.

,2. Review"videotape "Postoperative Care ".
..

, .., .z. : - . .

..
3. ;Comiileti- the -negzaiwood. structift, "RecogniZIng E'arly

w .... 'signs of anternal Hentorrha .
. .

' e

I .

4. RevItiG,Enabling-CompetenCies Study Guide for the surgical
pi,tient, Module /IDT19a. , ,

A
5. Obsecyp"abdominal and'thbracic statical procedures and

Adentifir faiitors which .Might contribute to postoperative
'pati4nt problems, i.e manipulation, pOsitionA,' blood
,loSs., type 'of anesthetic agent. .

6., Prov,ide.Tostoperative care for patients'of various Ages in .

the recovery room.and clinical divisions. Note assessments
and interventions.which' wOuld prevenf-seri8bsipOttoperative
complications-- -,

, - 4 ,

7. Taisten to *he. audio .tape, "Interview with the Director of

the Leon County Blood.Bank"-, Notetpareacular17 t factors.
which prohibit the regal dpnation oribloodi the .0-dcedyres
for collecting and ,storing blood, and the'financial,agpects,

. of blood component therapy.

16S . 'a / , .

e
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8. Attend a seminar on types' of', blood reactions.' Spend obser-
,vation peri at Blood Bank.

- Observe an intravenous therapy'nurse administering blood.
Note theotype.of equipment used,,safety precautions taken,

ivagd,cOarting dc*. ,Discontinueialood therapy.

.

10. Look at, the charts, of patients, receiving blood compOnent.
therapy. ReCord'diagnosis,type of blood component given,

. and patient reaction to therapy.
.

References
.. (

.

1. Auld, Craven'& and Weit. '"Wound Healing," Nursing '72
,(October, 1972) 36-40.

. .

.

. . .

2. Bardicks, Katherine.' Patterns of Shock: Implications for
. Nursing Care. 'Chapters 5-8.

.... %
.

3. Brunner, et.al. Teftbook of Medical-Surgical Nursing..
.7.-13. LipprEE3a, 2nd edition, 1.p70.

.

4.

p
Child, Judy, Douglass Collins and Janis Collins.. "Blood
Transfusions," American Journal of Nursing (September, 1972)-

: 1602-1605.
' 4 .

.

5. Collart, Marie E. and 'Janice R. Brenneman. "PreVenting
Postoperative Atelectasis," ApericanJoulndl of Nursing
(October, 1971) .1982-1987.

6. Noidel, et.al. Nursing Cara.of the Patient with Medical-
Surgical-Uriarders.-McGraw-Hill, '1971. 146-.155.., t

.7. Moore, F.D. "Blood Transfusions: Rates, Routes and HatardS,"
46 'Nursing Clinics of North America (June, A.566)..

8. Parsons, M.t. and G.J.. Stephens. "Postoperative Compli -.
cations: Assessment and InterventiOrW.American Journal'of,

. Nursing (Februaryf.1974) 240-4. .. :
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' 9. "Shock: Different Kinds.-..Different,Problems," Nursing_ '74

.
. M
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1974) 43-7. .

. ,
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eonei F.A. "Shock,"'AmericanJournal of Nursing(tune,
9)56) 128-6-1294. .

o
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. AmeriC ournal of Nursing (September, 1971). 17581759.
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0 :

Terminal Competency_ #20:. identifies rehabilitative needs asid
provides lidlaied nursing assistance.

. .
.

.

'*review: 'Identification of need for home visiefor.surgical
. patient and development of teaching plan.

,..
. . ,/

LeVe Competency

20.

uAsse

I

-
. 20.2

--
1 . Given adults and children who have'had'surgery,

detetmine the need for a'post-hosibitalization visit
'and write objectives for the visity Make and evaluate
the visit if possible.

sment

* 0

Writea'plan for post-phospitalilzation-rehabilitation
visit for the patient you Iiied for 19.202. Include (./\

objectives for home visit /and initial patient teaching
prior to disdharge. Discuss plan with faculty member.
prior to visit and discuss results after the visit.'

-10

rung Activities

44.

Read s electively from ilpferenCeS.

2.- Attend seminar on the, home visit.

Participate in a team Conference,on a surgical Moor, and
= Ndeteimine-criteria for a:follow7through visit for a surgical

patient..

4. Take part in rounds.on,a surgidal flo or
repoit'at change of shift on a surgical
list of patients who wOuld benefit from
'discharge. List criteria for the visit.

-

5. Make a thevretical lisf of six patients
&

t

Who have had differeilt kinds of surgery,
assistance foi,a post-hospitalization vi

t ,' ' ',
4: . P ;''. 6. #i4)end'at.least one day in a physician's office observ40

postoPeTative _check-ups. Discuss your,eXperiences in a seminar.;,
. -

\

Referencei -- ,

,

and/or listen. td a
floor, anotmake a
a home visit following

(three children)
and identify nursing

eit

fr*

E

. ' 'k I, Leaky,' Cobb 'and atones. Community/Health, Nursing. Chapter' 6,
i

.

-&-,
..

"The Community Healthyurse and communication." 4...s
.

.

-.: 2.' Matheney, 'th. Pundementals of PatientrCentered Nursing:,
'' 1972. r 15.

I

ito
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GUIDELINES FOR HOW VT$IT - SURGICAL FOLLOW-UP - Competency -20.201

'PURPOSE: To assess the legree oflprogress the client 11.1% made in-the

home environment since hospitalization. (See Onalysis cif
Surgical Experience", 19.202)

1.. 'Obtain the client's consent to make the visit.

2., Secure specific address and phone number.
I

3. ''Plan with the. client the date-and time of the visit. Visits are
to be made in the "daylight hours" unlessbapproved by the faculty
consultant.

4., If for-some reason, the visit cannot be made as planned, the
client should be notified as soon as possible and the visit
rescheduled.

5. - Wear unifo'rm with bVwn hose, casual shoes and no cap.

6, ome visits should be made withina week of the,clihnt's hospital,
ischarge. '... .

.

4 e

7. No nursimg care activities should be performed n the-Mme
-- setting. If nursing needs are identified that are of a life

threatening nature,,the client/family shouldbe advised to notify

the physician. Tf the needs identified are notof a life
threatening nature, students should see their faculty consultant ,i

as soon as possible.
0 .

. , .

Faculty consultants willnot routinely attend students on home
visits unIeSs.regueited.

A .

Ort
. i lir

.

.,

'

.

a
-r

a .
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Op permit sfujr..e1 ar:d wit ,.;.sst

PPE-'irRAT;VE '..11ECK LIST

libij 10 vlit 11 ).,1,w
to Dr. .ina ttlt

, prior if'

CSC done

Urin..11yLit.

History and physl'i,^1 -,(Tact

/ -

4(losp 1 t aA gown

LipitiCk removeu.i

Fiagernail polish ,i.crit( 01 Pa

Bobby pins reMiwtd

Dentures removed 4

Contact lenses*rek6ed

Prost -sis removed Y"
r.fid

Jewelry

Valuals lo
,Location

IHM cardi' j16) in

chart back

Adfressograph plate on c

e on

FOR STERILIZATIO IDURL
r

1

Sterilization permit signed; 1

and witnessed, on chart

FOR ECTIVE

Papers signed, witnessed
and notarized

IIIMIMIll b

IIIII1

11 'NFdenta-wrist bands made

"out and on chart.

it.

lweselman checked:
-...4 - one full tank"plus

jpne half, or sore,

illed. .

Reg) an suction.

Cathete #5-#8-410
Infant an premie
m4Qc

Manometer water leve.l

at ''0"'

158

Skin prep done by

Chet kti

yre-

Timv Given by

Tim yoided
or

Voley insertod

BP TPR

Triple identification of patient

by

10.P. Personnel check O.R. "Call slip"

with bed taq,,identa-wrist band and
verbally with patient.)

4

FOR CAESAREAN SECTION

173

Sign initials in tox

Bulb Syringe
Fetal ScioPe

YF4 NO

-41b-
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1.

OPERATIVE PERMIT
PM

Date Time AM

I authorize the.performance upoa

of the following procedure \

proce re

3.59

4

to be performed by Dr.

I tionsent to the performance of operations and procedures in

additiodto or different from those now contemplated, whether or' not

arising from pr..:Lently unforeseen conditions, which the above-named

df;ctor or his "s:,ociates or assistants may consider necessary or

advisable in the course of the prdcedure.

3. I consent to the administration of such anesthetics and/or diagnostic

procedures necessary or advisable by the 'physician responsible for this

service.

4. t consent to the disposal by hospital authorities of any tissue or

parts which-may be removed.

5. The natuap and purpose of the procedure, possible alternative

method: of treatment, the risks involved, and the possibility

cations have been explained to me. No guarantee has been given by

an-;c--. as tc the resuilts that may be obtained.

Comments:

174

Signed .
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Policies on the Use of Juries

in the

.CurriculOn of Attainments

Principal Concept ar

The principal contept o the Curriculum of Attainments is.that
degrees are,:awarded.on the b sis of attainments'certified by faculty
juries without regard to the unt oftime or means by which the
attainments are met, Thus, t COA provides the unique element of
separating instruction from valuation in the-educational process.
Therefore, the Pry in the OA certifies that scholarly' standards have
been maintained under the separation of instruction and evaluation.
The major function of the jury, then,is toofordrulate reliable and
valtdbasseisment tasks with explicit perform4lce standards for generic-
level attainments which reflect the desired outcomes of an educational
program., The following policy guidelines are set forth on the useof
juries in the COA by the.= Project Advisory Committee.

Policy #1 - Jury Membership: A juryfor the certification of'a genericr
level attainment will consist of the folloWing:
4

1) at' leapt two departmental or prograiifaculty members for
qualified instructors) one'of whom,is.a.specialist in the
content' area or skill.arda tb be certified; -'..

. r

2) ope practicing professional or lay -authority from outside
of the academic &main who, potsysses competence (as determined
Uy the appropriate department si:View committee) in the applied

. knowledge of the discipline; . '

. .;
3) when applicable, a representative.from a student's declared°*

minor field--in graduate programs only;

0

;4) a md4fmum of four indiridualsShicludirg the practicing pro es=
sional will participate 'in voting on a given member's jug
examinatii;

5)mentors'will not setve as voting members of juries,. but may .1.
.

berpresent during a'jury examination to serve as a mediator .

1 or interpreter. _

l'.

Exception regarding use of outside ,practicing professionals:'

When Aufficient supply orquilified practicing professionals
cannot be found-within the local' area or when insufficient,

V

monies are available for )the- payment of per diemor/honorarium
for participation on all juries' for all 5 udents in'a program, \

Oft generic attainments compritiAg the pie ram must ,be inspected

at least once peroyearby a qualified pra itioner Or Tay

)

176
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authority. A practitioner must also witness a jury session

- for.,at least -five indifidual Students. Wheh a practicing
prolissional or_lay authority is unable to serve owe jury -

(e.g. a no-show), a departmental faculty member must serve
--

lit his /her stead, in order that 'a jury alwayt consists of'
at least 'three wailers: , fi I . a

e

162/

,-.Faculty members who, serve Is. substitutes for the: practicing
professional or lay authorTty should- demonstrate professional
Experience which ihcludes!significant contact with practicing
professionals through previous employment, summer work, or
consulting. A list of faculty members who will serve in this
capacity will be submitted to the COA.Project!tommittee in .

care of Dr. Joe Giosslight, Chairman for the 1975-76 academit
if year. However, thisiprocedure should be the exception,(not

the. rule.
.\

Student! Records: The attainment-base transcript will _cdr4ain
the names of at least two faculty Members and one practicihg professional,
,ascribe4 to, each generic attainment lexcept in cases when a faculty member
substitutes for a practicing professiOnal). Therefore, three names' will
always appefr on the, attainment transcript denoting the certification of
a generic attainment. The attal.nment.transmittal form sent by-the mentor
to the registrar will ,contain. signatures of those individuals who served
oh a Audent's.jut7 for eiCh generic attainment..

-

pol icy #3 - _Public Revieviof Attafnments and' Their Standards:-. The attain-

.-

ments -comgrising the program, aSsessment techniques, uted by juries-and
standard for performance will be open to departmental and public review.
Members 6f the facility or the public ivy observe i,jury examination upOn
permission secured from the ,student-under, examination.

., 41,

.
.

'V
-'

...

.
.

,Policy /4,- Standards for Attainment:., Minimum or sufficient standaids for
\ performance are' eStablithed through the process of 'arr.-Lying at consensus
-among several competent professionals,...Eff should be maintained to
Include as many departmental faculty Members' possible in the jury'pro-

, cess. -Plurality ormembership- insures attalnm t validation throughf a
dimersity,of members. Furthermore, a, reasonable continuity of membership
Among juries should. be maintained in subject matter areas to insure con-
sistancy_and reliability of standards among juries. Finally, A jury- will
examine studehts.only, on subject content or skill arOs consistent with
the statement df attainment. --,

r,

.policy - Grievance: Students may appeal a- grade awarded by a jury ,

throu0 normal--griey ce /procedures already existingwithtn the
academic program.

,

N,
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Polgy 06 - Assessment Techniques The spirit of the COA holds that

;,--0AiriC level attainments are assessed directly. Thus, student performances

reflecting generic attainpent will inevitably-involve comp x' cognitive and -

psychomotor skills.741herefore, multiple assessment techn s are" encouraged,/'

for the demonstrations of each ,generic attainment. These include the ..f.

following:1

1. Oral exams
2. Essays
3. ,Demonstrations
4. Pottfolio
5. -Objectively-scored tests
6. Anecdotal reconds
,. ,Supervisor ratings
8.. Ctitical incidences

6

9. Atjendance, punctuality '

10. Onassigned.achievement which denote attainment.

POlicy #7 - Grading: th-e fo wing grading policywas adopted and sanctioned

earlier, after discussion wi OA. mentors and the Dear`-of Faculties,:- (See

attached policy stiment4

-

4v;

4IP

/V

4.1

?

,
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The following grading licies for COA pi-ograws are posed after
in having consulted with ment rs 'and faculty from each program and represent

both a-synthOsis and a co sensusofor both existing and planned grading
practices. e,policie are as follows:

164

IL, 5*
TA, I. . Grades Aware d. A, B, -or. I "(Incomplete):,grades will be awarded

by juries performances: demonstrating terminal or exit ,
,# attatnmen s required for the degree. Consistent with -prftent

grading ractices in the conventional' proKam, S-or 'I. grades may
be use for jury 'evaluation in graduate programs.

I" ',. 44r,
As tions;- .,. 4. .) . .-. ,

That a B'q'Vel' performance representi a minimum, ,.'
standard for proficiency and this performance-is

. f :comparable to.,B performances in .11111ar assessment .

situations in the conventional curriculum.'
tk 0 lr

, . . .

2).4, That the A gradeepresents a superior '
. and is equivalent to. a l'ar performance standard "1

In analogops assessment Situations in the conventional
durriculums (when. ttie analogy Is appropriate).

..,, .
. - .

Policy on Trials2:; A student maybe 'anowecttoistand for the
first jury, exam forain-attainment at least, twice in order to
earn ari A gcacie°. However, in jury exams for dach'subsequent
attainment, only one jury:performance will be lermitted to
Oran A grade.- If, following Ulf initial jury review, a
student d'oes4not,temonetrate the level of proficiency retired
for ,a, B grade' on an attainment on the first trial, he /she .will
be litarded*a grade*

i nq.'

htgher tahal a B on reexamirktion' of that
!

attainment; . .
, ..

t .
AssurriptionS: ..

I-) 'Since the first .e4amin,ation befoul juries is an `
I unfamiliar a'd, perhaps, an #intimida ing exporierice

which may impede maximum perforninc `the Opportunity
for retesting dn'the first attainmen -without penalty
is deemed. fair... 'This procedare also provides for
students an indication of the performance standard

.required for-an A grade;,ind for-juries an-opportunity
to establIsh. consensus when sublective appraisals are
made. . ,- .01,- .,.

. "2) The-,pasilibion'-is that A grades in the.....CGA should
.

represent an outstanding pOrfermance 1-n a "first
attempt". testing situation. This p rcpt parallels

-, .

" .179
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r , 14 .. - ,

,
. .

the predominant grading policies in the conventional
411

curriculum'wherekall grades are based on first-tritl.
performances. Als-procedure wilt.facilitater40

.

A.
interpretation of the A grade by f admistions -..
officers or employers. Howeve ecau of the'time.-', \%=:

,variable nature of the COA, an exact an ogy cannot u
. be made. A further issue to consider once the program

,

..., and learning resources-haft been firmly established
and assessments standardized, time limits could be

. -

Aimposed in which to earn an grade. This wouldprovide
a-motivation force5for students to sustain productivity.

.III. Retroactive Assignment of Letter Grades 'to Learning Package and
the Computing of a Grade Point-.Average, , As learning packages
Are completed satisfactorily in the.proceseof preparing for
the demonstration of'fiiterminal attainment:'a grads 6f S is

assigned. .A student is allowed-to sand for a jury when all ..

learning packages for a terminal attainment are Completed.
Following the jury'exam on a terminal attain 4,.the letter'

IN4i grade (i.e. A, B, etc.) ltdicating the level erformance is,/
retrakadtiVely assigned to each` preparatory lear ng package
leadthg to theattainmenerwehetefore, the.grade point average
is fete pined by "dividing-the total credit hours-taken-in learning

'.'packages by the\quality points earned from the letter grades
retroactively isktighed tothem. Should a student transfer out
of the COA grogramrlo the conventional program orshOad-a,student.
drop ,out of,school prior to a, terminal jury assessment,-the grade
of S remains 'on the.transcript for"thOse learnihg packages
completed. .

it

1,: Wtthdrapals. A WD grade is assigned to each learning package
-

in instances where a studeht formallyvithdraws from school -.
before'completing a-learning package for which he/she has ,

previdusly registered:
- ,

. .

Y.'-Appeals. Normal grade.appeal procedures'apply-to COA Students
.. just as-in the case' of conventional Itudents./i*

.r

A

4,)
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Page 1,df 5 pages.
.

Mt.
Mrs.
Miss rfuRSX

Name Lam

EMMA (NMN)

Nat Middl;

th

Social Security No.

9,99*giADTH CARE.WAY: HOMETOWN FLA ob000

6/23/54. 9/74

Date of11arth.A Dale of Admission k Date Withdrew

,

PROFESSIONAL CHOOLS
mon A A

111E FLORIDA STATE
UNIVERSITY

TALLAHASSEE,.
FLORIDA 32306

This Transeript,is not
Official Ualtis it Rhin
the Seal of The Florida

State University.

CURRICIALUM
OF,

ATTAINMENTS

CODE

C= COMPETENCY
M = MODULE

COMPETENCY
ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURE (adman*

1 = dcsaanstradoo
2 = .written essay
3 = objective test
4 = oral exam
5 = portforso
6= anecdotal records
7, = oar ate,.

Grading Systenii.

A-g q. par. Excellent
B3 q pis-, Good
C-2 q. pia. Average

q. ptaig Barely Passing
F.0 q. pp. Failed

q. pis. Incomplete '
q. pis. Passed

q. pis. Satisfactory 1

U-0 q. Unsatisfactory
W.0 q. pis. Withdrew

Passing
WD-0 q pts. Withdrew with

Defiles

Permisnon

A

CLASSIFICATION

I 0-Freshman
20-Sophomore
30-Junior
40-Senior
ST-Beginning Graduate
.52-Advanced Graduate 1
61-Post High School

SPenal
62-Post Baccalaureate

Special

.

PaDE.

.
,

tours( -
Pmfix

ma -
<

leaurse
iturnb

See Attached Terminal Competence Sheet

' DESCRIPTION OF COMPETENCY AND 4ULES

*COMPE
TENCY

NO.

Quarter /loth,

Grd

3
'. m
n
t

.

/ 4 4

-, MENTOR OR
JURY MEMBERS

Date
Begun

'late
Passed Hr;.,

N

M '

If-

M

,

M

M

M

.M

M
M

.

M,'

H

M,- ....-

M .

',

M

II

,

4

,

w-A

NSG

.NSG

NSG

40sc

NSG'

NSG

NSG,

NSG,

NSG

1;ISO'

ASG I

.

NSG

NSG
NSG
.

'ASC.

NSC

A49;,1

iiiipgi

C491

D491 ''

E491

i

A492

B492

C492

'D492

I., E492

F492

+1%.,

G492

H492

1492
'...,

J492

K492

. ,"-
I,

-

FALL QUARTER 1974 .

PQIUNDATN,CONTMP NURS
.

INTRO PATIENT CARE
.

INTRO NURSING PROCESS

INTRO HEALTH ASSESMT

,

INTRO HEALTH ASS MT yw

,

WINTER QUARTER 1975 4

PROF .ROLE DEVELOPMENT I .' .

',h'd

COMMUNICATION & PERCEPTION

LIFE CYCLE ADAPTATIONS
A

d-t--

HEALTH HAZARDS' & SURGICAL EXPERIENCE,
,

,. .

PROCEDURAL DEVELOPMENT I )
PROCEDURAL DEVELOPMENT II I.

- ,SPRING QUARTER 1975
PRgfESSIONAL ROLE DEVELOPMENT ,

CO IcAfiom & PERCEPTION II'

TR-ASSESSMENT II
gie

4 -

N EPTS OF REHABILITATPON

Bib ATH EPISOD ILL I ,
i

4 '

-

Y.
.

. v.

.

i

.

.

.

'.

4
^

,

1,8,12
46

,8,12

16

,8,12,9/20
13,1w
,9,1.4

,7,10

1,2,4

:,9,1O.

/1'
*12

13

8, 9',

17

16,17

,4116,":2/26

40,11
14,,t

4,15,19

17,18

9/20

9/20

9120

.

9/20

11 4

11/14

117-14\2

11/14
0

11/14
11/14

2/26

24.6

212

2/26'5W8

10/22

10/23:

11/8

fi /7
. ,

11/15

.

2%11

2/21

2/13

.'

2/21

2428

,

4/28
4/28.

5/12

442,1

a

2

2

-2 'A-

2 ,B

2'

2

2

2
,

2 '

2 .

2

2

2,,

2,

2

A,

A

B

'

A
*

B

'3,4'
A

B

A
A

A
B .

A '1,2

B

i

,

.

1,2

3,4
1,2

3,4

1,2
3,4

1,2-

3,4
1,2

3, 4

1,2

3;4

1,2

1,2

3,4
1,2

1,3

1,3

1,2

2,

3,4

1,3

1;2

3144'

PAULINE M. JiAYNES

PAULINE M7 HAYNS

.PAULINE M. HAYNES
.

PAULINE M. HAYNES

PAULINE M. HAYNES

,

.,"

PAULINE M. HAWES
,.\"

PAULINE M.'HAYOS

PAULINE M. HAYNES
.,

PAULINE M. HAYNES

PAULINE MAHAYNE
, PAULINE M. HA

PAULINE-M. YNES

3CAULINE M l'YNES

"
PAULINE W. HAYNES

;...

.

.

'

.

.

.

. .1

I-'
0,J

''.

18.3
^

"P^

NS

1.4
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"Seekttathectierminal Competent-I. Sheet .

I
(DESCRIPTION OF COMPETENCY AND 140De-LES

.

. Quarrel Itnan
e

Grcf.

m
n
t

.'

4t.

AlEti TOR OR.., JURY \IF MBERS
.

CODE
Came
Pahl

Gmase
Number

' OMPE-
V Date

1 exu n

Dan
?awed tin.

=

t

. ,

.

r

,

n

,

..-

M

Mg

mik

M

M

M

M

M

nM

M
j1

"NSG

41
NSG

NSG

NSG

NSG ,i'D493

NSG

NSG

i5SG

N8G i

NSG

NSG

NSG

NSG f

NSG

NSG ,

.. .
92 BIOPATH EPSOD XFF II l .

,'

I.
SUMMER QUARTER 1975

.

.4.!.4.1.1._

A493 PROF ROLE DEV-I1I .

. -

.. .

., .

1493. COMM AND. PERCEP III

C493 LIFE CYCLE ADAPT II
.

HEALTH:HAZARp6.II r.
'

/ ,J

E493 INTRO EXT'YEALTH PRO

) ,..,, .1 -
,

.

F493 PROQ DEV III'l
/.*7.1 4

f

. .

FALL QUARTER 1975
1k .

)G493 CONCEPTSI,OF ONOLOGY :\
_

H493 COMMUNITY AND MENTAL HEALTH NURSING

. . . ! :'
,

493 .HEALTH ASSESSMENT III .

''l

J193..1193 CONCEPTS OF REHABILITATION

. ,

K493, BIOF14.*LOGN OF EXTENDED HEALTH PROBLEMS I

L493 ELIOP 0 Of OF EXTENDED HEALTH PROBLEMS II
'

-.1 '

94 '?R0Fr'ROLE f' ELOPMENT IV' - %

B494 COMMUNIC 6 PERCEPTION IV_ s

it

g494 4 HEALTH, SSES'SMENT IN ,, I.
":- .-

, -

r

19

,5,6
.

2,4,8

10,11

12

'11P,13

2,8,18

16,17

19

2,15

. 19 ,

-14

4;20

19

19

1,2,3

6,i0 ,

11,14

2/26

.

6/23

6/21

6/23

6/2311(/23

6/23.

6/23.

. ,

5/19 5/2d

10/29

10/6

10/8

9/31

9/2

10/.29.

1,1/15

11/25

5/13

8/23

8/23

8/23

8/23
,

8/23

10/31

'

10/16

11/2 1

10/9

10/14

---t

1/15,

.,..

1/119

1/8c

2

2

/

2

-

2

2

2

.

B-

.

A

A

,

.1.y3

.

.

'

1,2

2,4

7

1,2

6,7

1,2

3,7

....

2,7

7

1,3

p1,2

3,4

1,2

1,2

3,4

,2

,4'

13
4

,2

,4

,4

,f
4

PAULINE ii MAYNES

PAULINE M., HAYNES

PAULINE M.:HAYNES

'PAULINE M. HAYNES
4

PAUL NE M. MAYNE'S

PAULIN M. 'lisHAS
PAULINE, M. HAYNES,
-

-"Hr-'-\
1 \

ANNE BELCHER
'V

. r

ANNE BELCHER

ANNE BELCHER

ANNE BELCHER _

ANNE BEcHER
,

ANNE BELCHER
-

ANNE BELCHER

ANNE'BELCHER ,

ANNE BELCHER

.

.

,r..,..

.

.

.-

.

.

.

_

.

.

:.

ek

a
t

4
.. , 4-

ort
co .1
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. Mk l
Mn.. NURSE - EKRA'
Mir

(NMN) 0007004110001h
,

,
allom'Last Fast Midde ft;tcvm. No.

999 HELM CARE WAY; HOMETOWN, FLA 00000

6i'23/54 111. 9/74'

Daleoltirth

Home Addrps,

Date of Adamson Date Withdrew

PROFESSIONAL.sSai0OLS
Division A

THE FLORIDA STA*
UNIVERSITY

TALLAHASSEE,
FLORIDA 32306

' TIM Transcript is apt
Official Usk's it Bears
the Seal of The Florida

State Usiveraity

CURRICULUM
OF

ATTAINMENTS

CODE, . .
C COMPETENCY
114 = MODULE

apitinscy"
IUMESSMENT
'nos:7mm (amaat)
I = demourtratios
71 written essay '
3 t,dtdective test`
4 = heal exam
5 rirtfoho
6 = ameedital records
7= other

MIN, ISM EMS

Grading 'System

VA4 q pts Excelle:nt
B3 q. pts , Good
C-2 q pta. Average
D-I q pts Suety Pasting
Billvvvet Failed
I-0 q pts. Incomplete
P-0 q pts. Passed
S-0 q,. pts. Satisfactory
V-0 4. Ins. 'Udsatisfactory
W-0. ph- Withdrew

iasuog
WD10q pus 'Withdrew with

Dean's
'Pernaisuon

CLASSIFICATION

10-Freshatin
20-Sophomore
30-Junior
40-SentOr
51-Beginning Graduate
52-Advanced Graduate
61-Post Hugh School

SPecial
62 -Post-Baec aLuire a te

Special

ODDE
,,k

Course
Purim Number

Course

SecAt amtnal Cency Shomt A

DESCRIPTION OF COMPETENCY AND MODULES ,

.

COMPE-
Trmc-y

- Na-.

Qart,er Hours

Grd.

a
im

ril

,

MENTOR OR
JURY MEMBERS

Date
Begun

Dace
Passed

.

rs.

.

.

=

.

.

C

.

C

C

.

C

C

.

C

C

C '

-

t

-

.

.
.

i

t

.

-

.

lo

4

,

.-

/

1

n

Al

3

4

-JA-r0.calateaTinterprets

-.,

.
6 ,

7 $ .:

8

9

10 'Ideff.

1.ceiserwith

,Rnows p

,legal

Systematical8ouses
establijah

Uses teaching-learning
implement

.
,

Collaborates
other health
in,resource

trends

,>

Incorporates
searchlindings

Acts as
nursing

Utilises
comprehensiVe
records

approp.
to co ect

i

vatiables

.

,

,

ilosophical,historical, edtcational,
fluences on contemp, nursing practice.

/
nursing pr.ocess and

priotitios for nursing intervention
_ .

theory to design and
instructional programs.

. '

with members of nuts. team and .
.

professionals in prov. care, and
and_leadership,capacity

.

curre'nt'itau46 aria /--

innursing and health care.'
.

current nursing info. and re-
into nursing practice .

.

, .

change agent fol.,imprave./expanaidn.-of
practi,Ce and healthrcare delivety.

approp% resources.
' '

Makes planned and
obser. and accUrately reports/

signiflcant 4nfo. . a.

I. .
interpeponallintervioting tech.

data and eptab. therap: .relationshi.
4

--

affiecting client4s Oility to

healthprobieMs.
i

:

'At.'
4

.

.

...

.

_

.

1

4

2/10/76

,

2/10

r
2/10

2/10
.

2/10

.

2/16

2110-
.

2 l) 0

.

2/10
-

2/10

,
"

.

.

,

,'''

).

N,

.

.

. .

.

A

A

'B

.

.
B

B

1,2
4,5

1,4

5,7

1,4

5,7

1,f.

5,7

1,2

4
p
5

1,2

4,5

1,2

4,5

1
.?

4,5

..

1,3

4,5

1,3''

45,
. .

.

.

Maria Cowart, Diane Foote,
Janet Burge,' Patricia

Pittman (faculty) and
Joan,Williams (practicing
professional). served as
jurors fot all terminal

.

assessdents. .

t .

.

.

.

.

,

.'

.

t .

_

1

1

r ,,
.

IR .

. .

'
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Page'4 of 5 pages. ..I. *See Attached Terminal Competence Sheet

DESCRIPTION OF COMPETENCY AND MODULES

GOMPE...
IENCY

NO

.

Quarteraourt

Grd.

1

m
n .
t

MENTOR OR
JURY MEMBERS

.

CODE
Coinse
hefts

Course ..
Number

Date
Begun

Date
Pained Hn

,

.

'

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

,

C a'

C

'

18.

.

.

.

.
,

11

12

13

lthru

' I

'14 'Conducts

15

..

16..

17 ik

18

....

. 19

-

20

.

a

Recog. abnormal patterns of bebiv., communica-
tion/adaptation And initiates approp, action.

Recog. normal phy., mental, behavioral ilevelop.
.for individuals of all ages.

Knows major health hazards to individuals/fem.
out life cycle and epidem. and preventive

.
implications.

health assess., including med.'history.
to determine client's leyel of wellness.

-s
*,

t

rov. preventive, telth guidance and main. ser-I
icesices to individuals, fats., community group.
Refers clients vaazop..agencies/resources.

--__, .

Provides ing assist. to meet basic needs of
individuals all,ages and depend. states settiag.

.

Perf. therapeutic procedures to support/restore
norm. body processes and knows rationale.

. .

.

Recog: abndrmal physical signs/symptoms and
initiates appropriate action.' ...,

.

. .. - -

Correlates patient,t signs/symptbms, diagnosis,
med. and nursing interyentionNwiCh biopathnlogy
of major episodic and extended health problems.

As

Identifies .rehab. needs and Prov. indicated;

nursing assistance.
. ' '

.
.tom: .

.

,
. .

* .

. I

'.

.

.

.

`,,

.

.

.

.

.

41

l

'F.

2/10

2/10

2/10

2/10

,

2/10

2/10

2/10

2/10

2/1d

211. 0
,

,

-

.

.

B

4

:$

0

A

A

A

'

. .

5,7

1,3

4,5

1,3

4,5

1,3
4,5

.

1,3

4,5,7

1,4

5,7

1,4
5,7

1,4

5,7

1,4

5,7

1,4

5,7-

1,4_

\

.

r

e

.

.

,

'
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Guidelines

for

Learning. Packagbs

in the

Curriculum of Attainments
A
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%ow

The learning package is to the Curriculym of Attainments,.(COA),
as the course is to the conventional curricuTum. That is, the learning
package,is?the basic unit of instruction for accounting: However, while

a learnIg package is assigned a course number, a title and a, specified,
number of credit hours, it is different than a typical_cgurse. Majdr-
differences Uetween a course and a well-designed learning package are

°summarized in the following table.

'Table 1. Course Characteristics vs.. Learning Package' Characteristics

Typical Course
a.

Learning Package

1. Instructor dependent.

2. Instructor paced.

3. lutcomes rarely stated.
4. Learning activities determine

by ingtructor.

5. Norm referenced testing and
grading practices, i.e. A,

grades.

G. Focus on subject content. '

-

c

313

1. rlaxinally self-instructional.:

. Learner paced.
3. Outcomes stated specifically.
4. ;Learning activities individualized

lith reference to specified
assessdent situations, -

5. Criterion referenced testing

. -with rultiple opportunitips..

rto achieve mastery. Grades ,

are satisfactory (S) or
Incomplete.(I).

6: Focus-on demonstrable behaviors

'191

4

4

4.
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Purpose of the learning package. Tip basit fu on of-the learning

package is to provide structured learning events which enible"students
to aeqiire specific skills or knowledge rewired 'to demonstrate the com-
prehensive.attainments required for the degree. Learning packages,'

173:

which contain one or pre rgtnized learning events :MY appear in the
as

fellowing .

.

40 -

1. a sAngle autonomous unit - A ratisomentl

.in _seri es .- A [Attainmentl

3. in- parallel - 6

[Attainment!
it* .

r

4: in combinatAon -

C
0

.

,(Attainment:1

Ole nature of the development of basic skills required to deMonstr te

an atainment,determines how learning,pa4ages. are sequuced, Parallel

units represent alternativ way's of learning the materill; series units

are usedfor_sequential; -requisite information..

+4,

, Structure of the Curriculiom'

Thera are thre.basic elenerits 1.,hich desdeibe a curriculum in an
attaiment-bawd mode:- 1) generic attainments; 2) specific competencies,

.and 3) assesstent strategies for generic attaincents and specific ...

competencies, In silme cases, specific competencies gafibe broken evil)

, into behavioral obIlives in older to describe a spetific competency

fully. .
e

1
.

'Attainments and Competencies
. -,.

. .

Generic attainments describe the program in terms ef,broid areas of

knoTedge or skills. ExaMplveiscf_generic attainments May bd: : ,

, -, .

41. Knows and applies basic principles of Descripttye

. , :Oceanography. (Biology). , ., .
.

/. 1

I ,
,,,..2, 0.4.. .. . ,,, P

L

. -

L

41'

/
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Demonstrate' methods and techniques of.implementing
a planning program. (Urban and Regional Planning).

Recegnites abnormialTatterns of behavior, communication
and adaption and initiates appropriate action. (Nursinn).

Specific competencies are expressed interns of more directly
observable behaviors. Examples of specific competencies may be:

. 1. Cefines tide wave types: semi-diurnal, diurnal, _and
mixed. (Biology):

2. Determines the strengths and weakness of a,naster plan ,

.for an urban renewal project. (Urbanane'Regional Planning.),

3. 4dentifies barriers to interpersonal comriunication. e.g.
. lack of attention, nori-sequitor responses, lack of feeling

responses, overly aggressive or hostile responses, moralizing
or judgmental responses,. etc. (Nursing). ,

In the -three pilot,programs, the ,ratio of generic attainments to
specific competencies is as follows:

Pr ()gran

,

-t
Generic,Attainments Specific Attainments

Biology ,

J:ursing

Urban and Regfonal
,Plapnin4

13

20

27

1,79

95

-k

Learning packages are formed fron clustering t'elated specific
competencies into logical learning untts%'-The contents of a typical
learning package are:

1. 'Title
.

2: aumbpr of credit -hours .

3., Learning package (module) number
. 4. List of prerequisite skills or learning packages

193
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5. 'List of specific competencies to-be mastered in package
6. Generic attairient to which specific 'Competencies relate

7. Statement 'cif rationale(.

a) relationship of competencies to total 'Curriculum'
b), exRlanation of sequencing with.other packages

8. Testing strategy for each specific, competency ith specified
,,

performance Standard
9'. Pretests

a) diagnostic test with each question (or task
,,,

a specific competency
10. Handbook or study guide
11: Leahning resource with package . 1
12. .Supplerientary learning resources ,

13. Practice exercises
14. Practice tests
15. Posttests (2-3 forms)
lf. Evaluation forms Ifor.revisinp packagey.

lated to

Description of Contents'

'175

1. Title. The title should be brief and speci?ically related to
the skill or'content to'be.mastered in the package, e.g. Performing
Eye Examinations; Ocean Currefts, Descriptive Statistics,, etc.

2. AreditNhours. The number,of credit hours asskwed-to a learning

paekage is determined by assessing its relative proportion of the total

/credit hours assigned to the COA component df the upper division or

. masters degree program. As an example, the COA component of lime upper

division program is 80 credit hours and the listof specific competencies

might be clustered into 40 logical learning units to be developed into

,J learning packages. These 80 credit hours, are aishursed among the 4Q
learning units in such a way that the sum of credit hours for the 415'

packages 16 80. The exact number of credit hours'per individual eeckage

is determined by the quantity and depth of material relative to other

packages. Some packages may be assigned one credit hour while others

may e designated up.to 9 or 10 credit hours. The number of credit hours

assigned to each package must be a whole number since the registrar Will

not accept fractions of credit hours.

). Learning package number. The DIS (directed individual study)

credit-numbers 1491-494 and 551-594) are prpferred numbers to be used

in assigning course numbers to ackages. In order to expand the total

number of possible learning packagei, a single letter is added to the

number, e.g... 491A, 4918, 451C4 etc. Thus, if all DIS numbers and letters'

ti
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. c
. are used, the numbering syste could aEcomrodate-104 (i.e. 4'x 26)

individual learning packages. ',Some departments may have already assigned

several of these numbers to already existing conventional DIS courles. e
Therefore caution sheuld be exercised so as to not duplicate CON learning

package hbmbers with already assigned conventional DIS,,courses.

4 List of prerequisite skills or learning packages. Before'begin-
.

ning & learning packane, a certain knowledge level may 4e required.in
, order to understand eiecOntents of the packaoe. Premature attempts may
result in wasted time if a student is not well eno0hpre-pared to master
skillt under self-direction. Example of prerequisite knowledge are:

.1) the mastering of basic vocabulary in anatomy or certain learning packages
in lursipg; 2) a minimUm level of competency in calculus in Marine Biblogy;
or, 3) a basic proficiency in written English in Urban andllegional Plan-
ning. Basic prerequisite knoMedge may be recommended or required depending
upon the, difficulty of content of the package. nays in which a student may
attain prerequisite.knoeledge may also be identified in this section.

'5.. Outline spetific competencies to be mastered in the packaoe. The

development of a learnine package assumes that the curriculum has been
described in terms ofogeneric attainments with specific Competencies.

This section' lists the specific competencies to be mastered in the package.

In the case of some programs, specific-competenciesray be further reduced

in terms of behavioral objectives,in order totfully describe each specific

competency. If SQ, appropriate behavioral objectives are stated un each

specific- competency.

6. The generic attainment to whidh specific compe tencies relate.

. Normally; teVeral learning,pa0ages prepare a'student for a generic

level attainment. Hence, several learning packages mayalist the sane

generic attainment in this section. The listing of the related generic

attainment provioes a student with a reference point while he /she :forks

/through the package.
.

' 7. Statement of rationale. Basically, the rationale tells the

student why the student is 15 learn the competencies included in

learning package. This section is intended to provide meaning Ana

continuity fore student's learning activities. Two types of ratiorale

.4. -.Ike common:
s,.

a. The rel ati ons p of the package's competencies
t- *.

to the total curriculum.

1
14

.

Statements here may describe why the
learning of each competency is necessary
either for the attainment of more complex
competencies or for the fUnctioning of a

competent professional.

4
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b. The explanation of the sequencing of competes ies
within the package or the eelationship to,c6mpetencies
acquired in other packages. -

description of how each specific cOmpetency
relates to other competencies learndd in series
or in parallel with other competencies is also
stated in this sub-section.

b. Testing strategy for each specific competency with s ecific

perftnbnce standard. Assessment of competencies s, perhaps the most

imp° ant aspect of competency-based education. The basic components

of am assessTent strategy should be phcased,in terms of: Given
slituation-A, the student will respond ?ith Task R at Performance. Level

as Evaluated by D according to Criteria E.

Ek4les of testingstrategies.may be:

I

cc

I

I. Specific Competency from Urban and Regidnal Pla
The student is'able to determine how to apply oener
systems. theory for problem solving. . A.

Testing strategy: Given a planning problem situation, the
student will-write i.statenlent in vglich the ':iritten paper

receives arYadequ'ate rating or higher as scored by efte
jury members on each of the folloving criteria:

'1)' problem clarifisation ,

-2) appmpriatenesf Qf system chosen

3) identifies componehts of system .

4) descries interrelationships anonc, components'
5) identifiel constraints.

II. specific competency fron biology:'
The student demonstrates a thorough Lnowledge of the

. ,
salinity concept.

Testing strategy: Given eproblem set requiring s:;oi-t
answers, the student will respond correctly to 75% of
the items as scored by the'mentor. The standard is
established by a preliminary review of the test by a

j
ury

III. Specific competency 'from Hursirig: Uses an.ophthalmoscope
and otoscope to examine a client's eyes Ind ears and

reccirds and interprets the findings.

i'Teittno strategy: (a) In a role-playing situation with 4

r another student, the student will operate an'ophthalmoscdpe

1 9 6 -

4

3
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and an otoscope and record the findings. The finding

will be verified by the ntor with 95% accuracy, a
stIndard set fyth by the'

ye

juq.
NT Given the data above, the student will evaluate

. the findings based on normatifve health standards for

age-'and sex of the Oatie t according to thelalow-
Ing criteria: complete logi al conclusions, accuracy,

P brevity, etc. The jury-will assign a pass or "needs

. further-practice." .

. . .

9. Pretests.A pretest can serve t' follOwino functions :b

1) shows the student what pore he needs t know in order to meet the

requirements of the package; 2) assists mentor in planning individ-

balbed learning experiences for the ma ery of competencies; 3) serves

as Owactice device and.as an advance rganizer.for how the student

could prepare for the posttest; '4) p des baselinebdata for the *deter-

minatton of the.effeftiveness of learriing,package as a learying
k

. device; 5) provides, for a stude an indication bf th'e required mastery

level so that he /tie will reduce either under-studying or over-studying

for the/posttAti
- -,1

.

.

Uhen the pos test is an objectively-scbred test, items may be

11crifertoa-refe ced to each specific4ompetency (or behavioral objective
.4J:hen appropriat ). ,In addition, when e large pool of items exists, the
pretest may consist of iteols randomly selected from theipool. Should a

student earn a score that exceeds the specified mastery level 'fox the 4

package, he/she can proceed on to the subsequent learning package.

4
/

Jiandbook,or study guide. ince a student identifies areas of
Competence and deficiency from the pretest, he/she can make use of ,a

learning activity guide to suggest means by which competencies mayle.

attained. The learning activities guide should be referenced eccordine
to each specific competency in the package. The competency siatement,

the testing strategy and the learnfhg activities should tnterrelate,as

one cohesive unit. First, all students should easily comorehen0 what'
they must do to demonstrate a Competency ane how they might acquire the
required skill or knowledge. Then, the guide should describe the learn-

ing activities. with available materials and hp these may be used to?

-attain each competency in the package. The use. of audio tapes tci proNide

,direction is highly encouraged. ThrOugh the use of audio tapes, the mentor

..may communicate with students efftcientlie and inexpensively.
. ,

11. -Learning resources within package. A variety of methodg for

helping students master competencies may be made availably to students

eacklearning package.. The employment of a variety of learning media
is repommended to accommodate a variety of learning - styles as well as

to!provide.mare than one learning experience to insure higher degrees,
ofecomOrehension, es well as to help avoid, boredom. Each learning

attivity should have itg own specific set Of objectives with. pretests

, and pdittestS in_order that 'students may'reCeive feedback from their

practice efforts. A learning activity may consist o le to several

. 197 s
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Ito
agents (Le. a stimulust a student reSftonse, and a.reaction-

. 10 the student response). Care is to be taken to explicitly indicate-
- the 'relationship Of the learnin activity to the Competbncy 'it is

.6 helping.t0,4evelop, The follow ng 1earning activities may he employed.
for lear'nieilievents:.

a:, observe expository media (video tape; slide tape,
audio tape, film, microfiche', etc:)

,
b. Thteractive media (computer) .

c. seminars .
1. d. workshops

,e,o, print materials
f. field experiences
g. formal lectures (1.10, viiieotapef- audio tape)
h.-- indi vi dual tutorial. i i nternshi p

prograinmed texts
bibl iography :

12. S ..lementar learnin' r sources. These ,mey include:.

a., faculty members with special expertise
S. related learning pac ages
e. ,concurrent lectufes n conventional courses.

13. Practice exercises. Prob ensets r serie? of logically- '

Sequenced questions may- assist stu nts, in sterIng the required
competencies.. !Pith references to ere a student may consult if he/she.,
was unable to obtain a correct res'.nse.

14. Practice tests. A test tii h sample items may be provided
students to assist them in the .proc ss of self-eValuation. Practice
tests, litwn criterion referenced to a specific competency or behavioral
-objectivq,Tay help a student ident fy material yet to be mastered.
Again; each item should be linked t aa-eference so that students' may
Mid pertinent information readily.

, Posttests. At least two or three forms of a posttest shoUld';
be de'veloped so that *students have m ltiple opportunities to demonstrate
masteri. In addition, validy is en'n need by reducing.student col)a6pra-
tion., The posttest should be weighe against the criteria of validity f'

and reliability through the use of J ry review and/or an itei,renalysis
'pro6edure for criterion-referenced sures provided by the center fer
Educational Design. 6.2 .

Evaluation forfffor revisi packages. Eath package shou1,1'
liavti.KAudedin.it a reaps by whic tudents.mai iexpress their atttudes ,

about the package aid may suggest-way of improving the package instruc-
tionally. A short questionnaire with both likert-type.1 tans dr.t;

open-ended questions Could suffice. ample evaluation questionnaires
may tae obiaineefrom the Center for E ,ucational Design.

179
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Dr. Joseph H. Grosslight
Department of,Psychology
Florida State, University

' Tallahassee, FL 3 306

' SUBJECT: Report of the Sub-committee toEvaluate the Durr.iculum of Attainment
Project

0
400 Ptojo

Pace Blvd. at Fairfield Pr.
Pensacola, Flor,do 32505

(904)4- 5241

*I

30 Judt, 1976

Background and PUrp ose

The Sub-committee to Evaluate the Curriculum of AttainmAtiioject has
reviewed,the projectas requested by our memorandum dated 2 May, 1974and

rfias`prepared this report concerning ijts findings. The Sub-committee, which
consisted of 6r. Robert M. Cagng, Dr.'James D.:GWartney, Dr.,Robert Kromhout,

.

-all members of the Faculty, and Dr. Paul W. Caro of the Human Resources Research
Organization, met as a body On three occasions to'observe the project and to

,

Congult with project staff concerning the collection of dataiupon Which an
objective project evaluatipn could be based. On two of Aese Occasions we re-
vieweethe COA projects in Urban and Regional Planning and in 'Marine Biology;
)and Interviewed Faculty and students participating in these programs. ,On another
oceasiod, an individual Sub-committee member reviewed the COA Nursing porject-
and discussed it with Faculty and student participants. In addition, individual
Sub-committee members,'as opportunities permitted, interacted, with project per--

. sonnel and participating Faculty on ap informal basis. Documents describing the '

project, including student study guides, instructions tp juries, competency
sfatementq, and project staff memoranda and reports, have been furdished each
Sub - committee member.

, .

It 'is our understanding that the COA project staff is preparing a report

in which data descriling the project will be presented. It is further,under-

.*, stvod that the staff report will provide an objective basis for an evaluation
-qf tAe project and for recommendations concerning the continuation, modificatioe,
or termination of COA activities at the University. The present Sub-committee

repqrt was prepared without access-to those data and staff recommendations.
;Wherefore, this report should notbe interpreted as a substitute for'the Final
`I port to be prepared Oy the staff. Rather, iheApuroose of this letter is to

. a

*pplement the lanai RNort by settiag-faith-thegUb=committee's impfessibns 1

.-. :Of the worth'of the COA to the University, and td the community it serves, -such
impressions having-resulted from our limited observations. - .

200
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t . Needs AdeFessed by.COA .. . . : I ''''

)

..
..

. .
-.)

. V r;.

0 ,\ f82 0,

TheNFOA-vias designed to address four4perceiVect_needs InAmericafi.,higher
'

education.a: It is-o1; view that thi'ee of these needs helve been-met to some-degree.

' T'he fourth need, pne hieing t9 do-'with the relarivecoSt of administering a COA,

could lot bi<con'sidered by the Sub-committee; since cost effectiveness data have

pot yet become ava4lable. We understand-hat thos4'e delta will be.included in the ,t.

.= project Final Report.: The three needs which we were able eo consider are dis-.

;-cussed beloO: ',
f

'

.

4 .../
1

.4 0

Need N6. I: ,TQ insure creditable' st,andardi"of student mastery -iii mass .

'higher, education.. .

. .--,.

.
'.

it is t vietof.the Sub-committee thai .the dbA project'demonstrated that .t

this need c be'met through the COAtchniquA Of juried examination, separa-

tiOn'of the instructing and evaluation functions, and comprehensive identifk- ,

, cation or instructional objectives. Wefound no indicgtion'thatthe.CQA approach
f

... ..

necessarily-or ift...practie lowered credit.standards, or that a gimen giade might

represent a lower, level of ,achievement-for COA students than for conventional

. :
st-udents, although

the ixperimental design did not ?emit us to address the

matter of. grade equivalence directly. 'Our impression is that
v.

ilft- some bases,stu-

dents.may have to attain,greater leveli of achievement or at least expend greater -

energieVin the CcA project than their counterparts in the conventional program;

in order to receive equivalentgrades. We found no evidence that'the variability

in.gveding standards'betweenCOA and,conventional courses, in terms of student

achievements was greater than routinely,occurs'within the oonventiotal prOgram. '

Need No 2: ,To royide a s ste which directl credits students for th i

achievement without regard to time, p ce ...zq circumstance of learning,. 4

C .- k .

The COA appeared to reduce the degree of restriction regarding time,place,. :
.

or circumstance of learning viji A vis the conventional kogram, but i'did not .

remove these restrictions altogether. ''COA permits'studenes capable of riding so

. tormanage their own time and to sehedule'their own end - points, and examinations.

The result of this freedbm,appears to be that students,desiring to do so (often

'for quite valid reasons) may postpone a particular study or project,' or concentrate d

, upon it)to the exclusion of other efforts, for a Period of tin'. While this_ .. 1,
freedom,occainionally resulted in postponement of an exsoination beyond the end

of a term and thusextendqd.COA course length beyond t1t of courses in thrircon-

ventionaI program, it less frequently appeared eo4resUlt in expedited progress

rirou4h the COA curriculum." Further, 'while' COA permitted students to schedule ..

alilitheir activities, incIeding periods away from the University, iedid ire/ ..

appehr particularly useful for non-resident students during the petiod,of this

project., Non-resident COA studentd may be penalizedmoie by their absence from
we

campus th n are coniparable conventional studehts because they cannot avail thee-

], selyes of he seminars, group tutoring ,sessions, and peer tutoring that appeais

to characterize COA. The schedule freedom, permit,ted by, CO4 appears to offer ,

-opportunity for the self-regulating resident student to pursue areas 01 . '

specipl'interest 'or to seek higher lexels q mastery than'might be Manageobl*ein
%

the conventional peogrem, birt there also,. Rplitear to be conflicts inherent in a

program consisting of simultaneous>fixeschedule classed and COA,' with COA

tending to suffer the most from such conflicts.
_ .

"
a' Haris, J. "Reasons for the Curriculum -of' Attainments ", Symposium Papar, 1975.

AERA Annual Meeting, March 31, 1975. ' .
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. Nfied)a 4: TopTovide ark educational structure which kivess.tudents and'
teSchers greatgf flexibility offmeana and pace II instructs ''''

1,:..-
' While indiiiidualizailion and persbntldzation of instruction is a goal.through-

.

.-.,

1
,A

. ..

. ... . ,

out. theiptversityl'it is somftimes difficult to achieve: The student-mentor

didictic relationship'obSerived in the cc appears to facilitate achievement of
1 - :! tat goal. The Intenslfe'contact a'mentor is able to maintain With a relatiVely.

,..-- *
small group of s tudents permits thevestablishment of a personal relationship cot ,,,-

as :easily achieved in the conveitionalprbgrem, and this relationship appeared

i
to.fester bothmutual respect ard'individuarized instruction.respongive to, student
interestwand eccentricities. . " . . '

.

P .4
... °. .

4

. ,

I

i '.' In.addition to.his instructional functionv-the mentor is a student.advocate,
e '

' _accouptal4e to a jury of peers for the quality and Completeness fkthe iduca-
. tion ol'hi. etndents. Whp.e this personalization of 1the instructpr's role does

r

I -.

not' assure that 'he will prodfte a, higher quality, scholar or practitioner, it '

perkts him to'concentratelipon producing a 'gradta,teptepared for)a productive
.

..405.e`id society minimum regard to time and grading requirements. In this

..' rolei the mentor's success -is tied more direct* and, publicly to the slaccess of
each and a14 of his-students, fi stbefofe.juries, then before-soci ty,, than is
t he c ase,OftheAnstructorin t Conventional prograhl. It is a- limelight to

4'

which some fully qualifiea. pr essors may not aspire,but one which, in -our view,
sets COAapart as an educati nal process which attend to individual students'

%

.

.

needs rather than to, the average achievement of groups of students. .
I

.0 4, i 7 i
A A

. .., V

1

\,50ther Considerations
..

_
. . .

,

.

.
Apart fidowour evaluation of the COA with respect 04t.he neods discussed

. abOve,'we wish to 'offer comments concerning anumbqr of 4pecific feature s of the
project., For one, we take notyhatihe project was quite limited in scope.' .

I, Although the, number of COA.prog ams was expanded duillg the final year, only the
relatively'lightly populated Nursing, Urban'Planning ind Marine Biology programs

1

have been in opetation long enough for evaluation approachilhg.the thokoughness
. that this project w'arrants. While we view %heat three programs to have: en

....

successful in an _overall sense and to have mei'the needs doiscussed above, the
-limed scope of the project_does-noE permit us to conclude unequivocally hat

I

the high quality of -COA instruction observed in these programs can be , maintained .

over extended periods of time,%or as pirticipating faculty chtinges, .or 'as COA '\.' e_

.becomes ;available to larger numbers' of students: Nor,is it clear that COA is i.

suitable for all University majors. In .fact, there appear to us to be. personnel,

both Faculty and students, who may functionwell in the COA 'or in the University's.
sconventibnal pr6gram buthot equally well in either--or iu both simultaneously.'
Whether thialsituation reflects inherent limitations ofthese personnel, or whether

I they need only to be better' prepared through training or orientation tofuncrton
effectivelylin'a'COA or in ,a mixed' COA-conventional program could notibe*ter-

, mined. Nor could it be defermined whether such personnel represent a significant
I. portion of tht Universioty'S. Faculty and'Ittigent RoPulations: S

t .
.

.
`4,_-4 We..,quest4on the feasibility of mannlng juries as theywere manned .during the

I/ project< The intlusion of an outside, practicing professidnal may create sched=
ulinf and problems which far outweigh theapparent merit of this Com-.

,r cept. 1Further, the time and faculty'resource& involved in individual oril.ex40i- ,'

I

nation 'of potential* large numbers' oilatudents'coUldleopardize an otherwise
valuable innovation: ,We feel that the jury evaluation concept shOuld undergo
%

. %

.
I

furtherlstudy, and m6difications,such asreduced jury'composition, pre-jury oral
examinations, and limiting the scope of jury questioning'should be considered.

. , . -
.

'

.
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We.do belieVe, hbwevet, that the educitionAl and experiential benefits to the
'Students-0f a jury e on sho ld:not be lo,st during suchtodificationst

. .. ,

- It appears-to b typical of .0
%,

in,4eration.thai students 'are expected to
assume an' unusual degree- of responapility for scheduling their own study time
and assessing theft own progress: At the same time,' they are continually aware ..

.

.ot preparing themselves fpr the critical occasion of the jury` evaluation, A
auestion might te raised as to whether this way of managing learning. time .1.s-en

-, optithum one. The incorporatipn of student managed.Opportunities for periodic
,.assessments,. along with'some reduction of emphasis .upon the jury examihation, are
Changes which might broaden the Tppeel of COA while still providing Faculerand - .

----students with the desired'Jlexibility of means acid pace of instruction.
, .

'. t .

.
.

' Thereare many other aspects of COA that merit further study.. These 'in-
elude determinations of'whether the apparent qualitativeibenefita of COMnoted /
in the three applied programs we reviewed'are genetailzable.to more tradaional
programs ofstudy; whether Cbe University's present grading system,is, appropriate .

, to:COA; whether there is a minimum 07 a maximum size fora CO 4 pram and whether
such limitations are intrinstt to COA; whether COA studenti-acqUie usefuLskills
not acquired by traditionally'edncated students (we suspect they'doi; and, cot ,

veraely, whether COA students are denied valuahleedaptional experiences nor-
mally available in,a conventional program. Clearly,lOt all qUestiont regarding
COA have beerl) resolved in the present evaluation. We belfeye that further'study,
oriented' toward resolving some of tie problems associated with the management of
C04-qa larger scale than has been-attempted thUS far, is desirable.I

. I , * '

.-. We take note of the-overwhelMingly favorable attitude' toward COA of the par-
ticipating Faculty and,studentb, While all of the participants interviewed by
the Sub-committee pointed to aspects of COA which'they viewed as groblems, they ,

also endorsed COA.as a valuable addition to the educational and training oppor-
' tunities provided by the'UniVersity. Problem areas most often mentioned by COA
participants inclUed needs for development of self - discipline, self-pacing, mix-
ipg COA wtth chAlentional4tourses, jury scheduling, in(requency of studentassess: .

merit, switching prom CO* to conventional programs, andllack of underatanding of
COA on the part of ion - participants. With respect to the latter reported probley,
no.direct evidence was noted regarding negative attitudeF toward COA dn'the

- ...,part of ndh-:participants, except among those vipo simply lied been misfnfOrmed -

about COA or who wete talleO.Upon to serve as jury, members when such activitiers
withinterfered th ih4r responsibilities in the conventional program. . _
- a,-

The detailed specifitation of-coppetncies or of instructional objectives
required for mastery in the,COA appeared tp'be useful adjunct to the instruc-'-
tional process fa" Eaculty who prepared tlioSe objectives, 'for mentors who
instructed toward their attainment, for jurors who evaluated the products of the
instructional process, and for students whose st dy is thus directed toward known
goals. We noted that in some cases useful comp' encies were identified which'

lemay tend to be $verlooked-in some of the UniVer ty's conventionally conducted
progra4ms. An example of.suc4 a competency is the abilli%Rf students to organize
acid verbalize their thoughts under the stresses of a jurPlExamination.

.
. . .

it

.

i"--__, iInaddtion. to ota evaluation pf the,.project, we addressed in-our discussions
,

the future role of COAat,FSU and elsewhere. While we Viewed COA as offering a
meaqingful.and-perhaps beneficial alternativetto'the Univeysity's conventional
program, 14 necessary quescion.coneerns whether COA Can or should survive at 'HU'

. br on any other campus. Just Ss with-any educationa4 innovation, COA must present

I

........
,
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a clearadvantage ,over established approacheitOtnstructiOh or.. must alleviatera
. .

.

problek which exists.in the management of the.University and its instructional

.
programs, ineitsofiering:sttrints, or in some other area. In thii respect,

a pressing need for COA was eornotT,0 by the Sub-committee. The virtue of COA '.

appears ,to be . that it, ft11411§,vetseelved news related to alternative' means of

managing programs and.serOlt:stbdevte--and therefore is viewed favbrabry by the
SUb-committee--ratherthah,that it:alleviated problems which, At least'poteqttall,

, threaten _the' contin4edloWatfon-4,:theAlla_iversity and' its conventional programs. . .

Seated'another way,. CbA'41/iegr,i,*tkieto be a solution fog `which no-pressing prob-!

lem has been:identified. 'Therefore, its future, sincOit must compete in some:
measure for the University's Waited resources, is not: assured. In titing this
vie*'of the future of SOitt, we recognize. that data to be presented in th% final, .

projeCt-might have liead us to a contrary vim. ..

' /... r-..._

SUMMary r

A .
.

In summary, the 'Sub-eommiltee.has Conducted a limited review of the COA

_project and.:has conferred. with Faculty and students .participating in it..In.

:preparing this report, wehave-fiot had access to-objective data collect-el dur-:'

-ing the project, nor are we aware'of conolugions likely to be'drawh from. those

_data. Our jddgment -is that & A le a meaningful and in some respects,A desiiable,

alterditive to, the University'slinybional curriculum, at least for a portion '

of the Faculty-ihd,studelts.. Itof;ers a degree of Accountability and quailtY

contrbI to,the educationarprocess qhich we4believe desirable, and it provides;
:,.'Icindsof-educational.opportunites often unavailable to student in conventional

programs.. It provides creditable standards'of Stueent_attaintent of stated course
objectives,veimitts students to earn credits without tradItional:ccostraintg Of

time nd space, and'succeeds In individualizing and,perSodalfzing,the instruc-
tiona l procesd. From the,manAgement standpoint, problems do exift which wjll

require further Study before COA can be used with large'numbtis of students, but

it' is believed that these problems -can be solved. Futther-developMental study

of COA is b'elieved desirable.

. While the Silp._-..committee concludes that Ca has been successful, at least

with' respect to fultilliAg the need stated for the project at its inception,

there vmains, a .question coecern#x1i s viability in compretition-for the Univer-

sity's resources. This question rel tes to ,whethar COA 'olves AnY of the Uni-

versity's known problems. While it peered to us.4either to solve nor to exa-

cerbate, them; it is, a question,which might be subjected to'-further study..

t

o

4
4

"*.
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APPENDIX 7'
.

1

...

Transactions -interaction SurV

.'. ..
I .

, Biology n = 22 .(82% return)

c. Nursing (Generic) .n = 9 (64% return)

.

(

/
.-

,

commymicate with other COA ktudents during s6hool,or after school hours.

-. Biology', Nursing (Generic)
, Almost always 23% 55% ,...-

w Often 54 33
Seldom 23' 11

Never 0 0
No response 0 . I,IF

3: I seek.the help of another COA student whenever,I hive a personal prbblem.
',-

.
1

. Bfolo Nursing (Generic)
..4

Almbst always Oir W, Often
J

23 44
.,..

Seldom .
.- 41 55

Never J .
32. 0

No response , ,
- 0 0

S. Othe COAkstuden s make me feel that they have a warm_ and understanding
attitude toward e personally. .

. ..{_

Biology Nursing (Generic)

Almo t always 14% 11%*
I. Oft n ' 73 . 55

S dom 9 22
.\Vver 0 O .

-..

o response , 4 11

. iscosions I have with other COstudents arof an academic nature and
are related to assignments fn the learning packages'.

Biology Nursing (Generic)

Almost always :
i, 4%

Often ,
86 , 55 *-

Seldom 9 0 1.

Never '. 0 11

No response 0 11

5. Academic competition exists among the COA studentt.

.a

. *
Biology Nursing (Generic)

Almost always .9% 1 . 22% .

Often 4 . *14' 11

Seldom 50 33

-Never 27 , 33

No responsp ,0 . 0

. 20.6 r
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)

COA stucknts 'participate in informal conversations and discussions with

each other.
Biology. .. _Nunsihg {Generic)

Almost- always 14% .1 1 %

Often . 86 78
Seldom , 0 11

Never .- 0 0

No response ( 0 0
. .

COA stydents get together in events which'are not a part of the normal
learning and school activities, such as having parties, visiting each
other, etc.'

,Biology . Nursih (Generic)

Almost' always , 9% .1 ;'

Often 36 , 78
Seldom 'or 36 11

Never 14 0

No response 4 ' 0

*IN

188

8. During intellectual discussiOns with COA At udents, I acquire new ideis and

obtain inforMation helpful in learning(

,, Biology NUrsing (Generic) ,

Almost always 14% 22%

Often 82 , 33

Seldom -41 . 33

Never 0 '0 +

i Ro. response 0 ,, 11% .

9. Teaching (COA students teaching other6C0A studts) takes iflace when COA

-itudents interact
Bioldgy ,/ Nursing, (Generic)

Almost always, 14% 11%

Often '' 81 44 .

Seldom 4 33

NevOr 0 . 0

No response Or -- 11 .

10. I seek the help of oilier COA students when I am having a problem completing
a learning package or an assignment.

. ,

Biolocei Nursing (Generic)

ost 'always 18( 22 %-

Often illa 41 - 44

Seldom 32 22..
Never

.
0

No response 0 11

. ,

I an able to.communicate with the mentor.

Almost always
, Often
Seldom
Never
No response

..0

Biology Nursing (Generic)

36% 67%

64 , 33

0 0'

'Q 0
;owl 0 . 0 .

.

4267. lb.
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12. The mentor is involved in events which are not a'Part of normalfteaching

dutits, such as giving a 'party, having lynch. with. a COA student, etc.

Biology Nursing (Geneiic)
33%
33
33

0
0

Almost alAys " 4%

Often .27
Seldegn 45
Never 18
No response-

)3. Participation- in events not aiiart of normal- teaching duties",is initiated

by theinentor.
Biol o Nursing (Generic)

lf%
41
32 c

0
; '22 .

9

0 11

4.

.
Almost klways 1
Often , ->

Seldom - e

Never 1* . : 4
No response

04. The mentor discusses what is:of intellectual
than adhere itfictly to course material.

$

AlmoSt a:14ays
.

Often
Seldom
Never
No response,

."

Biology

77 -

0
0 0
0 0

than the student: _ _

189

interest tb.the student rather'

Nursing (Generic),
22%
67
11

15. During discussions, do mentor talks more

Almost .always

Often :

.Never
No response

Biology
0%

9
82

,-* 0

..

'Nursing (Generic)

11.
67

22..

16 Discussions are dapinated by the mentor's instructions to thestudent or

directions. -

Almost /always'

Often
Seldom

-Never o ,

No response

Biology Nursing (Generic.)

0% '0%
9 . 0

a 73 78
1. 18 .22

0 0

Thg mentor is available when I wlin't to see-'him/her'..

-, ,
., e 4'. t : Biology

' 7 Althost (Nays . . 23% .

, Often . * . ..i 73

Seldom t .e. 4
:

Never 0

No response 0

?O8.

Nursing (Generic)
11%

. 89
0
0
0
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18. 'the mentor has a warm and understanding attitude toward you personally.

.4.4 13ialoRy Nursing (Generic)

"Almost always 4T% 67%

* Of ten 59 .33

S.eldan 0 '

Never 0 . 6
No response : 0 0 C..

,

9. The 'mentor participates in informal conversations and discussions with COA
students.

i

,,----:- Biology
.

Nursing (Generic)

' Almost always 23% 22%

Often : 73 78
.

Seldom
4
, 4 , 0

Nevet - 0 0,
No response . 0' . 0 4.-

b
% , r

26.

':

,

The mentot- encOurages the student to express himself (herself) and actively

participate itrin,tellectual discussions.

Biology NursinflGeneri c)

-Almost always 50% 44%

Often 50

Seldom 0 0

Never 0 0

No' response 0

21. You feel that you can criticize the mentor without

Biology

fear

-Nursing

of punishment.

(Generic)-
intriost always 14% 44% -

'N.
Often, ,
Seldom

68
4

: 55

0

Never 0 : 0

No response 14 0
--, ....,

22. The mentor is encouraging and canmending td, the COA student. r. .-

4'

(

AlmostAlkays
Biology Nursing (Generic)

41% . 44% .

Often X59 55 .
Seldom 0 0

Never 0 0

No response 0 0

23. The mentor seems to be neutral by giving formalities, administrative cairnents

, for verbatim repetition' of something already said. _

.
Almost always
Often
Seldom
Never , .

. flo response

,..

piology''

4%

32 ,.

45
'0

.18

J.

Nursing (Generic)

-.
,r*---- Ilk )

--11%
11

' 33
22
22

209
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24. The tutors encourage students to express themselves and actively participate
i intellectual 'discussions:

Biology
ilk. Almost always 23%

Often. 50
Seldom . . 14.

v - Never 0 ,

No response 14

'25. Tutors parti ci pate _in , informal

Often
Sel

er
. No response,

s.

Nurs22% tng

.
{Generic)

.

44'
11

0
22

conversations and'discussions with

Biotatr Nursing (Generic)
18%
50

T8

33
44

-)1
X11

COA students.

have a warm and understanding attitude, toward you personally.

Biology Nursing (Genettc-)
Almost alw ys 14% ..

Often _ -'. ' 4181%. .
e .55 a

seldom , 18
4

1 00 . *
No response - 18 '4, 1 22,

, - -.1
. .

Tutors involve themselves in events which are not a part of the normal teachigg
duties such as giving parties, having lunch with COA students, etc. .

I

y losflunsoizng (Generic)
N

' .. .Biol

Never

Almdst always
if ten
Seldom
Never
No response -

.. -N."

28.,, The tutors are primarily.concerned
. given or questions are asked in an
.- solving. ,... .. ''

41 /- 22
23 44

9 , .1' 22
4 18 11

with learning problems. Information is
objective manner facilitate problem

Almost always
1310199y Nursing (Generic)

Often ; 59, 55
Seldom 0 .11 a

viler
rira

0.- '0
response 23 .33

29. Tutors are reassuring and commending to4the- COA stodent.

Almost. always
Of ten -
Seldom
Never

response

Biology
_23%
'.50

9
. 0

18

Nursing (Generic)'
11%

44

. 0
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30. J.Ury members are reassuring and commending to the 00A student.

192.

.,,
, Biology Nursing' (Generic)

Almost always 11% .,

Often 45' , 22 . ,

*. Seldom 11. 23 33-=
Never, j .

1 , 9 0 0i
No response 23 ' ' , 33.

. , - . .,

, . . 4 , 4111 1

IS.
31. Jurymenberi seen to be neutral by givIng formalities, administrative'comments

or verbatik.repetitibn cif sdniething already said. , '
,

.-

. .. Biology ._ Nursing 4Generic)
Almost always 0% .9' . = 11% I

Oftan.r..., "',i ,

- 36, . -, ., 22 ,,

Seldom. ' r 27 .,.` '3'3, - s`
_,.Never . 'E.3 .',, 0 1- ,,., .;li, .,

Notrsponse ,,* .,... 36:, ... 22 . i
)4 . ' .... a 4 ' . ,,
32, 'Jury members. involVe themselv es irvOents which are not a part of rioi-mat

furydutieS, such as giving.p4r.tie.s, baying bechr(cth COA students, etc.

I

N , a. 4 _. .,

1 t Wielogy
Almost' alway's' ... c 0% .')

Ofter);, ",'" '. : .. 4
_ Seldom. .., - '.' 8: 41' ,,.

* Never : 3?
*. -' /No ' response . .

, . : ,
' ... -23 ..

Nursi1pq
r

.' 33
433 ..

0

,. 1 ' ,-
__.. ,,,__33.:;_slur_y members -part tc'i pate in.. fniormal'COnversaiions and ii

'? COA, student$: ' .-,
,

, .

Almost alwayir
. .

Seldom.
Never --

ions.with

", Biology ),, °Nursing (Gener3c)

No response

'0% '. '4,.. % , .,
32, ; 82

1.2''' 'v, '67
14, .."-:' 11 .

.23 ' 0., ,

la
34. Tutors' nave a warm and ,understan'ding- attitude 'toward you personal ly.

Almost' tlivays .

Of .
"Seldom

Never. .
NV response

"
Jury members have 0. warm and understanding attitude. toward you personally:

, .

B tol : . .Nursimg ( Generi c)
s.: 14 11% ,

45 5C,'
. , .

0 _.
o

'18'. 22 . *

AlMost alwayt
Often
Seldom ;
Never
No response.

7 . .

Nt Biology ' Nursing (Geniric)
0% ° 11% ' .., ,,, i

32 78
'32 0 _

14 0
.23 11 .

211
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, .36. Jury memberi seem to be concerned .only with learning pitiblem5:- Information

is given or 4Uestions areasked 'in an objective manner to facilitate problem,
-so4vin4.

. .
.

... _±......, _

.,-, Biology Nursing (Generic) -.

V Almdtt always *. 9% . 0%

Often - \-, 59 -,---s44

. ,
Seldom *, 4 ,22 .

'Never ': 0 '. 0 . .

.

. .
No response 27 33. i

''37. Administrative per onnel (Registrar ,' perlonnel in Bursar's Office, etc.)
participate in. info al" converiations and discussion with,COA Atudents.

Almost alwayS
Often
Seldom

. Never
No response

. B4logy . Nursing (Generic)

4% 0%.

4 0
.

9 - 22 .

73 78-
9 0

4.
,

28, Administrative personnel seem to be neutral by giving formal itieS, administra:

tive comments d verbatim repetition'of something already said.

- Biology Nursing. ('Generic)
--,

Almost always 4% . . 22% .

Often 18 - 33

- Seldom : 41 8 11

, Never '23 . 22

y p 41 11No response ,,

Y, .
-0

'

(i

N ,

39 1 You enjoy talking
hwith.ore

)Orticipattng 'in activities with your mentor.

$.

\, 401" r , Biology Nursing'(Generic)

. Almost always 23% 33% -- ,

Of
A.

64- , 67

Seldom 9 0
.

Never - -t o i . o

NO response *. 4 2 ,. 0

I

, 40%

,-
,

,
.

You enjoy talking with or participating in activities with tutors and

,jury memberf c .-

. Biology
.--

Nursing'.(Generic)

Almost Always , 14% 11%

Of n ag 67

S 14 .1T

. ever 11

o res onse \: 32 0

. 1
.

212
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BidolOgy Program ,
n=18

STUDENT-MENTOR INTERACTIONS1--
:

Frequency- of Rank Of 'Odcurrence

RANK

4

J. Discuss research, project
or term paper.

:ITEM 1 2 3 6
t.

7

1 ,,2. 1 4 2

12.
iisoyss material or assign- 13
mend learning packages. -

II

Discu.ss intellectual

interests of students
outside of course.

4. Qiscusscaree
`,'possibilities.

1 1

2 4 '3

1

3 4 1

5. Discuss, perso01 concerns -; 1 2 1. - 4
J. or resolve 'personal .

. .

problems. ,

-*
. :. .. .

6e Diicuss grade or progress; 1 1 ' 1 2 1 3, 2

7. Discuss a past exam or an j - 2 kl 1 1. '3

exam coming;up;

8. Schedule f test, ace an. 1 2, 2

appointment, etc.

9.. Social ize informal ly.

10. Turn in paper, return

, book, locate resOurcps, etc.
-

11. _Discuss completion of,

program, future courses
to take.

_

- 2 .1 2 1

1 1 1 1 3 1

3 4 '06 1

.194

I.'

Mean
Rank*J3 9 10 11

- 2 1 m=5.1

1

- 1 r 1 m=4.6

1 1 m=4.3

2 3 4 m=7.0
q %

(..

!
3 3 1

.: m=6.2

5 2. 2 1 m =7.3

e

2 -1 6 1 m=7.9

1 3 3 5 m=8.4

3 1- 4 %2 m=7.2

1 1 m=6.2

lo
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Nursing Generic) Program
' '11=9 ,

STUDENT - MENTOR- MTERAcTIONS

Frequency le Rank of Occurrence
. ,

/

RANK

ITEM 4 5 '6

.1. IliscussteSearch, project - 2 - 1 2

or term paper. f

2: D4scuss materjal on .5 *1. .1 1 - .1
assignmebts.in learning
packages.

3. Discuss Intellectual - - 1 1 1 2

.

interests of students .

outside of course.

4. Discuss career ,

poiebtties.

'5. Discuss personal concerns
or resolve personal
problems.

:

IND

6. Discuss grade .or progress. - -

7. Discussia past exam or an
.5

- 2
'exam caning up. .

4 ,i, 1 3 -

- . 'II

8. Schhdule .e test, make an 1

. appointment, etc.

9. Socialize infoimally.

10. Turn in paper, return ' 3.
book, locate remotes, etc.

Discuss c9mpletion of
program, futurevourses
to take.'

-' 1 2 2

. 195
f.

1 1 - 1 m=782

\

- 0. , m=2.2
. ,

.

,_
1 y 1 1, m=6.9

,-1. . - m=5.3

1 - 141"` m=4.2

1 2 - 2 2 m=8.4

. 0

.

,
..

Mean
7 8 9 10. 11 Rank

1 2 1 m=9.0

2 1 2 .3 - m=7.3

- - - - m=2.7

m=3.6'

1 3 1 4 m=9.8

.

224
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1
Biology Program f-

n=19
STUDENT- STUDENT INTERACTIONS

4

Frequency of Rank of Occurrence

RANK

ITEM 1

4
I. Discuss research, project

or" term paper.

2: drcuss content in
.

learning packages.

8

34 Discuss.tarious.intellec7 3

tual interests of other

- students outside or,course.

4. pap social activities.

(

7-5. Socialize informally. 4 2

,

6: Dtscuts persohal concerns
. or resolve,personal

'Problems. 4)#

7:Tutoring another... CO

student who-needs help.

2 3' 4

3 3 5

*-

6 2 2

3 3

-A

.8:Discuss past exam' or an 2

exam coming bp,

-

11

3 1

t

t.
1 2 6

I

1
196-

Mean

8. Rank

2 1 2 m=4.0

1
4

1 1. m=3:3

1 10 4 t m=6.5

3 3 3. m=4.8,

3 2 6' m=5.6

S.

2. m=4.6

5. - 1 2 m=5.0

215

a
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Nursing. (Generic) Program,

n =8

. STUDENT-STUDENT INTERACTIONSr\( Frequency,of Rank of Occurrence
40

ITEM. 1 2N_

1.:Discuss research,*project = . 2,
or term paper.

2. Discuss content in *. 6 1.

lgarning Packages,

3. Discust vario6s_intellic- -

tu.al interests ofother 1`

9tUdents outside Of course..
,

,4. Plan soc4:al acetities. 1
...

5. Socialize informally. 1 '1

J ,s,

.6. Ditcuss personal concerns - 1

or resolve personal
problem.s.

. 47. Tutoring another CGA -

student who needs help. .,-

,

8. Discuss-past,exam or an - 3

0

197

mean

Rank*

,
3 4 5 7

2

-

2

-'

"

1

2

1

-1

1

1

1.

3

-'

1

.

:1

2

1

-

-

1

2

-

2

.

2

1

-1

1

2

. ,

1

g

1

5

i
-

.

2

'3'

1

0

1

3

m=1.6 .

-

.mdS.i

m=67

,m=4.2,

m=5.4 .,

-m-5.7

m =3.6

exam coming up. . I

\

vp

16

0
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OPEt1011 7

general Outcomes' Survey

Biology n = 23 (85% .return) 4

Nursing (Cienerie-3. n = 10 (71% return)

1

2 =

3 =
4 =

5 =

KEY

Strongly agree
Agree -
.Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

THE COA WAS EFFECTIVE IN'HELPING YOLI.TO".:;
Biology Nursing (Generic)

1. Develop gre'ater self - Confidence in nt = 1.8 m = 1.8
professional skills.

198 0
dwl

2. Acquire the canpetenciet needed to be
successful in your field of study

3. Adapt more readily. fror school 'to
professional emplOynierit.

m = 1.7 =2.3

1.8 m 210

4. I Develop an abililpy,to work well with m = 2.0 m = 1.7
other professiolcals). , c

\.. .
.

5. DeYelop skill's in analyzing *xi m = 1.8- ,w = 1.8
solving problems. : , I'

6. Develop. an interest in research.. . m = 1.7 nV= 2.6
,

7. Develop ahigh degree of self& . 111 * 1.4' ,m = 1,4.
directedness. .

8. ,Develtp motivatio&.and commitment
. ...

toward professional goal s .
in = 1.6 m = 1.4

9. Adapt readilyto new situations. m = 1.9 m = 1.5

10. Increase your. ability. to. pick but
information which is valuable and .

reject inputs which are not valuable.}

m = 1.9 - 1.6

11. 'Increase your ability to develop
more personal relationships with

1.8 m =

.your peers and instructors.

12. lain an in-depth knowledge in the m = 143 m = 2.3
. major subject area.

2 1 "1

!I 2



1

13.- Allocate time and work effort

r%- more efficiently-, .

- f4. -Progress through-the program

. - at a faster' rate. .

`Section 2

. 15.- If I had the choice of partici-
pating either in COA or -the $
conkentional'Orogram again
-would choose the COAT`

16: The--benefits of involveMent in
the COA outnumber the problems.

.

,

4

Biology
m= 2.0

m 1.7

m = 1.7

in= 2.4
. '

m 2.4'

-

I-

199

-(Generic)

m = 2.4

i1 I hay.e moreof the kinds ofoskeiLls 'm 1.8' /ifi

' an employer would .want for a
professional in my area than a
student from the' conventional prograM.

18. The COA curriculum is mortigelevant..
to real world profiession activities.

19. The knowledge and skills 1.have
acqul from the COA makes mg as
prepay for entry into ugraduate
progra6 in my-area of study ,as well `

as entry into a profession.

20AThe COA program helped me to develop
a greater sense of responsibility.

21. The*Issessment prOcedure*491fed me
to improve communi6ation .'

m = 2.0' or = 2.5,

m = 1.9 M = f.113'

,m = 2.0 m = 1.7

m = 1.9. m = 1,9

4

33,


